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(3) Forfeiture Clause

Horizon incJuded a forfeiture clause in its contract that permitted
it to terminate the purchaser

s interest on defauJt and retain aJl

previously paid instaJlments. A substantial number of contracts and

sums of money have been forfeited under the Horizon contract
(Findings 129- 131).

It wiJl never be known how many customers

continued making payments because of the Hobson s choice present-

ed by the forfeiture clause. Although forfeiture clauses in instaJlment contracts are legal in a majority of jurisdictions , they are
unfair to the purchaser. Dobbs,

Remedies

Section 12. 14

(1973). Upon

forfeiture, the seJler receives the benefit of the land and aJl previous
payments; he is unjustly enriched at the expense of the purchaser.
In an effort to reach equitable results , an increasing number of
states have departed either legislatively or judiciaJly from the
ancient common law rule of forfeiture. By preventing forfeitures,
instaJlment land sales contracts are brought into Jine with mort-

gages and instaJlment saJes of goods under the Uniform Commercial
Code. Neither mortgage law nor the U. C. permits forfeiture , but
Section
Remedies
limit the seJler to his actual damages. Dobbs,
12. 14(1973), U.

C. Section 2- 718.

Limiting recovery to actual damages is more compelling where the
contract containing the forfeiture clause is an adhesion contract. In
this case the stronger party, Horizon , has secured for itself a remedy
for contract breach that far exceeds its anticipated actuaJ damages.
Had this been a Jiquidated damages clause , it would have been
struck down as a penalty because it bears no relationship to
anticipated damages. (290)

The penaJ nature of the forfeiture clause , particularly in combinais indicative of the
oppressiveness of forfeiture and the unfairness of Horizon s forfeition with the duress of an adhesion contract ,

ture clause. Conc1uding that the forfeiture provisions of Horizon

contracts are unfair represents a departure from an old and

oppressive rule; yet , it does not break new ground , for equity has
long abhorred a forfeiture.
Horizon Is Liable For The Unfair Or Deceptive Acts Of Its
SaJes Representatives
In reports fied with the Securities and Exchange Commission

SEC" ), Horizon has reported that its sales representatives are fulJtime employees (CX 64D ,

65E). For the fiscaJ year ended May 31

1974 , Horizon reported to the SEC that " the Company s own saJes

organization " accounted for 98 percent of its saJes (CX 66C). Thus,
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the relationship between Horizon s sales representatives and Horizon Corporation is that of principal and agent. Horizon , having

clothed its sales representatives with apparent authority in the form
of contracts , TBA maps , unit maps , property reports , films , presentation manuals , and Horizon-sponsored dinner parties , is responsible
for their sales representations even if unauthorized.

Goodman

244 F. 2d 584 , (9th Cir. 1957). (The technical form of the

F.

relationship is not determinative; in a similar sales,' situation

a

corporation was liable for the acts of its jobbers considered independStar Office Supply Co. 77 F. C. 383 446-6 (1970)).
Horizon points to the integration-disclaimer clause of its contract
claiming excuJpation from liability and lack of apparent authority in
ent contractors.

the sales representatives. It is clear from customer testimony that
they perceived the representations of sales representatives as those
of Horizon. Mere disclaimer clauses cannot absolve Horizon of the

continuous and significant , both in substance and number , of
misrepresentations made by its sales personnel. It is clear from the
internal surveys of its sales offices that Horizon knew of these unfair
and deceptive acts and practices and tacitly condoned them. In fact
testimony about sales training and the training manuals themselves
show Horizon as the initiator of many of the unfair acts and
practices.
Even if it were to be found that Horizon honestly and systematically dismissed sales representatives who violated their pledge , this

wouJd not exonerate Horizon of liability. As the Second Circuit Court
Standard Distributors, Inc.
v. F. T.e.
211 F. 2d 7
13 (2d Cir. 1954): " unsuccessful efforts by the principal to prevent

of AppeaJs noted in

such misrepresentations by agents wiJl not put the principal beyond
the reach of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Neither Laches Nor Equitable EstoppeJ Bar Relief
The issuance of an order in this case is not barred by the equitable

defenses of laches and equitabJe estoppel. As the Commission
In the Matter of SKF Industries,

recentJy noted

Inc.

Docket No.

9046 , Opinion of the Commission , p. 8 n. 8 (94 F. C. 6 at 83) (JuJy 25
1979), neither equitable estoppel nor Jaches is a defense to an action
brought by the government in the public interest.
Light Co.

v.

United States

Picayune Publishing Co.
(1953); United States

Supp. 431 ,

v.

Utah Power &

243 U. S. 389 , 408- 09 (1917);
Times
v.
United States 345 U.s. 594 , 623Firestone Tire
Rubber Co. (291)374 F.

433 (N. D. Ohio 1974). The Commission s investigation of
Horizon , which commenced in October 1971 (CX 65D), is of signifi-
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cance to this proceeding in that Horizon ,

knowing it was under

investigation , failed to take signiflcantsteps to correct its misleading
and deceptive sales programs. Horizon s internal surveys alone
constitute sufficient evidence to demonstrate that there has been no
discontinuance of the unfair and deceptive practices prior to

issuance of the Commission s complaint.
Remedy

It is well established that the Commission " has wide discretion in
its choice of a remedy deemed adequate to cope with the unJawful
practices " and that " the courts will not interfere except where the
remedy selected has no reasonabJe relation to the unlawful practice
found to exist."

v.

Jacob Siegel Co.

FTC 327 U.s. 608 , 611 , 613 (1946).

The courts have repeatedJy affirmed the power of the Commission to
go beyond the

practices

FTC

v.

specific vioJations found and to prohibit similar
Mandel Bros. Inc. 359 U. S. 385 , 392- 93 (1959), "

that its order may not

be by- passed with impunity.

FTC

Ruberoid, Co. 343 U.s. 470 , 473 (1952). The Order entered herein is
necessary to achieve the objective of preventing unfair , misleading
and deceptive sales practices in the future.

Horizon suggests that any order exempt (i) property which is
exempt from the scrutiny of OILSR pursuant to 15 U.

C. 1702 ,

(ii)

single transactions in which the purchase price is greater than
$25 000 , (iii) parcels of 50 acres or more in size , and (iv) lots for which

utilities are or will be available within a date certain and upon
specified conditions (Respondent' s Reply To Complaint CounseJ'

Proposed Order , pp. 12- 13). Such exemptions are not justifiabJe. It is
dear that the purchaser of large quantities of land is not immune
from deception; indeed , large purchasers may be more in need of the
protection provided by this Order since the ILSDA does not require
disclosures on large parcels. The public interest is not served , nor
Horizon s unfair or deceptive acts or practices stopped , by placing
such limitations on the scope of this Order.

In consideration of Horizon

s contention that the order shouJd be

limited to undeveloped land which is subject to no obligation to
develop (Respondent' s Reply To Complaint CounseJ's Proposed

Order , p. 11), the scope of the Order has been limited to vacant land
undeveloped land , predeveloped land, or any other land which is not

immediately availabJe as a building site with utilities in place
under construction. This Jimitation is intended to exclude from the
coverage of the Order , building lots with houses constructed thereon

, "
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or with utilities in place and available for immediate building
purposes.
Section I

Section I of the Order consists of three subsections which order
Horizon to cease and desist from (A) making 15 specific representations , (B) referring to 8 listed topics , and (C) engaging in 9 listed acts
or practices. Although a number of these prohibitions are far
reaching, the findings wouJd indicate that such unfair and deceptive
conduct by Horizon (292)was instrumental in persuading customers

to purchase Horizon property. The breadth of these prohibitions is a
reasonable preventative measure against new but similar unfair or
deceptive sales schemes which would enable Horizon to by-pass with
impunity this Order.
Section II

The provisions of Section I1 affirmativeJy require Horizon to notify
prospective purchasers of the potential risks and the material facts

regarding the purchase of land from Horizon , and to offer a refund or

exchange where there has been a material failure to provide

a

contracted- for improvement.
Paragraph I1 A Notice To Buyers " provides consumers with
basic factual information about the offered property two days prior
to any in-person sales contact. The two-day period permits the
consumer to assess the merits of the property without being subject
to Horizon s sophisticated sales techniques and sales pressures. The

Notice informs consumers in an objective way that (1) the topic is
land sales; (2) the location and average cost of the land being sold; (3)
the uncertainty of investment value or ability to reseJl; and (4) the

availability and cost information for the following improvements:
roads , water , sewers , electricity, telephone service and recreational
facilities. At its conc1usion

, the " Notice

To Buyers " states the

advisability of seeking professional assistance and of reading the
property report.

Paragraphs II Band C verbally and physically incorporate the
Notice To Buyers " into the sales contract.

Paragraph II D states the method and terms of a refund procedure
in the event that Horizon has failed to provide contracted for
improvements within six months of the time specified in the
contract. This provision , to be included in all contracts , requires

affrmative notification on the part of Horizon , which is justifiable
under the circumstances of a failure to meet contract terms.
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Section III

requires Horizon to disclose the risky nature of Jand
investment and the purchaser s right to reconsider and cancel the
contract during a period of insulation from Horizon s sales representSection

III

atives. The terms of the adhesion

contract are cleansed of some

unfairness by prohibiting the integration and forfeiture provisions.
A requires Horizon to " clearly and conspicuously
III
Paragraph
include in all sales and promotional materials a specified warning
about the uncertainty of land values and of resaJe potential. Such an
unequivocal disclosure about the risks in purchasing land should

mitigate any conflicting implications of land as an excellent ,
free investment.

risk-

Paragraph III B requires Horizon to incorporate into its contract a

clause granting a right of cancellation within ten days after signing
the contract. To insure that the purchaser can truJy reflect on the
sagacity of his purchase

, all communications

from Horizon must

cease during the ten- day period. Other provisions insure that
purchasers have knowledge of and do not waive or forfeit their
cancellation right. (293)Horizon is required to incJude a separate
paragraph calling the purchaser s attention to the ten- day period; to
include two copies of a separate form entitled " Notice Of Right Of
Cancellation ; to orally notify purchasers of the right to cancel; and
to notify purchasers so that they can cure any deficiency in the
Notice Of Right Of Cancellation.

F requires
III
Where an exchange privilege exists , Paragraph
building
exchange
lots
Horizon to specifically discJose the fact that
may increase purchaser indebtedness and may not be in desirable
locations.

G institutes a mandatory refund privilege conditioned on the purchaser making a personal visit to the property
within one year. Although this provision turns Horizon s refund
Paragraph

III

privilege from an optional to a mandatory
Horizon provide a personal visit- refund

one , requiring that

provision is not unreasonHorizon s unfair and

able in Jight of the time limitation imposed ,

deceptive acts and practices in the past , and Horizon s chosen

method of selJng its land sight unseen to buyers located at great

distances from the property.

Despite the fact that Horizon routinely incJuded a personal visitrefund provision coupled with a property visit credit in its contracts
the record shows that few people exercised this refund option and in
fact often were reloaded when they did make a property visit , even
though they were not

satisfied with their original purchase.

To
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protect against a reoccurrence of the above situation , Horizon is
required to: (1) clearly disclose the terms of the refund privilege , (2)
provide the purchaser with a specific " Notice Of Cancellation After
Inspection " and (3) refrain from communicating with the purchaser
during the five- day refund period subsequent to the property visit.

Paragraph III H requires Horizon to make public the names and

addresses of purchasers of its lots. This wil enable the public

including builders , to contact lot purchasers about the . purchase or
sale of the property. It takes away the monopoly which Horizon has

on the names and addresses of lot purchasers prior to recording a
deed to the property.
Subsections I through L of Section III go to remedying the evij of
forfeiture in Horizon s adhesion contract. Horizon will be permitted
to collect or retain only its actual damages both in future contracts
and in contracts which are in existence as of the time this Order
becomes finaL This Order does not grant complaint counsel's

requested retroactive relief for contracts in which forfeitures have
occurred prior to the effective date of this Order. In light of

Heater

FTC 503 F, 2d 321 (9th Cir. 1974) and 15 U. C. 57(b), such restitution
is not ordered. However , failure to grant administrative relief in the

form of restitution should not be considered indicative of a failure of
Horizon s customers to qualify for relief; rather , the Commission
should seek judicial redress for penaJ forfeitures in accordance with
15 U.s. C.

57(b).

In addition ,

Horizon is prohibited from enforcing the integration

clause of its contract. The record shows a substantiaJ number of
material representations made apart from the written contract.
These representations were unfair and deceptive and were relied on

by (294)purchasers. Purchasers should not be prevented from using
these representations as proof in any contract dispute with Horizon
or in any subsequent litigation.
Paragraph III N authorizes a letter (Appendix A) be sent to aJJ
purchasers of Horizon s land. The letter serves to inform purchasers
of this lawsuit and of the rights and options open to them.

Section IV

Section IV requires a change in the management struCture of the
HCIA' s. Horizon is prohibited from controJling the management of

the associations and is thereby prevented from utilizing the resources of the HCIA' s for its own benefit. Further , HCIA members
are given the opportunity to postpone payment of HCIA assessments
until the lot being assessed is ready for development. Payments over
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a forty- year period on a lot which may never be developed is
particularly onerous. Further , HCIA payme nts to an association by
those who have forfeited on their lots , and have no interest
whatsoever in the development should be refunded. These payments
are in an escrow account , are readily available for refunds ,

and

refunds seem just and proper.
Section V
Section V requires Horizon to inform its present and future agents

and affiJiates of the contents of this Order. It further commands
Horizon to police the activities of its agents and affiliates to insure

s past history of
failure to prevent misrepresentations by its sales force , this section is

compliance with this Order. In light of Horizon
both reasonable and necessary.

While the notice and disclosure requirements of this Order
duplicate in some respects information in the property reports , such

additional disclosures are obviously necessary since the property

reports have not apprised purchasers of all information material to a
decision to purchase respondent' s land.

Redress

The Commission has stated in its complaint that it may seek
redress for injury to consumers in the form of restitution and
refunds for past , present and future consumers , and such other types
of relief as are set forth in Section 19(b) of the FederaJ Trade

Commission Act , as amended (15 U.8. C. 57(b)), if the record of this
proceeding, and other factors , make such course of action necessary
and appropriate. For this reason ,

full redress for consumers has not

been ordered by the undersigned. However , it is recommended that
the Commission now proceed under Section 19(b).
The record in this proceeding reveals a course of conduct filled

with deliberate misrepresentations and the withholding of material
information from consumers. The end resuJt of this planned course
of conduct was to appropriate from consumers millions of dollars for
virtuaJJy worthless desert land that was represented to be an
exceJlent (295)investment. This entire sales scheme was made with

deliberateness and with the knowledge of its falsity, and it unjustly
enriched a few at the expense of thousands of unsuspecting

consumers. Commission redress for these helpless victims of a

vicious consumer fraud is not only warranted , but may be the sole
remaining hope for any consumer relief.
345- 554 Q- 82.-
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the
respondent and over the subject matter of this proceeding.
2. The challenged acts , practices and methods of competition of

respondent are in or affecting commerce within the meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
3. Respondent Horizon

Corporation has engaged in the sale of

land , located in the States of Texas , Arizona and New Mexico , and
has utilized in connection therewith false , misleading, deceptive and
unfair representations and acts and practices , and has failed to
disclose to purchasers material information in respect to such land.
4. Through the use of the aforesaid unfair or deceptive acts or
respondent has caused purchasers of its land to pay

practices ,

substantial sums of money to it for Jand that has little value as
investments and little use as homesites , and has received and
retained such sums of money and has failed to offer to refund or

refused to refund such money to such purchasers.
5. The use by respondent of the aforementioned unfair or
deceptive acts or practices has had , and now has , the capacity and
tendency to mislead and

deceive a substantial portion of the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such
statements were , and are true , and into the purchase of substantial
amounts of respondent's land because of said mistaken and erroneous beJief.
6. The aforementioned acts or practices were and are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and respondent' s competitors and
constituted , and now constitute , unfair methods of competition in or

affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in vioJation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Com,,ission Act. (296)
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Horizon Corporation , a corporation
its successors and assigns , and respondent' s officers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any corporation

subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
advertising, offering for sale , sale, contracting or other promotion of vacant
land , undeveloped land, predeveJoped land , or any vacant Jand which
is not immediately usable as a building site with utilities in place or
under construction , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the FederaJ Trade

forthwith cease and desist from:

Commission Act , as amended ,

do

,"
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A. Representing, directly or by implication , through the use of
any means , that:

land which respondent is offering or has
, has been , is or wil be a good , profitable, safe or

1. The purchase of
offered for sale

sound investment;

2. There is

little or no financial risk involved in the purchase of

respondent' s land;
3. The resaJe of land purchased from respondent is not , or (297)
wil not be difficuJt;
4. Respondent will repurchase , reseJl , or assist in the resaJe of
unless
the
such is a fact, and
land purchased from respondent unless
terms , conditions and arrangements for repurchase , resale , or

assistance are clearly and conspicuously disclosed at the time such
representation is made;
5. The value of any land ,

wherever situated , whether or not

marketed by respondent , has risen , is rising, or will rise;
6. Lots designated by respondent as " single- famiJy residential"
multi- family residential" commercial" , or terms of similar import
have a significant difference in present or expected value;
7. The price

set by respondent for the land is equivalent to the

market value of the land

unless

adequate market data on resales of

similar land (Jand in a similar location with the same degree of
development) by previous purchasers in the possession of respondent
substantiates this representation;
8. The purchase of land from respondent is a way to achieve

financial security, to deal with inflation , or to make money;
9. The purchase of land in generaJ is a good ,

profitable , safe or

sound investment; (298)

10. The demand

for Jand offered for sale by respondent has

increased , is increasing, or will increase;
11. Land being

offered for sale by respondent wil soon

be

unavailabJe because of the pace of sales or dwindling supply, or that
the supply of any other land is decreasing;
12. Purchasers must purchase immediately in order to ensure
that a particularly desirable location wiJ be available ,

or that lots

similar to those being offered for sale may not or will not be
available at the same price in the forseeabJe future;
13. Purchasers have been specially selected;

14. The signing of a contract does not immediately create a
binding legal obJigation on the part of the purchaser including, but
not Jimited to

, representations that the purchaser is only making a

deposit , is onJy reserving the land, is only taking the first step, or is
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not making a final decision , or in any manner whatsoever obscuring
or misrepresenting the legal or practical significance of signing a
contract;
provided that respondent may accurately recite the terms
and conditions of the contract and of a refund privilege , if any, or of a
canceJlation right ,

if applicable; (299)

15. The federal property report or state property report is in any

way an endorsement of or a judgment of the merits or value of the
land being offered by any federal or state agency, unit , or offcial.
B. Making any reference, directly or by implication ,
use of any means , to:

through the

1. The past or future price of land offered by respondent , or the
past or future vaJue of land offered by respondent , or the past or
future increases in prices , including reference by actual dollar

amount , percentage increase , or by any other means as indicative of
market value , or of a change in market value;
2. The past ,

present or future population , employment or indus-

trial statistics or trends or other statistics or trends in a geographic
area , unless respondent has a reasonable basis at the time of the
statement or representation to conclude that such statistic or trend
either now has or , within the near future , will have a significant
effect on respondent' s property or a part thereof, other than those
parts of each property which respondent has reserved for deveJop-

ment , to which such statement or representation refers or relates;
3. The present , planned , proposed or potentiaJ development

improvement or facilities of the particular land being offered or of
the subdivision or project in which the offered land is located that
(300)differs in any materiaJ respect from the relevant language of
the most current property report or from the n Notice to Buyers " (set
forth in Part II of this Order);
4. Investments of any sort ,

including any reference to insurance

stocks , the stock , commodity or options markets , savings accounts or
certificates , annuities, or land as an investment;
5. The purchase , reservation ,

contracting or consideration by any

individual other than the immediate purchaser , of any land being
offered by respondent , including but not limited to , any reference to
any other person having a cC

hold" on a lot;

size , assets or listing on any stock
provided that respondent may make such references as

6. Respondent' s reputation ,
exchange;

are required by statute or regulation in the place and manner

required by such statute or regulation;
7. The present , planned , proposed or potential deveJopment of
any land by anyone other than respondent;

~~~ .

-
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8. The time within which lanQ. purchased from respondent can be

resold.

of the following acts or practices , directly or
implication , through the use of any means: (301)

C. Engaging in any
by

1. Discouraging purchasers from

obtaining the assistance of

counselor other professional or personal advice in connection with
the purchase decision or the purchase of respondent' s land;
2. Failing to provide any required federal or state property report
sufficiently in advance of the signing of a contract so as to enable the

purchaser to read it completely without interruption or distraction
by respondent' s representatives or employees;

s personal information prior to the purchaser signifying, by affirmative statement , that
3. Filling out a contract with the purchaser

he desires to purchase the land being offered;

desire not to
purchase respondent' s land to continued sales effort from any sales
4. Subjecting a purchaser who has evidenced a

representative or other employee other than the original sales
" or " takeover " system;
any continuation of the "
5. Including in any contract or in any other documents shown or
provided to purchasers , language stating that no express or implied

person

e.,

representations have been made in connection
respondent' s land , or that any particular
been made in connection therewith;

with the sale of

representation has not

6. Making any statement or representation concerning the rights
or obligations of respondent or the purchaser which differs in any
(302)material respect from the rights or obligations of the parties as
stated in the contract of sale ,

the Notice to Buyers provided for in
,
and
the
property report;
Section II of this Order
7. Including any

contract language permitting respondent to

retain all sums previously paid by the purchaser upon the failure of

the purchaser to pay any installment due or upon the failure to
perform any other obligation under the contract;
8. Failing to disclose , clearly and conspicuously, in all sales
advertising
promotional materials

presentations ,

, contracts and

relating to specific lots the existence, nature, location

, size and

significance of any and all easements , and any other physical
features which could affect the full use and enjoyment of a lot;
9. Misrepresenting the true nature and purpose of a ny event or

activity, including, but not Jimited to telephone calls , sales calls
dinner parties or other similar gatherings, contests , awards offree or
reduced price gifts or vacations , and sightseeing tours.
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It is further ordered That respondent Horizon Corporation shall:

A. Distribute to all purchasers a copy of the following " Notice to
Buyers " at least two days prior to any in- person sales contact. (1) In
(303)cases where the purchaser is invited by mail to attend a

meeting sponsored by respondent , the Notice shall be included with
the invitation. (2) In cases where respondent arranges to nieet with
the purchaser in the purchaser s home , or other location , respondent
shall mail the Notice to the purchaser aJlowing suffcient time for

the Notice to arrive two days prior to the meeting. (3) In cases where
the initial contact with the purchaser is in- person (as , for example , at
a booth located in a public place) respondent shall , after identifying
briefly the purpose of the contact , give the Notice to the purchaser
request that the purchaser read it , and provide ample uninterrupted
time for the purchaser to read it completely before continuing with

any sales presentation. (4) In cases where the sale is to be completed

entirely through the mail , the Notice shaJi accompany the initial
mailing to the purchaser. The Notice shall be on a separate sheet of
paper not attached to any other paper and shall contain only the
required information and no other writing, unless approved in
advance by the Commission. The Notice shall be in the following
format and content:
NOTICE

TI

BUYERS

NAME OF SUBDIVISION
NAME OF SELLER
EFFECTIVE DATE OF NOTICE
THE PURPOSE OF (DESCRIBE THE TYPE OF MEETING OR CONTACT) IS TO

PERSUADE YOU TO SIGN A CONTRACT FOR THE PURCHASE OF LAND IN
(NAME OF STATEJ AT AN (304JAPPROXIMATE COST OF IA VERAGE LIST PRICE
FOR THE LOTS BEING OFFEREDj, OF AN AVERAGE SIZE OF
ACRE(S), WHICH IS A COST PER ACRE OF $

IMPORTANT
THE SELLER ADVISES YOU THAT IT IS NOT SELLING THE LOTS IN THIS
SUBDIVISION AS A FINANCIAL INVESTMENT. THEREFORE . DO NOT COUNT
ON YOUR LOT RISING IN VALUE OR YOUR BEING ABLE TO RESELL IT THE
FUTURE VALUE OF LAND IS VERY UNCERTAIN. EVEN IF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDS ON SCHEDULE . YOU WILL FACE THE COMPETITION OF
THE SELLER' S OWN SALES PROGRAM IF YOU OFFER YOUR LOT FOR SALE.
THIS USUALLY INVOLVES AN EXTENSIVE SALES CAMPAIGN BY THE
SELLER AND MARKETING COMMISSIONS WHICH YOU MAY NOT BE ABLE TO

MATCH. YOU MAY ALSO FACE THE POSSIBILITY THAT REAL ESTATE

**

av..u...... _u
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BROKERS MAY NOT BE INTERESTED IN SELLING YOUR LOT OR LISTING

YOUR LOT FOR SALE. .

(State the number of lots sold in the subdivision by the seller from the initial sale to
the date of this Notice State the numherof unsold lots currently available for sale.

Statethe-num.berof lots which the seller intends to offer in the future tocamplete
sales in the subdivision.
(PROVIDE the following development information for the unites) being offered:)

ROADS
(INFORMATION TO BE APPLICABLE TO THE ROADS FRONTING PURCHASER' S LOTS) (305J

State who is currently responsible for construction and maintenance and whether the

roads wil be maintained by a pubIicauthority, a property owners ' association or some

ntity at some time in the future. State. the

other .

cost to buyer for construc-

tion/maintenance , ifany, during interirnand ftetturnover.
State whether there is adequate financial assurance in the form of an escrow or trust

account , or surety bond; to assure completion of the roads as represented. If not
include the following warning: WARNING: TOO LITILE MONEY HAS BEEN SET
ASIDE TO ASSURE THE COMPLETION OF THE ROADS; THEREFORE , THERE IS
NO ASSURANCE THAT THEY WILL BE COMPLETED.
Provide the folJowingroads information:

Unit

Starting
date

Percent now
complete

Estimated
completion
date

Present
surface

Final
surface

* Ifnat known , insert the following warning: WARNING: THE PLANS FOR THE
ROADS ARE SO INDEFINITE THEY MAY NOT BE COMPLETED.
If unpaved then state " UNP A VED" and describe

thesurface. (306)

WATER
If wateris to be supplied by an individual private system, state the estimated cost to

the buyer of installation , treatment facilities, llecessary equipment and any other
required costs. If individual weBs are to be used , state whether or not a refund or
exchange will be issued in the event a productive well cannot be installed. If yes , state
the terms and conditions . thereof. If no . insert the following warning: WARNING: A
SUCCESSFUL PRODUCING WELL IS NOT GUARANTEED. NO REFUND OR
EXCHANGE WILL BE GRANTED IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO DIG A SUCCESSFUL
WELL.

If water is to be provided by a central system , state whether the buyer is to pay any
construction costs , one- time connection fees , availability fees , special assessments or
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deposits for the central system. If so , state the estimated cost. If the buyer will be
responsible for construction costs of the water mains, state the costs to install the

mains to the most remote lot covered by the Notice. State whether there is adequate
financial assurance in the form of an escrow or trust account , or surety bond , to assure

completion of the central system and any future expansion. If not , include the
following warning: WARNING: TOO LITILE MONEY HAS BEEN SET ASIDE TO
ASSURE THE COMPLETION OF THE CENTRAL WATER SYSTEM; THEREFORE
THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT IT WILL BE COMPLETED. (307)

Provide the following water information:

Unii

St"rt!ng

P..rc..nt now

Service Available

date

cDmplete

date'

.. If not known , insert the following warning: WARNING: THE PLANS FOR THE
CENTRAL WATER SYSTEM ARE SO INDEFINITE IT MAY NOT BE COMPLETED.

SEWER
State the method of sewage disposal io be used. If by septic tank or other individual
system , state the estimated cost of the system and any necessary tests. State whether

a permit is required, If so, and if each and every lot has not been already approved
insert the following warning: W AHNING: THERE IS NO ASSURANCE PERMITS
CAN BE OBTAINED FOR THE INSTALLATION AND USE OF SEPTIC TANKS OR
OTHER INDIVIDUAL ON- SITE SEWAGE SYSTEMS. State whether or not a refund

or exchange will be issued in the event a permit is denied for the particular lot
purchased , and the terms and conditions thereof. If neither wil be issued , insert the
following warning: WARNING: NO REFUND OR EXCHANGE WILL BE GRANTED

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO INSTALL A SEPTIC TANK OR OTHER ON SITE
SEW AGE SYSTEM.

If a central sewage treatment and collection system is being installed , state who is

responsible for construction of the system. State whether 130B)buyer

will pay any

construction costs ,

special assessments , one- time connection fees , availability fees , use
fees or deposits. State the amounts of these charges. If the buyer is to pay the cost of
the sewer mains , state the cost of installation of the mains to the most remote lot in

this Notice. State whether there is adequate financial assurance in the form of an
escrow or trust account , or surety bond , to assure completion of the central system and
any future expansion. If not , include the following warning: WARNING: TOO LITTLE

MON.:y HAS BEEN SET ASIDE TO ASSURE THE COMPLETION OF THE
CENTRAL SEWER SYSTEM; TH.:REFORE , THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT IT
WILL BE COMPLETED. Provide the following sewer information:

Unit

Starting dale

Perceo.tage of

compietion

Service Availability
date
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,. Ifoot known;' insert the folloWing warning;WAR ING:THEPLANS FOR. THE
CENTRAL SEWAGE SYSTEM ARE SO INDEFINITE IT MAY NOT BE COM'
PLETED.

ELECTRIC SERVICE
If the primary service lines have not been exteJlded in front of, or adjacent to each lot;
state whether the buyer wil be responsible for any construction costs. If so , state the
utility company s policy and charges (309Jfor extension of primary lines: Based on
that policy, state the " cost to the - buyer for extending primary service Jo the most
remote lot in this . Notice . Provide the following electric service information:

Unit

Starting date

Percentage
complete

. If not known, insert the following warning:

Service Availabilty
date

WARNING: THE PLANS FOR THE

ELECTRIC SERVICE SYSTEM ARE SO INDEFINITE IT MAY NOT BE COMPLETED.

TELEPHONE SERVICE
If the service lines have not been extended in front of, or adjacent to , each lot , state
whether the buyer wil be responsible for anyconstructiori costs: Ifso , state the utilty
company spolicy and charges forexterision of service lines. Basedon that policy, state
the cost to the buyer Of extending service lines to the most remote lot in this Notice.
(310)

Provide the following telephone service information:

Unit

Starting Date

Percen tage

Service A vailability

complete

date

. If not kI1own , insert the following warning:W ARNING: THE PLANS FOR THE
TELEPHONE SYSTEM ARE SO INDEFINITE IT MAY NOT BE COMPLETED.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Identify each recreational facilty. For each.

tion:

facility,. provide the following informa-

***..
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Date Avail-

Financial

able for. use'

Assurance '

completion

Huyer

cQstand
aS$esSments""

* Tfnot' known , insert the following warning: WARNING: THE PLANS FOR THE
(identify the facility) ARE SO INDEFINITE IT MAY NOT BE COMPLETED.
H Ifnone state " none . If such exists state the type and amount.

8tate any construction or use costs tothe buyeriricludingany (311)"a liCable

property owner s association assessment , maintenance assessment or use fee.
At the conclusion of the Notice ,

pJace the following warning set ofrby a box outline:

IMPORTANT , OBTAIN AND READ THOROUGHLY THE FULL PROPERTY
REPORT BEFORE SIGNING ANYTHING. THE PROPERTY REPORT CONTAINS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT YOU SHOULD KNOW AND UNDERSTAND
BEFORE CONTRACTING TO PURCHASE THIS LAND. IT IS DESIRABLE TO

SEEK THE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL OR A QUALIFIED REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONAL FOR ASSISTANCE IN EVALUATING THE TERMS OR MERITS
OF THIS PURCHASE
BEFORE
SIGNING ANYTHING. RETAIN THIS NOTICEREPRESENTATIONS CONTAINED IN IT BECOME A PART OF ANY CONTRACT
YOU MAY SIGN WITH THE SELLER

If you wish to obtain more information or if you wish tocancelany appointment we
may have arranged with you , you may call this toll- free number: 800
-(End of NoticeJ-

IncJude in all contracts of sale the following provision:
The representations and statements made by seller in the Notice to Buyers and in the
Property Report regarding roads , utilities , improvements and recreational facilities
are hereby incorporated into , and made a part of this contract as if set forth fully
herein.

(312)

C. Attach to the contract a copy of the Notice to Buyers that was

given to the purchaser when the purchaser was first contacted by
respondent.

D. Include in all contracts the following provision:

In the event the subdivision or the lot which is the subject of this contract has not
been provided with or does not have available any contracted- for improvement or

utility, or there has been a material failure to provide or make available any
contracted- for recreational facility, amenity or structure, within six months of the
time specified in the contract , the seller wil , within 30 days after the expiration of the
six-month time period , provide the buyer by certified mail , return receipt requested
with notice of such failure to provide or such unavailability, and of the buyer s right to
a refund of all moneys paid (including, but not limited to principal , interest , taxes , and
assessments) under the contract ,

plus interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum

computed from the date of seller s default.

Provided, however That at the time the purchaser is notified of such
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refund , the pUrchaser may also be offered the option of selectIng,
instead of such refund , an exchange of the purchaser' s lot , at no
additional cost to the purchaser for another lot to which all
contractual obligations of (313)seller have been met , which was or
would have been of at least equal price on the date the purchaser
contract wa,s signed , which is located in the same subdivision, has
and improvesame utilities
zoning classification , has the
the same

ments as seller was obligated to provide under the original contract

and is located nO further from the same or substantially similar
recreational and commercial facilities and amenities as the original

lot. Where the buyer has received a deed or other evidence of interest
in the property other than this contract, purchaser may be required
as a condition of obtaining a refund , to return such deed or other
evidence of interest.
E. Carry out the notification and refund provisions as set forth in
Paragraph D above and , in connection therewith not solicit or obtain

the purchaser assent to orotherwiseimpose any condition , waiver
or limitation upon the right of a purchaser to a refund . as set out in
Paragraph Dof this Order , except that respondent may require a
purchaser to exercise his option for a refund within a stated time
period of not Jess than forty-five days after receipt by the purchaser
of the Notice required by Paragraph D ofthis Order.

It is further ordered That respondent Horizon Corporation shall:

A. Include clearly and conspicuously in all sales presentations

promotional materials , printed advertisements and radio and television commercials , the following statement: (314)
THE FUTURE VALUE OF LAND IS VERY UNCERTAIN. THE SELLER ADVISES
YOU THAT IT IS NOT SELLING THE LOTS IN THIS SUBDIVISION AS A
FINANCIAL INVESTMENT. THEREFORE , DO NOT COUNT ON YOUR LOT
RISING IN VALUE OR YOUR BEING ABLE TO RESELL IT. IT IS SUGGESTED
THAT YOU DISCUSS ANY POSSIBLE PURCHASE WITH A LAWYER , REALTOR
OR OTHER QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL.

B. Include clearly and conspicuously in each contract for the sale
of respondent' s land the following statement , in 12- point boldface
type:
YOU, THE BUYER , HAVE THE RIGHT TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT, WITHOUT
ANY PENALTY OR OBLIGATION , AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE
TENTH BUSINESS DAY AFTER THE DATE OF THIS CONTRACT.

SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO CANCEL WITHIN THIS TIME , ANY PAYMENTE
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MADE BY YOU UNDER THIS CONTRACT WILL BE RETURNED AND ANY
LEGAL DOCUMENT SIGNED BY YOU WILL BE CANCELLED AND RETURNED
WITHIN TEN BUSINESS DAYS AFTER THE SELLER RECEIVES YOUR CANCELLATION NOTICE.
TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT , YOU MUST MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED COpy
OF THE ' NOTICE OF RIGHT OF CANCELLATION' (THAT WILL BE FURNISHED
BY THE SELLER), OR SEND A TELEGRAM , OR SEND ANY OTHER WRITTEN
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION TO SELLER AT SELLER' S (315JPLACE OF BUSI.
NESS. A MAILING MUST BE POSTMARKED , OR A TELEGRAM MUST BE FILED
FOR TRANSMISSION , NOT LATER THAN MIDNIGHT OF THE TENTH BUSI
NESS DAY AFTER THE DATE OF THIS CONTRACT.

During this ten-day

period after the signing of a land purchase

otherwise
telephonic or
between respondent and pl.rchaser are forbidden and the initiation
of any such communication by respondent shall be grounds for
rescission of the purchase contract and recovery of all payments
thereunder at purchaser s option , exercisable anytime before the
purchased land is fully paid for and deeded to purchaser.

contract

all

COIllIIunications perEjonal

C. Print the following

in 12- point boldface type as a separate

paragraph of the contract immediately preceding the space provided
for the purchaser s signature:
A TTENTIONo WHILE YOU HAVE 10 BUSINESS DAYS IN WHICH TO RECONSIDER YOUR DECISION AND CANCEL THIS CONTRACT WITH FULL REFUND , WE
RECOMMEND THAT BEFORE SIGNING YOU CONSIDER YOUR NEEDS CAREFULLY AND HAVE BOTH THIS CONTRACT AND THE PROPERTY REPORT
REVIEWED BY A LAWYER , REAL ESTATE AGENT OR OTHER QUALIFIED
PROFESSIONAL.

D. Furnish each purchaser , at the time the purchaser signs a

contract for the sale of land , with two copies of a form , captioned in
12- point (316)boldface type " NOTICE OF RIGHT OF CANCELLATION " which shall contain in lO- point boldface type the following
information and statements:
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Date of Transaction

Lot Identification(s)

Contract Number

NOTICE OF RIGHT OF CANCELLATION
YOU MAY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION , WITHOUT ANY PENALTY OR
OBLIGATION , AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE TENTH BUSINESS

DAY AFTER THE .DATE SHOWN ON THE CONTRACT. USE THIS TIME TO
EXAMINE WITH CARE THIS CONTRACT AND THE PROPERTY REPORT. YOU
SHOULD ALSO USE THIS TIME TO HAVE BOTH THIS CONTRACT AND THE
PROPERTY REPORT REVIEWED BY A LAWYER. REAL ESTATE AGENT OR
OTHER QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL.
IF YOU CANCEL , ANY PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU UNDER THE CONTRAC'1
AND ANY (317)DOCUMENT YOU SIGNED WILL BE RETURNED WITHIN TEN
BUSINESS DAYS Af'1ER THE SELLER RECEIVES THIS CANCELLATION NOTICE.

TO CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION , MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED COPY OF THIS

CANCELLATION NOTICE OR ANY OTHER WRITTEN NOTICE , OR SEND A
TELEGRAM TO (name of respondent), AT (address of respondent' s place of business)
POSTMARKED (if mailed) OR FILED FOR TRANSMISSION (if telegraphed) NOT

LATER THAN MIDNIGHT OF
I (WE) HEREBY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION.

(DateJ

(EACH BUYER MUST SIGN THIS NOTICE.

(DateJ

(Signalure of buyeJis)J

--End of N oticef.

Respondent shall , before furnishing copies of this " Notice of Right of
Cancellation " to the purchaser, complete both copies by entering the

name of respondent ,

the address of the respondent' s place of

business , the date of the transaction , the contract number and lot
identification(s), and the date , not earlier than the tenth business
day following the date of the signing by the purchaser , by which the
purchaser may give notice of cancellation.
Respondent shall , where the signature of

a purchaser is solicitec

during (318)the course of a sales presentation , inform each purcha,
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er orally, at the time the purchaser signs the contract , of the right to
cancel as stated in this Paragraph of this Order.
E. Honor any signed and timely notice of cancellation by the
purchaser , and within 10 business days after the receipt of such
notice , (a) refund all payments made under the . contract , and (b)
cancel and retu.rn any contractor other legal document executed by
the purchaser.

Whenever a timely notice of cancellation

is received a.nd said

noticejsnot sufficient orproper inanymanner , and respo!1dentdoes
not intend to honor the notice , respondent shall immediately notify
the purchaser by certified mail , return receipt requested , enclosing
the notice , informing the purchaser of the error and stating clearly
and conspicuously that a proper notice signed by the purchaser must

be . mailed by midnight of the third business day following the
purchaser s receipt of the mailing, if the purchaser is to obtain a
refund.

F, Whenever respondent extends a privilege or other right
whereby the purchaser may exchange the undeveloped land for a

building lot , respondent shall:
1. Include in
the privilege or

all materials, including the contract, which discuss
right , or if such privilege or right is described orally,

include in such oral discussion , and in a
written notice , the following statement:

concurrently delivered

BUILDING EXCHANGE
LOTS EQUAL IN SIZE (319jANDCOST TO THE LOT YOU ARE
PURCHASING MAY BE LOCATED SUBSTANTiAL DISTANCES
FROM THE ESTABLISHED DEVELOPED AREAS , AND THEY
MAY HAVE LESS DESIRABLE ROADS , UTILITIES AND APPEARANCE SO THAT YOU MAY WISH TO EXCHANGE FOR
OTHER MORE ATTRACTIVE BUILDING LOTS THAT THE SELLER MAY OFFER. THESE OTHER LOTS MAYBE SMALLER IN
SIZE AND MAY REQUIRE YOU TO PAY MORE MONEY THAN
YOU ARE NOW CONTRACTING TOPA Y; and
2. State the

specific financial terms or formula for exchange of

:he purchaser s equity in the original lot into the building lot , in the

lame place and manner as the statement in subparagraph 1 above.
G. Whenever respondent sells property site unseen it shaH

xtend a refund privilege conditioned upon the purchaser making a
ersonal.visit. to. the property. within one year after purchase and

)tifying respondent within five days after inspection that a refund
desired. Respondent shall:
1. Provide the purchaser with a copy of

the following " INSPEC-
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TION AND REFUND PRIVILEGE . NOTfCE" at the time the
contract is signed. The Notice shall be on a separate sheet of paper
containing no other writing. The Notice shall be worded as follows:
(320)

INSPECTION AND REFUND PRIVILEGE NOTICE

Personal inspection of any Jand purchase is highly desirable. If you

should decide to inspect your purchase in accordance with

the

requirements of the refund priviJege , you should be aware that it will
be in seller

s interest during the visit to encourage you to retain your

property and to perhaps purchase additionaJ land or trade for a more
expensive parceL Therefore ,

presentations.

you may encounter additional sales

Yau should take the time during your inspection to visit the local
area and examine the real estate market where the property is
located. You should , on your own , contact local independent real
estate agents for information.
In the event you decide to cancel this purchase ,

reimbursed by seller for your travel expenses.

you wil not be

THIS INSPECTION AND REFUND PRIVILEGE IS IN ADDITION
TO AND DOES NOT TAKE AWAY YOUR lO- DAY CANCELLATION RIGHT. SEE YOUR CONTRACT.
-(End of Notice)- (321)

2. Provide the purchaser five

business days

after

personal inspection within which to request a refund.

making the

3. Include in any contract , in immediate proximity to the

provision setting forth the availability of this refund , the following

statement: YOU , THE BUYER , HAVE UNTIL MIDNIGHT OF THE
FIFTH BUSiNESS DAY AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF YOUR IN-

PERSON INSPECTION IN WHICH TO NOTIFY THE SELLER OF
A DECISION TO CANCEL. YOU MAY CANCEL THE ORIGINAL
PURCHASE AS WELL AS ANY PURCHASE MADE DURING THE
iNSPECTION VISIT. NO REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SELLER
SHOULD CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY DURING THIS FIVE
DAY PERIOD.
4. Ensure that every purchaser who seeks to make this inspe(

tion visit sees the precise Jot identified in the purchaser s contrac
5. Orally inform the purchaser of this post-visit 5- day cancell
tion right at the time the contract is signed and again at tl

-.
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conclusion of the inspection visit; the visit shall

be deemed to

conclude:
a) after the purchaser has inspected the precise lot contracted for;

and
b) at the end point in the visit or tour when all contact with the
purchaser by any employee or representative of respondent terminates. (322)

6. Furnish each purchaser , at the conclusion of the inspection

visit (as determined in Paragraph G 5 above), with a dated and
completed form, in dupJicate , captioned " NOTiCE OF CANCELLATION AFTER INSPECTION" which shall contain in boldface type of
a minimum size of 10 points the following statements:
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION
AFTER INSPECTION

Date of conclusion of

inspection tour of property

Lot Identif"ication(s)
Contract number(s)

YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT(S) WITHOUT ANY PENALTY OR OBLIGATION. AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE FIFTH BUSINESS DAY

AFTER THE ABOVE DATE NO REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER SHOULD
CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY DURING THIS FIVE DAY PERIOD. IF ANY
REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER DOES CONTACT YOU , PLEASE NOTIFY SELLER AT THIS TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 800

IF YOU CANCEL , ANY PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU UNDER THE CONTRACT
AND ANY LEGAL DOCUMENTS YOU SIGNED WILL BE RETURNED TO YOU
WITHIN 10 BUSINESS DAYS AFTER THE SELLER RECmVES YOUR CANCEl,
LATION NOTICE (323)
TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT(S), MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED COPY OF THIS

CANCELLATION NOTICE OR ANY OTHER WRITTEN NOTICE, OR SEND A
TELEGRAM TO: (Name of Respondent),

AT

(address of respondent

place of business),

POSTMARKIm (IF MAILED) OR FILED FOR TRANSMISSION (IF TELElRAPHED) NOT LATER THAN MIDNIGHT OF
(WE) HEREBY CANCEL THE ABOVE- DESCRIBED CONTRACT(S). (EACH BUY.
:R MUST SIGN THIS NOTICE)

(Date)

(Buyer s

signature)

(Buyer s

signature)
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7. Before furnishing the purchaser copies of the"Noticeof
set forth in Paragraph G6. above

Cancellation After Inspection "

complete both copies by entering the name of the respondent and the
address of its place of business , the conclusion date of the inspection
ofthe property, the identifying contract numbers and the date , not

earlier than the fith business day following the conclusion of the

inspection (as determined in Paragraph G5. above), by which the
purchaser may cancel the purchasers). (324)

S. During the post-inspection cancellation period all communications , personal , telephonic or otherwise , between respondent ,md the
purchaser are forbidden and the initiation of any such communica-

tion by respondent shall be grounds for rescission of the purchase
contract and recovery of all pa.yments thereunder at purchaser
option , exercisabJe anytime before the purchased land is fuJly paid
for and deeded to purchaser.
9. Investigate any notification received from purchasers of contact vioJating the provisions of Paragraphs G3. and GS. above , and
comply with the requirements of Section V , Paragraphs F and G
herein.
10. Honor any signed and timely Notice of Cancellation After

Inspection by a purchaser , and within 10 business days after the
receipt of such Notice (a) refund all payments made under the
contract , and (b) cancel and return any contract or other . legal
document executed by the purchaser.

11. Where a timely Notice of Cancellation After Inspection is
received purportedly. in accordance with the requirements of this
section , but where said notice is not sufficient or proper in some
manner and

respondent

does not

intend to honor the notice

immediately notify the purchaser by certified mail , return receipt
requested , enclosing the notice , informing the purchaser of the error
and stating clearly and conspicuously that a proper notice signed by

the (325)purchaser must be mailed by midnight of the fifth day
following the purchaser s receipt of the mailng if the purchaser is to
obtain a refund.

H. Unless

otherwise requested by the purchaser , promptJy

record , with the appropriate authority of the county in which the

land is located, all contracts for the purchase of respondent' s land
and take such steps as may be necessary to advise such county

authority from time to time of the Jast known mailing addresses of
the purchasers under such contracts , but in no case later than the

end of the calendar month following
345- 554 0-

that in which respondent
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becomE)s aware of any change in such. mailing addresses. Once . a lot is
deeded, Horizon s obligation hereunder shall expire.

1. Include in all contracts for the sale ofland a provision limiting
the amount of moneys to be forfeited by 1\ purch1\serinthe event of
the purchaser s default under the contract to an amoUnt not greater
than respondent' s

actual damilges from such forfeiture.

purchasers who ilre deemed in default after the
effective date of this Order illl moneys paid under the contract
including but not limited to principal jnterest , taxes , and assessments which in the aggregate exceed respondent' s actual damages
within 60 days after the purchaser is deemed to have defaulted;
J. Refund to

provided that this paragraph shall not preclude respondent from
offering a defaulting purchaser additional alternatives which may be
selected at the purchaser's option , in lieu of a refund. For purposes of
this section of the Order , a purchaser shall be deemed to have
defaulted when either of the following occurs: (326)
1. purchaser notifies respondent of intent to default; or
2. purchaser has failed to make a payment for a period

of six

months from due date of such payment.
K. Forbear

from relying upon or enforcing in any manner , or

representing that respondent wil reJy upon or enforce in any
manner , against any purchaser the following contract clauses:
1. Respondent' s

contract clause which provides that the seller

may retain all sums previously paid by purchaser in the event that
the purchaser fails to pay any installment due or otherwise to

perform any obligation under the contract; and
2. Respondent' s contract clause to the effect that no express or
implied representations have been made in connection with the sale
other than those appearing in the contract.
L. Not misrepresent ,

nor solicit or obtain the purchaser s assent
impose any condition , waiver or limitation upon , the
right of a purchilser to cancel a transilction or receive a refund under
any provision of this Order or any appJicable statute or regulation.
to

or otherwise

(327)

M. Include in all contracts of sale of land il provision insuring
free alienability of the purchaser s interest therein and extending
the contractual rights and privileges of the purchaser to subsequent
purchasers or assignees from the purchaser.
N. MaiJ to all purchasers of respondent' s land , both those who

are deeded and those who arE)

under contract for the purchase of
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regardless of whether or not they

Notice attached to this Order as Appendix A.

are in default

, the

It is further ordered That respondent shall:
A. With respect to any improvement association , however designated , which has jurisdiction over any land within any of respond-

ent' s subdivisions:
1. Take such actions ,

including the casting of all of respondent'
votes and the soliciting of votes from purchasers of land known to be
members of a given association if necessary, as are needed to call a

special meeting of the members of said association no later than 60
days after this Order becomes final. (328)
2. Take such actions as are needed to notify all members of said
association of the purposes and proposals to be made at such meeting
as specified in subparagraph (3), and recommending that they vote
for such proposaJs;
provided further that such notice shall be clear
and conspicuous , shall be sent to all members by first class mail not
later than 30 days before the scheduled date of such meeting and

shall include no information other than the information contained in

subparagraph (3).
3. Propose at any such meeting

called pursuant to subparagraph

(1), the following amendments in the articles of incorporation and bylaws of each such association as may be needed to accomplish the
foIlowing:

(a) A limitation on the holding of positions on the Board of
Directors , any Committee or as an offcer of said association by
anyone who , while serving in that position , is or has been a director
officer , employee , agent or representative of respondent or any of its

subsidiaries or divisions to less than a majority of Board members.
(329)

(b) Elimination from such by- laws and articles any powers , such as
to extend utiity Jines, which the association has not and is not likely
to use because of adverse effects on its non-taxable status.
(c) Postponement of the annual charges and assessments by each
undeveloped lot owner unti such time as water ,

sewer and electric

utilities are in place in the street in front of each lot , or until such
utiJities have been contracted
installation is certain.
time as the

for and the date of

(d) Refund of all HCIA charges paid by any purchaser whose
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cOntract has been forfeited or cancelled, together with a refund of a
pro rata share of any interest earned on such payment to the date of
refund.
(e) If (c) above is adopted, postponell!,nt of a purchaser s right to
vote on association business until such time as the purchaser is liable
for payment of charges and ilssessnwnts. (330)
of respondent' s votes in favor of all of the amendments
articles of incorporation arid by-laws which are described in

4. Cast all
in the.

subparagraph (3).

It isfurther ordered,

That respondent Horizon Corporation shall:

A. Deliver, by certified mail or in person , a copy of this Order to
all of its present and future sales representatives ilnd other

employees, independent brokers, advertising agencies and others
who sell or promote the sale of respondent' s land or who otherwise
have contact with the public on behalf of respondent;
B. Provide .each person so described in Paragraph (A) above with
a form to be returned to respondent ,

clearly stating that person
intention to conform his or. her business practices to the requirements of this Order;
C. Inform each person

described in Paragraph (A) above that

respondent shall not use any such person or the services of any such
person , unless such person agrees to and does fie notice with
respondent that he or she wil conform his or her business practices
to the requirements of this Order;

D. In the event such person wil not agree to so fie notice with
respondent and to conform his or her business practices to the
require(331)ments of this Order , respondent shall not use such

person or the services of such:person;
E. Inform the persons

described in Paragraph (A) above that

respondent is obligated by this Order to discontinue dealing with
those persons who engage on their own in the acts or practices

prohibited by this Order , or who fail to adhere to the affirmative
requirements of this Order;

F. Institute a program of continuing surveilance adequate to
reveal whether the sales practices of each of said persons described
in Paragraph (A) above conforms to the requirements of this Order

and promptly investigate and resolve any complaints about such
Dersons received by respondent , and maintain records of such

:omplaints , investigation and disposition for five years from the date
,f the disposition of the complaint;
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G. Discontinue dealing with any persorrdescribed in Paragraph
(A) above , revealed by the aforesaid program of surveillance , who
more than once engages on his own in the acts or practices

provided,

prohibited by this Order;

however

that in the event

remedial action is taken , the sole fact of such dismissal or termination shall not be admissible against respondent in any proceeding

brought to recover penalties for alleged violation of any other
paragraph of this Order;

H. Create , maintain and staff a tolJ- free telephone number
service that consumers may employ during regular business hours to
request information ,

to cancel an appointment or to notifyrespon-

dent of a (332)complaint. Provide this number in the space provided
in the Notice to Buyers (Section II herein) and in the Notice of

Cancellation After Inspection (Section III, Paragraph G6. herein).

It is further ordered That in the event respondent transfers aJl or
a substantial part of its business or its assets to any other

corporation or to any other person , including a transfer of all or part

of the ownership interest of any or all respondent' s wholly-owned
subsidiaries, respondent shall require said transferee to file promptly with the Commission a written agreement to be bound by the

provided that if respondent wishes to present to
the Commission any reasons why said Order should not apply in its
present form to said transferee , it shall submit to the Commission a
written statement setting forth said reasons prior to the consummation of said succession or transfer.
terms of this Order;

VII

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this Order to each of its subsidiaries.

VII
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at
Jeast thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a (333)successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this Order.
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It is further ordered That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this Order , file with the Commission a report

in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
has complied with this Order.
ApPENDIX A

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO LOT BUYERS IN
(Name of Subdivision)
The Federal Trade Commission is sending this letter to al1 (insert subdivision) lot

buyers. It contains facts you should know about your purchase and about the seller.
In
1975 , the Federal Trade Commission brought a lawsuit against Horizon Corporation , the parent company of (insert subdivision), This letter is part of the order issued
when the lawsuit was decided.

Please read this letter carefully and consider the alternatives suggested in Part II.
The Commission cannot advise you as to which decision is best for you.

LOT VALUE AND RESALE
There is virtually no resale market for (insert subdivision) lots which

have not been developed with utiities. If your lot is presently
undeveloped , it is unlikely that you would be able to resell it now
except at a substantiaJ loss. The extent of community development
and population growth in the particular area of (insert subdivision)
where your lot is located will determine whether or not you could
resell your lot once it is developed. The population growth and
community development necessary to enable you to sell your lot at
or near the price you paid or are paying for it may not occur for
many years , if at aJl. If the lot may be exchanged for a developed lot
there may be some small demand by builders for a limited number of
such lots at the present time.

You should be aware that Horizon is not obligated in any way to buy back your lot or
help you resell it.

II.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO PURCHASERS

There are a number of options available to you at this time which you should review

based on the information provided in this notice.
1. You can continue making your payments.
2. You can refuse to make any further payments
\ed this

and perhaps take a tax loss.

be required to pay any more money, but if you
option , you wil lose your land and all the money you have paid. However , if

\.ccording to the FTC Order you

cannot
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you purchased your Iotas an investment and not for your Qwn useasa homesite, y

might be able tocleclarc the money you lost as a tax Joss , deductible frornyoUr income
on federal and state tax returns. It is suggested strongly that you contact your local

before. decidingwhether

District Director of the Internal Revenue Service

to stop

payments , ifyoUT decision is based on the possibility of taking a tax loss. Whether
your loss is deductible wil be based anyallT specific situation and you should

not

rely

on this letter as authority for a deduction.
3. You can stop

. making payments and seek satisfaction against Horizon in a

private lawsuit. You should consult an attorney before electing this option. The
Commission s Order maybe relevant in such'8 suit and your attorney shou d obtain a
copy.
4. You can relocate to (insert subdivision) and, if possible , build on your lotor
exchange for a building lot if so permitted by your contract arby company policy. You
may, however ,

be required to pay more money for thisexchange lot. Check with the

company for details.
If you have any questions about the contents of thisletter ,

write to me. Please do not

telephone.

If you have questions about your account , or. the development of your specific lot call
Horizon toll-free at( ). A representative will. return your call. Instead of
calling, you may wish to write to:
( lmertrespandent sacidress

In any letter , you should include your name asset forth in your contract , your account

number , your lot identification number , your current address and telephone number
and the mime ofthe subdivision in which your lot is located.

Sincerely,
Attorney

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
By BAILEY

Commissioner:

The. Horizon Corporation is a land sales company incorporated
under the laws of Delaware , with its principal office in . Tucson
Arizona. At the time of this proceeding, it was engaged in the

business of buying large parcels of unimproved land , developing core
residential areas within those parcels , and selling the remaining

unimproved lots to the public to be held primarily as investments.
The large parcels of Horizon properties that were the subject of this

case are Horizon City, nearEIPaso ,

Texas;Waterwood

near

Houston , Texas; Rio Communities and Paradise Hills , near AJbuquerque , New Mexico; Arizona Sunsites , near Tucson , Arizona; and
Whispering Ranch , near Phoenix , Arizona. With the exception of
Waterwood , which partially fronts Lake Livingston , Texas , Horizon
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properties are located in desert regions. As of May 31 , 1976 , the
combined land area of these properties was 440, 000 acres , or 687.

LD. 8-22)' (2)
In marketing its properties , Horizon relied on national advertising, dinner parties held for potential purchasers , and in- home sales
solicitations. The complaint alleges that during its marketing
presentations , the respondent committed unfair or deceptive acts or
square miles, and 280, 200

(See

acres had been sold.

practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Qommission
Act, 15 U.

C. 45 (FTC Act or

Section 5), by making false and

misleading representations to potential buyers of its land , by failing
to disclose material facts and by using " high pressure " sales tactics.
The heart of the compJaint lies in counts I and II , which charge that

Horizon marketed its undeveloped properties as excellent investments with little or no financial risk when in fact those properties
were financially risky investments both because their future value
was uncertain and because purchasers would probably be unabJe to
sell their Jots at or above the purchase price at the time of
represented liquidity.

(See

will be discussed below ,

LD. p. 1) Other complaint counts , which
allege specific misrepresentations through

excellent
which Horizon conveyed the net impression of its
financially risk- free " marketing theme.
The proceedings in this case were lengthy, lasting over 80 days; the
record includes nearly 17 000 pages of transcript and 2 500 exhibits;
and the proposed findings and briefs exceed 1 000 pages. Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Ernest G. Barnes issued an Initial Decision

containing 295 pages and 137 findings of fact. He found that
representations alleged in the complaint occurred in a significant
number of Horizon s sales presentations , and that the net impression

created by those representations was that Horizon property was an
excellent , short- term investment with little or no financial risk.
Based upon extensive expert testimony concerning the actual value
, The following abbreviations will be used in this opinion:

Initial Decision finding number
l.D.p

- Initial Decision page number

- Transcript page number
Complaint Counsel' s

exhibit number

RespondE'It s exhibit number

RAS

- Respondent's appeal brief

CAB

- Complaint Counsel's appeal

R Ans

- Respondent's tmswering brief

C. Ans
R. Rep
C. Rep

- Complaint C'..unsel's aflswcring brier

RFF
CPF

- Respondent s proposed findings

brief

Respondent s reply brief
Complaint Counsel's reply briel
- Complaint Counsel's proposed

findiogs
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of Horizon land

vis-a-vis its represented value ,

Judge Barnes

concluded that this net impression was Doth false and misleading,

(LD.

256)

Respondent appealed the Initial Decision , arguing that the weight
of the evidence is insufficient to establish liability. CompJaint
counsel cross appealed , seeking several substantial changes in the
order entered by the ALJ. Oral argument was heard on May 8 , 1980.
During the argument , Commissioner Bailey asked respondent'
counsel whether the parties had considered settJing the case.
Counsel responded that they had , but that he had agreed with

complaint counsel not to mention that fact during the oral" argument. (Oral Argument , Tr. 28)

On May 15 ,

1980 ,

Commissioner Bailey received a letter from

respondent' s counsel (with copies to all participating Commissioners
and complaint counsel) stating that settlement discussions had been
revived. However , the Commission continued to consider the case

and prepare its opinion on the merits because it did not have before

it any motion to withdraw the case from adjudication so that the
terms of an appropriate settJement could be considered. (3)

On November 26 , 1980 , the Commission received a " Joint Motion
for Stay of Proceedings "

from the parties requesting a stay in the

Commission s consideration of this matter for seventy-five (75) days
so that counsel for both sides could " finalize the remaining provisions of a proposed consent order for submission to the Commission.
The Commission granted this motion in part , stating that no opinion
would issue during the 75- day

consideration of the

period but that it declined to stay

case. On February 17 ,

1981 , the parties

requested a twenty-one (21) day extension of the stay; the Commission also granted this request. On March 9 , 1981 , complaint counsel
filed a " Motion for Leave to Modify Appeal." The motion stated that
complaint counsel sought leave to modify their appeal from the

Initial Decision. The proposed modification would " substitute proposed amendments to the findings , conclusions (of Jaw) and order in
the initiaJ decision. "

Complaint counsel stated that they " seek

Jeave

to proceed in this manner so that this matter may remain in
Jitigation for determination of legal and factual issues by the
Commission. " Simultaneously, respondent filed a " Response to
Motion for Leave to Modify Appeal" which stated that respondent
consents " to complaint counsel' s motion and that respondent
intends to " withdraw its appeal from the initial decision and waive
alJ appeal rights if the Commission accepts no Jater than May 15,
1981 , the findings , conclusions and order to be proposed in compJaint
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counsel's modified appeal." The Commission granted complaint
counsel's request for leave to submit a modified appeal.
On March 24 , 1981 , complaint counsel submitted its " Modification
of Appeal" (hereinafter " proposed modifications ). Simultaneously,
respondent submitted a " Response to Modification of Appeal"
stating that , while it continues to assert that " evidence in the record

does not support any findings

or conclusions that respondent

violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. . . , shouJd
the Commission accept the findings and concJusions substantialJy as
offered by complaint counsel , or otherwise finds that the Act was
violated , respondent joins complaint counsel in recommending the
cease and desist order proposed by complaint counsel." However
respondent stated that it conditioned its recommendation on issuance of a final order (or an order subject only to public comment)

by the Commission not later than May 15 , 1981. On April 10 and
April 14 ,

1981 , at the request of the Commission ,

the parties fiJed

briefs addressing some of the issues raised by the proposed modifica-

tions.
On April 24 , 1981 , the newJy appointed Director of the Bureau of

Consumer Protection 2 filed a motion requesting additional changes
in the order recommended by complaint counsel and respondent and
asked that the Commission give respondent 10 days to respond to

those suggestions. After reviewing the cease (4)and desist order
rccommended by the parties , and the Bureau Director s proposed
changes , the Commission decided to make several modifications in
the order s provisions before considering its final issuance. On April
, 1981 , the Commission directed the parties to submit briefs

addressing the changes it had made in the cease and desist order
they had recommended. These briefs were submitted on May 8 , 1981.
After considering all briefs and the parties ' proposed modifica-

tions ,

as well as the entire record deveJoped in this case and the

Initial Decision ,

the Commission has decided to issue this opinion

and the attached order. The Commission agrees with the ALJ'
hoJding that respondent has violated Section 5 in several respects.
We largely concur in his Initial Decision , and with certain
modifica
tions discussed below and enumerated in Appendix A to this opinion
the Commission adopts findings of fact numbers 1 through 137.
The opinion sct forth here is the product of the Commission
independent consideration of the record in this

case. While the

Commission has given due consideration to the proposed modifica-

tions of the findings of fact and conclusions of law

submitted by

, James H. Sneed , the actual appointee to the position of Bureau Director , recused himself from this matter
and the Deputy Director of the Bureau , Linda Colvard Dorian , acted in his behalf
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complaint counsel , and adopted " those

which it believes

to be

appropriate , the final conclusions of law entered here reflect changes
in the Initial Decision which the Commission believes are supported
by its review of the record as a whole.
As regards the order recommended by complaint counsel and
respondent , the Commission has made modifications in some provisions but has substantially adopted the overall remedial scheme
suggested by the parties. This scheme , taken as a whole , adequately
addresses the violations of Section 5 committed by Horizon. However , the Commission notes that since the remedial scheme was
developed in the context of respondent' s offer to withdraw its appeaJ
if the Commission adopted complaint counsel's proposed modifications of the ALJ' s order , the Commission will not necessarily view
this remedial scheme as a model for relief in future land sales cases.
The Commission s discussion of the violations committed by
Horizon will focus first on the nature of Horizon s representations

concerning the investment potential of its land ,

and second on

whether those representations were true. ' In brief , we conclude (5)
that Horizon marketed its Jand as an excellent , risk- free , short- term
investment when in fact the investment potential of this land has
not been and will not be realized in the time frames represented.
In addition , this opinion wil discuss the role of so-called " high
pressure " tactics in the sale of Horizon land , finding that some of

these tactics constitute deceptive trade practices because they
occurred in the context of deceptive misrepresentations concerning
the land' s value as an investment.
This opinion will also address the complaint allegations concerning the unfairness of five standard provisions included in Horizon
land sales contracts. The Commission upholds the ALJ' s finding of
liabilty with respect to one of these provisions- the

forfeiture
clause , but reverses his findings of liability regarding the other four
, Although six Sl'p'Hate Horizon propertil's were under investigation in this proceeding, the evidence
pre ented at trial was structured more towlIrd proof of company-wide violl.:tions than t.oward individual analyses of
the six different properties. As a result , t.he ALJ found liability for all of the properties without separating out the
evid.mceforeachpropert.yindividualJy.
In analyzing the record evidence concerning what representations were made , the Commission will also adopt 11

company.wide approach because we have been able to determine that Horizon s market.ing approach was
substantially similar for all six properties which arc the siibjcct of this prnceeding. The record evidence On
representations indudes testimony of consumers as well as former sales representlltivf!s , training manuals
newspaper adverti ements and ceJ",brity promotional fims. Consumer and sales representative testimony touched
marketing approach to each. Training manuals
advertisements and c!'lebrity promotional films further document Hori7.on s officiCiI policy and also reveal a unifif!
On virtually every property and rev",als a substfJntilllly
imilar

marketing apPTVlIch. However , when the Commission analyzes the trutb of the representations made , we wil
consider each property sepflrateJy. The six propertie differ in everal key Tfspects le. g. location , size , termin
degree of development etc. J. To sustain a conclusion that any giv en property is not in fact an " exceUent , risk- free
investment , we must analY7.e th", evidence pertaining to thfJ investment mlue oreach individU8lJy

g.
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property visit credit , guarantee

and exchange privilege.
The Commission then considers the various general defenses
raised by respondent ,

concluding that none individually, nor all

collectively, should bar its findings of Jiability and entry of an order
in this case.

Finally, the Commission rejects respondent' s

assertion that it does

not have jurisdiction over the instant case and concJudes that its
jurisdiction over Horizon s land sales practices is complementary but
not coterminous with that of other federal and state agencies. (6)
I. REPRESEN'l'ATIONS

The first step in determining whether Horizon violated Section 5 is
to review the substantial record evidence concerning what representations Horizon made to consumers interested in purchasing its land.
These representations define the nature of the investment

consum-

ers thought they were obtaining, and provide the framework for

analyzing whether this investment is in fact what Horizon said it
would be. A review of this evidence indicates that , through faJse and
misleading representations and material omissions of fact , Horizon

left prospective purchasers with the net impression that the land
they were buying was an excellent , financially risk-free investment
which would mature over a short- term.
Horizon s typical sales presentation relies on a technique that it
calls " funnelling : an approach that is designed initially to interest a
prospect in investments and in land generally, then to focus the
various properties , next to narrow the

presentation on Horizon s

focus to a single property, and , finally, to center on the specific lot
that the sales representative is authorized to

seJI. (I.D. 39; I.D. p. 256)

The representations alleged in the complaint are most easily
understood if put into the context of a typical " funnelled"

presenta-

tion.
The starting point in Horizon s marketing approach was an

attempt to convince prospective investors that the safest and most

financially rewarding investment possible is land. (I.D. 39 and 49)
Horizon s sales representatives boJstered their saJes pitch by com par"
ing the investment value of land to the value of all other major types
of investments. Consumers and former sales representatives testified

at trial that prospects were repeatedJy assured that their lots would
. The Commission does not intend to rigidly define " short- term " or "long- term " investment. Respondent
defines long- term as greater than twenty years.(See. e- RX 67) For purposes of this opinion we will accept that
definition of long" term , and define as short- term any representations that an investment would mature in less than

twenty years
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appreciate in value at a higher rate than other types of investments
such as stocks , bonds , savings accounts and insurance, and that the
see, e.
527c , w; Schuman , Tr. 5245; Ke1Jy, Tr. 16431; and RPF 138;
rate of appreciation wouJd outpace inflation. (LD. 49;

complaint counts I , II , and XXXI) To graphica1Jy convey this " fact"
regarding land generally, Horizon s sales representatives frequently
invoked a concept referred to as the " four pillars of investment.
(See, e. Schuman , 16431) Tr. 5244-45; Kelly, Tr. The four pilars
represent stocks and bonds , savings accounts , insurance , and land.
Sales representatives told prospects that regardless of which of these
four investments they placed their money in initia1Jy, their money

would always end up in land. Horizon claimed that this resuJt was
assured because the sophisticated investors who float stocks and (7)
bonds , and who control banks and insurance companies , know that
land yields the highest profits. Prudence therefore demands they
commit their money to the purchase and development of real estate.
(LD. 49)

Horizon sales representatives , as well as Horizon s promotional
materials , repeatedly stressed Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) statistics , showing a 20 per cent/per annum increase in the
value of land nationally between 1946 and 1968. (LD. 51)' One
Horizon training manual refers to these statistics as H the most
powerful selling tooJ ever devised. " (CX 962a) The FHA statistics
reflect the average appreciation of land throughout the country,

from unimproved city lots to suburban and rural acreage. In
appJying these statistics to its own unimproved lots located in
sparsely populated areas , Horizon made no effort to qualify their
value as an accurate projection of the appreciation Horizon investors
could expect. Although accurate in and of themselves , the FHA
statistics were used to create the thoroughJy misleading impression
that government figures projected a return of 20 per cent/per

annum on Horizon land.

Horizon also trained many of its sales representatives to cite
specific examples of extraordinary profits that had been made in the
past on land in the United States , especialJy examples of tremendous

profits that had been made on land in the locality where the sales
presentation was being made. (LD. 50 ,

53- 55) Some of these examples

The use of these statistics was deemphasizf'd in. 1972 and elimin.atcd from respondent's sales presentations in
1974. (I.D. 51)

, 1t is a long-established principle of Section 51aw that " words and sentences may be literally and technically
(J. FTC 134 F. 2d 369 , 371 (lOth Cir.

B(Jcken. telte
true and yet framed in such a setting as to mislead and deceive."
1943). Thus , in P. l..rilard

Cr;- U. FTC. 186 F. 2d

52 , 58 (4th Cir. 1950), the Court stated

To tell less th;in the whole is a well- known method of deception; ;ind he who deceives by resorting to such

method cannot excuse the deception by relying upon the truthfulness per se of the partial truth by which it h
been accomplished.
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included extraordinary profits that had al1egedly been made on land
purchased from Horizon. However , these claimed " profits " were
calculated by comparing the escaJating prices Horizon charged for its
land over the years rather than any profits realized by consumers in
the resale of their (S)Horizon lots. The use of atypical claims of profit

made on land , even if true , can be misleading (and therefore
deceptive) in the absence of a disclosure that such profits may be
atypical. '

Once sold on a " smart" investment in " choice " land , the prospect
was then directed to Horizon land.

When the sales presentation " funnelled"

to Horizon land , four

general assertions served as the cornerstones of respondent' s invest-

ment theme: (1) the rate of population growth in the southwestern
United States would increase dramatically; (2) the increased population would settle in and around Horizon properties; (3) population
growth would spur community development , which in turn would

act as a catalyst for the establishment of an active resaJe market; (4)
as a consequence of development and resale , the purchaser

investment would mature within a short- term. (Complaint counts III
, VI , VII , and VII)
All four cornerstones are found in Horizon promotional films

narrated by celebrities Merv Griffin or Leif Erickson. The films were
regularly shown at Horizon s promotional dinner parties. (LD. 36)
They were also frequently shown during in- home sales presenta-

tions ,

or else representations similar to those in the films

conveyed to prospects by sales representatives. (I. D.

were

39)9 The thrust

of the representations ,

as stated in the Merv Griffin film , is that
investors in Horizon land can be assured that they are investing in
the very best type of profit potential Jand. " (CX 527z- 17) Both the
films and the sales representatives stated that Horizon properties

were located in growth areas of the Southwest , that by the year 2000
the population of the United States would increase from 200 000 000
to 300 000 000 , and that most of that increased population could be

expected to settle in and around growth cities such as El Paso,
Houston , Albuquerque , (9)Tucson and Phoenix.
1 sPe, e.
g.,

NatiuttallJnamics Corp.

1;J33 , 1335 (2d Cir. 1974),
"erl .

dellied

(See,

e.

CX 527)

82 F. C. 488 , 564--5 (197;!1,
"IT'd in pari and rema.nded in pari 492 F
419 U. S. 993 (1974),modified 011 rema",i 85 JoT.G. 391 , 393-94 (1974),

85 FT. C. 1052 , 1053-,,4 (19751.
ion prim rily addre
issues relevant
to Horizon s properties, the law judge did
find , and we affirm , that Horiwn h d no basi to represent that land is generally superior to
H other form
inve tment , or that land will always appn1ciate in valuerate
at a
higher than the rate of in!1ation.
(8ee tn. pp. 265recrmsid..raliuII,

, Although the lniti 1 Deci

661
, These film were one of Horizon s most effective sales tools. The Commi sion s screening of representative
copie of the films expeited our consideration of this case, Transcripts of the films ' dialogue appear at ex 526 and
527 . r' ora description of the films See D. 46 nd 87

g.,

g.,
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Horizon s promotional literature characterized these cities as lying
in the " path of people and progress. (See, e. CX 274)
Horizon s dinner parties and in- home sales solicitations also

featured representations concerning the growth capacity of its
communities. For example , CX 858 is a script used by Horizon
dinner party speakers at various times in the Denver , Colorado

area- During those parties , prospects were told that according to a
Presidential Commission the population explosion would require the
building of " a new community of 250 000 every forty days " and that
such new communities would " develop on the outskirts of existing
(growth cities.) (CX 858D Speakers added that investors who own

land on the outskirts of these existing cities would profit as their
property becomes absorbed for development. (CX 858f-

Horizon further represented through written ,

oral , and visual

locked
media that dramatic population increases , coupled with
growth corridors in the El Paso and AJbuquerque metropoJitan
areas , would lead to development , resale , and profitabiJity of lots in
Horizon City and Rio Communities within a relatively few years.

CX 527z- 3) These ropresentations were intended to convey
e.
the impression that El Paso and Albuquerque could grow only in the
direction of Horizon s properties , or that " almost all" or " most" of

(See,

the growth of these cities would

be toward Horizon s properties.

Thus , these properties would develop quickly and profitabJy for lot
owners. Respondent' s

promotional campaign stressed that in all of
North America , only three existing cities have " locked- " geographin
one direction
ic corridors that anow population growth to occur
and one direction only, " and two of these cities are El Paso and
Albuquerque. (CX 858g)"
Horizon s saJes representatives claimed repeatedly that EJ Paso is

one of the fastest growing cities in the United States and that
natural and artificial barriers surrounding El Paso will cause growth
to be locked- in toward the direction of Horizon City. These barriers
incJude the Rio Grande River , which separates the United States
from Mexico at a point southwest of the city to a point south of the
city, the Franklin Mountains , which dominate portions of Jand north
and northwest of the city, and Fort Bliss Military Reservation , which
stretches to the northeast. Respondent concludes that- as the

population of El Paso grows toward Horizon City,

an increasing

demand for living space wi1 confront a necessarily limited supply of
land , resulting in appreciation of the land' s vaJue. (J.D. 75) (10)
Like El Paso , Albuquerque was represented to be a bustling city
'0 The other North American city represented I." hav,' a " Iock"d- " growth corridor is Vancouver , Canada
Findings relevant to Horizon s " locked- " growth claims are summarized at J.D. 73 and 75.

p. g.,
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with a " Jocked- " growth corridor that leads directly to Horizon
property. (LD. 73) Sales representatives and promotionaJ films
informed consumers that natural barriers surrounded Albuquerque
creating a " fence " that constrained growth. The barriers included

the Sandia and Manzano Mountains , three Indian reservations

three land grants , and a United States miJitary instaJlation , none of
which , according to Horizon , was available for development.
When selling land in Rio Communities , sales representatives
stated that growth could no longer occur within the " fenced" area

AJbuquerque to Rio was a
gate " in that fence, and that because of the freeway growth would
leapfrog " the intervening barriers.
LD. p. 113) To graphi(See, e.
cally emphasize this point , sales representatives folded over promotional maps to demonstrate that Albuquerque was only three and
one half " building miJes " from Rio Communities. The ALJ summabut that a freeway leading south from

rized the situation as follows:

Albuquerque is described as a dynamic , pulsating city with a wall surrounding it on
, bursting at the seams , with more and more people arriving each and

all four sides

every day. A freeway was built to the south to relieve the pressure and it leads to Rio
del Oro , a completely preplanned community.
LAs Horizon saidj- Doesn t this look
like a money making situation " (CX 160X , Y , ZI). (I. D. 112)

The remaining part of the sales presentation concentrated on the
final two cornerstones of respondent' s investment theme: community deveJopment and resale markets , and the Jength of time until
investment maturity. Former sales representatives testified at trial
that when funnelling the presentation to a specific property they
played up Horizon s corporate image as a " community developer.
They represented alternatively that Horizon was one of the leading

community developers in the Southwest , that it was one of the
leading community developers in the nation , or that it was one of the
leading community developers in the world. (LD. 80) One advertisement , emphasizing that Jand is onJy as good as the company you buy
it from , stated that Horizon had $150 milJion in assets , a net worth of
$60 million and an inventory of land valued at $240 million. (CX 352)

(11)
Sales representatives claimed that as a

development company

Horizon would establish residential areas , build country dubs and
shopping centers , deveJop industrial and recreational parks , attract
hospitals and universities , and set up improvement associations for
LD. 81-83) Horizon
see also

continuing development. (LD. 79- 80;

representatives boasted that the company had retained a prominent
planning firm , Gruen Associates , to " master plan " its properties , and
that it had designated each lot within a property to be used for

g.,

.LH.J''UL.''.JU

".g.,

,"
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specific residential or commerci:;purpQses. (I.D. 79) During solicita-

tions , consumers were presented with unit maps for each property
that purported to show each lot and the specific , designated end use
that each lot was assigned. (I. D. 7S; I.D. p. 266) Prospects were also
shown cC TBA"

maps , which are promotional maps printed by Horizon

that depict the overall property " To
to a neighboring

Be Allocated

" and its proximity

city. Many of the " TBA" maps contain glossy

photographs of residents enjoying themselves at recreational facilities in the property

s core area.

(See,

e.

ex 206-10 , 230- 32)

Presentation manuals used during in-home sales solicitations and

celebrity films also include many attractive scenes of the Southwest
and Horizon communities. (CX 195- 197 , 526-27) During property
visits and fly- in tours , customers were shown through the developed
core areas where there were homes , golf courses and other amenities. Many consumers were led to believe that the property they were
purchasing would soon be part of such a community. (I.D. 67)

Horizon represented that it was obligated to build roads within
eight years of purchase. (I.D. SO; see, e.

CX 932e , 949d) Images were

conjured of properties criss-crossed with highways and secondary
roads, and of communities humming with traffic and commerce.
(See, e.
I.D. 7
0) However , as the ALJ found (as) to most of its
properties , Horizon s only contractual commitment is to stake the lot
and to cause a road fronting on the property to be completed within
thirty days after the purchaser has completed his payments or
approximately eight years from the date of signing the contract
whichever is later. " (I.D. p. 10) The " roads " need be no more than
bulldozed strips in the desert sand because Horizon is not contractually obligated to provide road surfacing or maintenance. (I.D. SO)
The record indicates that the net impression of consumers
foJlowing sales presentations was that their lot would be provided

with utilities by either Horizon , the community improvement

associations , or some other " developer. " (I.D. S3; I.D. p. 266; see, e.
CX 927f-g, 929i , 930g, 943a- , 944e , 947f, (12)i, I , m , 94Se)" These
utilities are the key to any successful community development , for
without them the " city " has no light and the desert land remains
arid. Respondent failed to inform consumers that if neither Horizon

the improvement associations ,

nor any other developer were to

instaJl utilities , the cost to consumers of individually extending
utilities to their lots would be prohibitive. (See, e. g., infra p. 32
note ; p. 37 , note
'I A number of transcript pages cited in I. V. 83 have been renumherf'd- Pages 5925-26 , 6180 , 6202 , 6213 , 6296
6477- 6486 , 8flrl 6577 are currently pages 5204--5 , 5459 5481 , 5492 5577 5760-1 5769 , and 5830 , respectively.
Traflscriptpages 5918-567 (Volume 9017- 7) have beefl renumber ed5197- 5850.
.. The record reveals that commuflity improvement associations exist for Rio Commuflities , Paradise Hills
(Continu.ed)
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The Commission agrees with the ALJ' s

finding that the net

impression 13 created by Horizon s sales representatives was that

roads and utility hookups to the consumer s property either (13)
existed or would exist by the expiration of the land sales contract.
(LD. p. 266) The effect of these representations on consumers cannot

be underestimated: roads and utilities mean the possibility

of

communities , communities mean resale , and resale means profit.
Moreover , the incessant use of the terms " community " aria " commu-

s promotional literature and sales

nity developer " in Horizon

presentations had an undeniable capacity to mislead consumers into

believing that Horizon was obligated to develop their property.
Horizon was characterized as a Herculean enterprise , register cd on
the New York Stock Exchange , that had the financial capability to
carry out a development program , and the managerial responsibility
and expertise to put such a developmen program into action.

Barbara Kelly, a former sales trainer and sales representative
succinctly made this point by describing the instructions from her
own training:
Don t sell dirt. It doesn t matter where people own land, as long as Horizon is involved.

They are the people that are going to make it happen. They are not a land sales
company but a development company. That is the way we felt. (Kelly, Tr. 16 432)

These representations of a developed community, one well thought
out and planned in advance, complete with schools , hospitals
residences , parks, industry, country clubs , and a permanent im-

provement association , had the capacity to lead consumers to believe
ale contract , membership i mandatory and annual membership
fees in the range of $10.120 art- aJ ",sHPd. (ID 81- 83) Testimony at trial indicated that the tax. free status of the
community improvement " suci,,tion (other than the as"ociatinn Hst.ablished for Waterwood) may limit t.heir
Horizon City and Waterwood. Under the land

''r ",xampl",. the associations may not be able to inst.all utilities without losing-their tHX exempt status.
(Roach , 'fr . 13194) Further , expert testimony confirm the conclusion that the associations ' acrumulation of funds
to date cannot meet the financial requir",m'mt of an infrastructure suffi"'ent to provide utilities for the H"rizon
activitie".

properties where they exist. (LD. 81-83) Nevertheless ,

s,iI"s repr"' entatives used the associati(Jn' ;;enewl
a sales tool. (l.D. H2) Thus, Horizon not only misr"present",d the role the
ociati"ns could reali tically play in developint: the properties , but deceptively fHilcd to di close materiHI
informat1onabout the limitations on their activiti", (Sec , C,li.. The Raymond I. ee (JrRani ali,m , Inc.. 92 F. C. 48!)

contributi"n to d,-velopment a

u. FT 381 F,2d 884. 891
28, 32(7th CiL 19631 , ced, deni,-d375lJ. 944 (1963))
'" In makinfi th"s" dP.erminalions , consideration h.. been given to the total ;mpn'ssion created by Uw
pictures, words and oral representations in the context in which they were u p.d, and in light of the sophi"tication
and understtlnding of the persons to whum they were directed. (See,
g, Renefic!al Corp. v. FTC'
542 F 2d 611 , 61718 (3rd Cir. 19761,
ced. denied 430 US. 983 (1977); Omlinenl"l Wax Curp. I). FTC. 330 F.2d 475, 477 12nd Cir.
19641; Nali"nal R"km; Services, Inc, u. F.TC. ;329 F. 2d 365 , 367 (7th Cif. 19641;
Charle", of the H.itz Dislrib. C'''p. u.
FT. C, 143 l". 2d 676 67912nd Cir. 1944))
,. Th", ALJ found thtlt Horizon s charact,'riwtion of itself as a " communit.y developer md or its prop",rt.ies as
communities " were rnisleadint: but. not false because " th" ",vidence i undisputed that Horizon ha pent millions
of dollars in its Hev"ral pruperties ILD. 79IWeaffirmthisfinding .
649 (1978),cilinft Portwood u. rJ'c,
418 1'2d

(6th Cir. 1967);Clnd

See, eg.

W"ltham Walch

419 ,

424 110th CiL 1969);
J.R Williams Cu.

Ch v, FTC. 318 F. 2d

Wat.erwood Traininl: film

" ex

169c,

The film stated that ,

at the time of Waterwoud'

development , total investment by everyone concerned will be 2. 5 billion dollars , Clod that " JIorizon Corporation is

one of the few community developers in the industry with the resourc"s to undert.ake a development of this
dim",n i()"

g.,

g.,
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that they were purchasing an exgellent

Jinancially risk- free

invest-

ment , which would prove to be rewarding within a short- term.

.

Horizon defends against this charge by saying that it made

representations regarding its development obligations and that no
(See ,

contract document commits it to accomplish development.

e.

RAB 27- 31) The assertion that no representations regarding development were made is belied by the record; the assertion that Horizon
had no contractuaJ obligations, even if true, misses the point. (14)
False verbal representations by a seller constitute deception

within the meaning of Section 5. The fact that such representations
are omitted from a written contract does not alter their status under
Section 5.
The final level of Horizon s funnelling sales presentation was to

concentrate on specific lots which were available for sale at the time
of the presentation in question. Within each property,16 Horizon
zoned lots for three types of use: single family units , multiple family
units , and commercial property. (I.D. 69- 70; complaint counts VI
VII Horizon represented that properties zoned for different uses had

different vaJues and could be expected to appreciate at different
rates. For example , Ms. Kelly testified that she was trained to sell
single family property as a modest investment with a good return
multi- family property as a more expensive but more rewarding
investment , and commercial property as the " cream of the crop.
(KeJly, Tr. 16 432) Lots were also platted as being along a streetfront
on a corner , or in a cul- de-sac. (J.D. 70) The latter two locations were
represented to have a greater investment value. Locations near
proposed highways and highway Joops , schools or university sites

shopping centers and recreational areas were stressed when there
was no assurance of when ,

if ever , such development would
that existing customers

materialize. (I.D. 69) Horizon discovered

were a fertile source of new sales ,

and those customers were

vigorously induced to trade existing property for property zoned for a
different use in a different location , always property which was more
expensive and which would require a longer time to payoff. (For a
description of this " reloading " technique see LD. 68; Schuman Tr.
5253- 54; see also I.D. 39 and CX 927e , h , 929c , d , e , 932f, 936c , 937b
938d , 939a , 943a- , 947j, n , 950i , 951f, g) However , without development , the onJy way to tell the difference between the different types
of lots was to use a surveyor s map-all were composed of arid land

far from buildings or utility lines , with few access roads or even
fences to distinguish between them.

10 With the exception of Whispering RafJch

(See, e.

I.D. 67)

g.,
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The
found that some Horizon lots , although zoned for
AU
residential or commercial uses , were rendered useless by natural
phenomena such as arroyos, washes and flood plains. (LD. 85- 86) He

further found that these unexpected risks were not disclosed to

consumers. (Id. ) The failure to disclose a significant risk (15)that the

purchaser of a product cannot reasonabJy be expected to anticipate
constitutes a material omission of fact and a violation of Section 5'

prohibition on deceptive business practices.

Because the resale of individual lots wouJd constitute the final
disposition of the investment , customers frequently inquired about

the existence of a resale market. Training manuals prior to 1971
were silent as to resale, while training manuals after 1971 instructed
sales representatives to explain to prospects that Jots couJd be resold

by Jisting them with Jocal brokers. (LD. 61; see, e.
Despite the " official"

CX 157v , 160)
policy after 1971 of prohibiting representations

that Horizon would assist in resale , former sales representatives
testified that they were trained to , and did , make representations to
prospects that Horizon would aid purchasers in their resale effort.
(LD. 61; LD. p. 261-62; ex 950e) Frequent representations were
made that due to a large consumer demand Horizon property was
selling at a brisk pace , assuring that investors would encounter no
difficulty in resaJe on their own and raising the possibility of resale
prior to the time of deveJopment. (LD. 61-62) Some sales representatives went so far as to suggest to prospects that because Horizon was
a development company it might seek to repurchase the lots directly
in order to facilitate community planning. (LD. 62; complaint count
VIII) We believe the clear message communicated to consumers from

these representations was that an active resale market was already

in existence or that one would come into existence during the
represented term of the investment.

(See,

e.

CX 927n , 932e , 936c

944e , 946h , 947f, i , I , m , n , 955d)
In fact , as our analysis of the investment value of the six

properties will illustrate , there was no resale market for Horizon
land. (LD. 123- 128)

Pace of development and avaiJability of a resale market were
important to potential investors because those factors determined
how long consumers would be required to hold their investment
before it could be disposed of for profit. The record indicates that
sales representatives were trained to , and did , make specific time
frame representations regarding the short- term nature of the
" 'lh Supreme Court haJ determined th..t in the context of..n investment decision , facts are " materia!" if
there is a " substanti..l likelihoo that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been viewed by the reasonable

investor as h..ving significantly ..Itered the ' total mix ' of information made available "
NrJrthway,

426 U. S. 438 , 449 (1976)

7'SG

InduRtrics , Inc. u.

,"
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investment. (I. D. 53- 60; LD. pp. 259- 60)_ The AW found that the
time in which an appreciation in the price of Horizon s land could be
realized was generally stated by sales representatives to be three to
five years during the period 1968 to 1970. The (16)time period later

was changed to seven to ten years , and there is some indication that
more than ten years was used by saJes representatives. " (LD. p. 259)
The findings of the AWare amply supported by the record. The
testimony at trial establishes that prior to 1971 sales representatives
randomly predicted that customers '

investments would mature

within one to two years , or three to five , or five to seven. (I. D. 58- 59)
Prior to 1971 , Horizon s management was either ignora nt of its
sales force s representations , or else , in the face of brisk sales

, it

chose to ignore them. However , in approximately 1971 , coincidentally the same time that the Federal Trade Commission began its
investigation , Horizon management issued verbal new policy directives that its land was to be sold as an investment of at least twenty
years. (I. D. 58; RAB 58-59; R. Rep 28-29) Former sales representa-

tives testified at trial that it was virtuaJly impossible to sell Horizon
land as a twenty year investment , (LD. pp. 59 , 63) and that

consequently representatives ignored the directive. (I. D. 58-59)
In 1973 respondent printed a brochure entitled " Principles of Land
Ownership-A Policy Statement by Sidney NeJson , President , Horizon Corporation " ("Principles
The " Principles " state that
Horizon land is a long- term investment , defined as greater than

twenty years. Horizon maintains that since 1973 it has trained sales
representatives to make

no

representations regarding length of

holding time , save that appreciation would be Jong- term. Training
manuaJs printed after 1973 instruct sales representatives to respond
to questions , concerning the amount of time before the investment
would mature , with the answer that Horizon has no " crystal ball"
and that it cannot predict the future. (LD. 58) Horizon argues that
since the introduction of its " Principles " in 1973 , it has reformed its
sales policies to omit time frame representations , so that even if
misrepresentations had been made in the past , that problem has
been corrected , making a Commission order in this case unnecessary.
(See D. 57- 58; LD. pp. 259 , 268; RAB 58-59) However ' the record

shows that the vast majority of sales representatives failed to
conform to this new policy. As late as 1975 , representations were still
being made that purchasers couJd realize specific profis within two
to ten years , over the " short-term , or over the term of the contract
(typically eight to ten years).

(See CX 927h , I , m. 928b , 929k , 930c , d

,. A text of lhe " Principles " RX 67 and 1.'51 , is included in I. p. 54-56.
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g, 932e , f, 936b , 938d , 942c , 943a- , 944e , t , 946h , 947f, i , I, m , n , 949d
950d , i , k , 951e, g, h , 955d. ) Further , even if we (l7)assume that
Horizon management was successful in omitting references from
sales presentations , and that this policy is currently in force , this
policy does not cure the consumer injury caused by Horizon s failure
to apprise investors that

undeveloped Horizon land is not a short-

term investment. To the extent purchasers are not adequately
impressed with the fact of the extremely long- term

nature of the
investment-well into the twenty first century or beyond , as we find
below-there is a deceptive omission of a material fact. Accordingly,
even if Horizon successfully implemented this new sales policy,
Horizon violated Section 5 of the FTC Act.
In addition to complaint counts I and II , which were affirmed by
the ALJ , complaint counts III and IV charge that Horizon represented to consumers that their lots would be located within fully
developed communities by the end of

their eight to ten year land

sales contract with Horizon , and that therefore, their investment
would mature by that date. Our review of the record has discJosed

that in most instances where time frame representations were made
purchasers entered into contracts with Horizon after being told that
their investment would mature in ten years or less. (LD. 58-59) In
instances where sales representatives avoided time frame representations, consumers routinely inferred from the net impression of the
presentation that maturity would be reached at the end of the eight
LD. 58- 59; LD. p. 259) Accordingly, we find
(See
to ten year period.
that the record amply confirms the charges contained in complaint

counts III and IV as to most of Horizon s sales. In the remainder of
its sales ,

Horizon s

representatives uniformly stated that the time

unti maturity would be ten to eighteen years. On the record before
us, the Commission is hard pressed to find a significant number of
Horizon sales where lots were represented as long- term assets.
In sum , respondent' s assertion before the Commission that shortterm representations were never made is contradicted by the, record.

The alternative assertion ,

that respondent did not

know of the

overzealous claims of its errant sales representatives , lacks credibility and, even if true , cannot serve as a defense to Section 5 liability.
Uncontradicted testimony establishes that

encountered difficulty in selling property

saJes representatives
when prospects were

clearly apprised that resale would not be (18)possible

for at least

" Although Horizon offcials testified that consumers were always apprised of the long- term nature of the
"et , the ALJ did not rmd Horizon s witnesses credible on this point. n. p- 273) We uphold his findings with
concerning the credibilty of Horizon s witnesses
respet to this issue and also affrm his general conclusi.ons
(see this opinion and Appendix AL
except where specificaHy noted in our modifications of the ALJ' s findings of fact
(I,

pp, 272-75)
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eighteen to twenty years. (J.D. -pp. 59 - 63 259; see also CX 951i;
Miler , Tr. 2356) It is difficult to believe that Horizon rnanagement
did not searchingJy inquire as to the marketability of its product and
the manner in which its agents represented that product. As the ALJ
points out , the Jaw of agency demands no less. (J.D. p. 290) However

even if Horizon management chose to remain ignorant of the time
frame representations made by its sales force , its ignorance constitutes a failure to exercise reasonable diligence in controlling sales
practices in the fieJd ,

and does not serve as a defense to Section 5

liability. We find that Horizon

knew , or with the exercise of
reasonable diligence should have known , that representalions regarding the short- term nature of its product were regularly made by
its agents. The Commission also finds that respondent knew , or with
the exercise of reasonable diligence should have known , that a resale

market for its properties wouJd not develop prior to the year 2000
and that consequentJy Horizon land should not be marketed as a
Therefore , we conclude that Horizon
investment.
short-

term

allowed its agents to make faJse and misleading statements in
marketing its properties.
Horizon rejects the ALJ' s characterization that the above evidence
constitutes representations of an " excellent" investment. Instead
Horizon maintains that it represented its properties as " a desirable
expenditure of discretionary funds. " (RPF 137 , p. 80; see, also RPF
135 136) Alan Nevin , a realty investment expert , testified on behalf
of Horizon that an (( exCE llent" investment must have " a high
guaranteed tax shelter , cash flow , substantial equity built up,
tremendous tax shelter , guaranteed high level of appreciation
probably 15 to 20 percent or more and be risk- free. " (Nevin , Tr.
955; see

J.D. p. 263) Horizon argues that because it made adequate

disclosures of uncertainty as to time of resale and appreciation , its

property was not represented as an excellent investment as that
term is understood by an investment analyst. (RPF 134- 137; R. Rep

17) This argument must be rejected because it relies upon a

fundamentaJ misunderstanding of Section 5 principles. In this
regard , the Commission is in complete agreement with Judge

Barnes ' statement of the law: (19)
in the mind of the ordinary
that is the concern in this proceeding, not whether the representations fit

It is the impression conveyed or the implication created
purchaser
20 See

individual property analyse

infra

at pages 26-8.

" Hori70n relie On tc timony of " satisfied"

However , as the law judge points out ,

customers to prove that it did not misrepresent its propertie

respondent cannot escape liability for a significant number of

misrepresentations merely becau.. in other instances misrepresentations may not have been made. (1.0. pp. 27273) Nor is it a dc! nsc to a charge of deception under Section:) that some customers were satisfied with the proouct
despite false and misleading representations having been melde. (1.0, 1'. 272 , n. 21)

. . . .
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precisely into the mold of an excellent investment created by a sophisticated realty
investment expert. The word " excellent" has a
dictionary meaning
of " superior , very
good of its kind; feJrninently good; first- class. Webster s Seventh New Collegiate
Dictionary,

1969. Horizon , in almost every conceivable way short of an absolute

guarantee , represented its land to be an excellent investment ,

better than savings

accounts , stocks and bonds , and insurance ,

Jt is concluded that

and risk free.

. . . (I

Horizon represented its land to be a superior investment , (e)minently good , first- class
Beyond any doubt , Horizon created the impression that its properties were
excellent investments. (LD. p. 263) (emphasis added)

The Commission has examined the evidence of record from the
posture of a typicaJ consumer who bought Horizon land. We have
viewed both Horizon s representations and disclosures in the context
of how and when they were made. We find that Horizon made
unqualified representations concerning the appreciation of land as
an investment , misrepresented its development obligations and
faiJed to inform consumers of hidden risks when they existed; and we
conclude that these claims and omissions of material facts violated

Section 5. We further find that the net impression created by the
representations detailed in LD. 1- 137 is that Horizon land is an
excellent , financially risk-free , short- term investment. To determine

if these general investment claims also violate Section 5 , we turn
now to an analysis of whether the evidence concerning Horizon
various properties contradicts those claims.

II. INVESTMENT VALUE OF HORIZON S PROPERTIES

The Commission bases its findings regarding the truth of Horizon
representations concerning the investment value of its properties on

the testimony of expert witnesses at trial who identified several
factors that must be considered in evaluating the quality of land
investments. The most important factors cited were: (1) the likeli-

hood that the properties wilJ absorb future popuhtion growth and
development; (2) the future costs of any development expenses to be
incurred by the purchaser; (3) whether the purchase price of the land

was equal to the market value of the Jand; (4) special risk factors
associated with the property; and (5) the carrying costs of the

property untiJ liquidation. (LD. pp. 276-77;
see, generally,
LD. 101117)(20)
Of these five criteria , expert witnesses testified that an economic
analysis of the investment characteristic calJed " absorption " (factor
(1) above) was the most crucial test of a property s investment value
and consequentJy the Commission

s determination of the truth of

Horizon s representations centers on that criterion.
The record reveals significant variations among the six Horizon

""'
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properties with respect to absorption &ndalso deveJopment

co

(factor (2) above). Therefore , those factors will be separateJy considered in the discussions of each property which follow.
However , the record indicates with respect to factor (3) above , that
lots in each of Horizon s six properties are susceptible to the same
analysis with respect to market value. Rather than review that
evidence six times , the Commission s finding concerning market

value for aU properties wil precede the property-by- property

analy-

ses.
Similarly, the evidence concerning factor (4)-special riskJactors

such as fractionaJization of ownership and adequacy of development
plans-applies equally to all six properties and will be considered as
a whole before proceeding to the property- by- property analyses.
With respect to factor (5), carrying costs
complaint counsel

offered some limited evidence to show that such costs existed

however this evidence is insufficient to establish that they posed

material costs to investors in this case. Therefore , the Commission
will not consider them in determining the truth of Horizon

investment claims.

Market VaJue and Special Risk Factors

An important criterion used by expert witnesses to evaluate the
investment quality of Horizon Jand was whether the purchase price

established by Horizon was equal to the land' s market value.
According to expert witnesses , the market value of land is the price
arrived at through arm s length bargaining; it is essential in
determining market vaJue that both parties be well informed , that
they are each motivated by their best self- interest , that they have a
reasonable time to complete the transaction , and that the purchase
price be unaffected by external factors. Respondent defines market
value as " the highest price in terms of money which a property will
bring in a competitive and open (21)market , under all conditions

the buyer and seller each acting prudently
and assuming the price is not affected by any
undue stimuJus. " (Lomax , Tr. 15271 , emphasis added; RAB 19).
Based on testimony of consumers and local real estate agents , the
requisite to a fair sale
(and)

knowledgeably,

AW found that a resale market for undeveloped Horizon land was
, now and in the foreseeable future,23 and

virtually nonexistent
" Carrying costs

include such expenditures liS property t.'lxes , improvement association charge s and interest

paid On thfJ purchase price.

Extensive record evidence reveals that , outside of the development core , at the time of trial little
development existed On any property (I, D. 8-22; LO_ pp, 277-81) and virtuOlUy no resole market existed for lots
within any property- The evidence concerning the availability of resale markets shows that (1) real estate brokers
were unableto rHsell the land und therefore refused even to accept Jistingson Horiwn s !ot5; (2) several individua!s

(Continued)
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concluded that that is strong evidence that undeveloped Horizon
land has no market value. (LD. pp. 281- 82) He also found that even if

the price Horizon originally paid to purchase its Jand represented
market value , the tremendous disparity between Horizon s purchase
cost and selling price is evidence that Horizon s selling price is far in
excess of market value. (LD.
281- 84)
(See

Horizon urges reversal of this finding on a number of grounds.

RAB 17-22; R. Rep 17- 24) Horizon argues first that Jack of a resale

market evidences only present illiquidity, and does not prove that
the land has no investment vaJuec

(RAB 21) The Commission must

reject this argument for several reasons. By 1978 , when the record
closed in this proceeding, consumers who purchased Jots in 1969 on
the basis of representations that their investment would mature in
seven to ten years had already been disappointed. Further , Horizon

argument faiJs to distinguish between short and long- term invest-

ment value. Lack of present liquidity is probative of whether a resale
market may be expected to develop over the short- term. Also , other
avaiJabJe evidence , particularly the absorption studies which will be
discussed below , establishes that the present iliquidity of Horizon
land will extend over the short-term. (22)
Horizon next argues that its expert witnesses have concluded that
the purchaBe price consumers paid Horizon for the land represents
its market value. (RAB 19) Horizon concedes

that its experts based

their testimony about market value " primariJy upon a showing that
the purchasers of the land were knowledgeable. (Id. However , since
the Commission finds in the property- by- property analyses below
that Horizon s representatives significantly misrepresented the
nature of the investment consumers were buying, the Commission
cannot accept Horizon s conclusion that those consumers were

knowledgeable " in their investment decisions.
(See
C. Ans 23)
Horizon further contends that no conclusion regarding low market

value may be properly drawn from the disparity between Horizon
acquisition cost and its selling price , and that such consideration by
the ALJ was arbitrary. (RAB 21) Horizon reasons that it is iJlogical

to compare the price it paid in 1959 with the price it asked in 1972;
that the price Horizon paid per acre was much lower because it
rnade unsuccessful att.mpts to sell their lots; (3J a slJbst,mtial numb P.r or purchasers eventually gave upeff'Jrts to

sell their lots in frustration and defaulted on th"ir contrads; (4) a 8ubstantial nurnb r of Horizon lots were
auctioned orfat tax sales but eVen those auctions sometimes failed to attract bids for Horizon lots; (5) expert
witnesses could not discover a resal" market for Horizon loL ;

and (6) some loL

were ultimately a& igned a

minimum appraisal value for tax purposes, W" further agree with the AW tllat Horizon offcials were on notice of
the lack of a resale market because they knew about the evenL described immediately above. (I, D. 123-12H; LD.
HI)
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bought the land in buJk; and that Horizon

s master plan for

development increases the land' s vallie. -

The Commission agrees with respondent that the bulk acreage
acquired in 1959 was a vastly different asset from the fractionaJized

property Horizon soJd to consumers in 1972. However , this fact leads
us to a different conclusion than the one Horizon posits. Horizon
division of its properties into smaJllots , which it sold principally to
individual consumers rather than to large developers ,

frustrated a
coordinated development effort. Thus , short-term development of
Horizon land was unlikely even if Horizon properties were able to
attract the population levels widely predicted by respondent. Be-

cause development of Horizon properties over the short-term

was

unlikeJy, no resale market for that land deveJoped. Accordingly,

consumers were left holding land that today Jacks any short- term
market value. Therefore , although the
AU
should have recognized
the difference in the nature of the asset Horizon bought and the one
it sold , the Commission affirms the
AU' finding that undeveloped
Horizon lots have no
short term investment value becaubt
;::0 market
exists to buy and sell those lots.
In sum , we conclude that respondent' s definition of market vaJue
is fatally flawed for the purposes of this case by its own requirements
regarding the knowledgeability of the buyer and the fairness of the
sales transaction. Considering all of the evidence , we conclude that
the purchase price estabJished by Horizon bore littJe relation to the
land' s market vaJue principaJly because of our agreement with the
AU

that there is virtually no resale market for Horizon land. (23)

Another element of investment value identified by expert witnesses at trial is the existence of special risk factors , such as physical
characteristics of the Jand that determine whether it can be

developed , the availability of an adequate water supply, the expertise and capabiJity of the people involved in managing the investment , the adequacy of development plans and whether the ownership of the property is too fractionalized to enable a reaJistic

achievement of development plans. The two most pertinent speciaJ
risk factors which affect equally the majority of Horizon lots are
fractionalization of ownership and lack of achievable development
pJans. As discussed above, the fractionalization of the ownership of
Horizon lots has frustrated any meaningful development to date

because individual lot owners, who in many instances live long
distances from their property, cannot organize collective develop-

ment efforts effectively. Further , the development plans promised by

Horizon have not materialized and therefore cannot supplement or
replace owner efforts. These probJems have substantially contrib-

" "
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uted to the failure of the land as an excelJent ,

91-

risk- free investment

that wil mature over the short- term , which is how the land was
marketed.
Absorption and Costs of DeveJopment

Absorption " was defined at trial as the analysis of when a
property wil be placed into a specific " end use. (See, e. Stevenson
Tr. 6589) " End use " is the purpose for which a purchaser.ultimately

buys property from an investor; it is generalJy a productive retail
use 24 but can also embrace non- productive financial transactions
such as holding valueless Jand for purposes of taking a tax loss
deduction. (LD. 105) End use is crucial to an informed investment

decision because if the represented end use of a specific property is
not in fact a reasonable end use for that property, that investment
cannot correctJy be characterized as " excelJent." By sellng its
properties for ultimate residential and commercial end uses within a
short- term , Horizon impliedly represented that those were reasonable end uses of its properties. Consequently, the Commission must
determine whether it was reasonable for Horizon (24)to represent
that its lots

would

be used for residential and commercial purposes

over a short- term time frame of less than twenty years , and in many

cases less than ten years.

One method of determining whether the represented end use is

reasonable is to compare the represented end use with expert
testimony concerning a property s " highest" or !! best" end use.
Highest" end use is determined by analyzing the use of the property
that at the time of final disposition wilJ yield the greatest return on
For example , one expert witness testified
the investment dollar.
that the best end use of Whispering Ranch lots would be for cattle
grazing. (Mangin , Tr. 3424)

The rate at which a property will be placed into its end use is the
subject of an absorption study, which predicts the resolution of a
supply and demand clash for property in a given study area. " At
End Use " was discussed by complaint counsel' s eXI,ert witnl'Ss , Profcssor Stevenson. Professor Stevenson
testified
lSJound investment value must ultimately be related to use , which is basically a retail end user use. I think
this is true in the stok market where you see many of the promotions that had no fundamental end market for
their product got burned. This has been true in real estate- You Can ride bubbles , you can ride dreams , but
fundHmentallyitisend use that creates value (Stevenson , Tr. (587).
Highest end use " w
discussed by complaint counsel' s expert witness , Jack Mann Mr- Mann testified

Highest and best use is one of the basic principles. It is defined as that legal reasonable approximate
utili7.ation that results in the greatest net return to the land , legal in the sense that it must not be iHegal

reasonable in the seflse it must be susceptible of achievement and approximate is another word for " neHr
which simply means it is a use which must occur within the reasonably near future. (Mann , Tr. 7583).
,. Respondent did not offerinto evidence any type of absorption study for any of its properties prepared prior
to the time it began to market land as an " excellent , risk- free investment. " (I. D. 33) We can only infer , therefore
that no such studies existed To the extent it made r..presentations relevant to the absorption of its properties
(Continued)
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ieast four distinct types of abso
trial." The first type

ption sttldies were (25)proffered at

of absorptian study is called a " trend curve " or

growth curve. (See, e. Stevens, Tr. 14731-34) It involves plotting
a curve on a graph that represents the historical growth rate in a
given study area , and extending the curve to predict future growth.

The second type of absorption

study is a

statisticaJ model that

Stevens , Tr.
(See, e.
, 14892) Among the factors indexed in the studies before us

focuses on economic and demographic factors.

14749-

are population density changes derived from census data, income
data , tax rates , labor costs , land costs , percentages of ethnic

populations, and desirability of climate.

The trend curve and statistical absorption studies described above
were used by expert witnesses and city pJanners to predict future
absorption in large geographic areas , such as regions and major
cities. From this data , a third type of absorption study was prepared
to predict specifically the absorption of population and industry by
Horizon s properties. Thus , the third type of absorption study is
another statistical model. By computing, in a mathematical function

economic and demographic factors that appear to influence the
population distribution and growth among different sections of

specific cities, analysts are able to project future growth trends in
suburban areas close to those cities. Using this approach , witnesses
testified to the percent of a study area s future population that a
(See, e.

Horizon property may be expected to garner.

Stevens , Tr.

14695-96)

A fourth type of absorption

study was used for Waterwood.

Because Waterwood was designed primarily as a recreational

community and not as a residential community, an economic study
was prepared to aid in predicting the rate of " consumption " of units
without establishing " prior substantiation " for thooo representations ,

(See
it may have violate Setion 5.

National

cert. denied
afrd in part and remanded in part 492 F. 2 1333 (2d Cir. 1974),
Dynamics Corp" 82 F. C. 488 (1973),
419 U. S. 993 (1974), modified on remand 85 F. C. 391 (1974),reconsideration 85 F, C. 1052 (1975);Pfzer Inc"
C. 23 (1972)) However , beause the complsint did not aUege- a lack of substantiation, and beause our review of
the record indicates that this question was not tried by the express or implied coosent of the parties (see
Rules of Practice 16 C. R. 3. 15(a)(2)), we decline to find an independent violation of Setion 5 on this
Commision

ground

Expert testimony at trial clearly demonstrates that such studies are a prerequisite to the development of a
truthful marketing program. (I. D. 133) 10 future cass , the CommiSBion will consider carefully the adequacy of the

substaotiation poBBse by a laod sales company at the time representatiof1 are made in evaluatiof\ whether
Setion 5 violations have occurred.
" Horiwn hal argued that complaint counsel produced absorption studies for only ooe property, Horizon City.
(HAB at 17- 18) While Horizon is correct that Horizon City is the only property for which complaint counsel
contracted with a private analyst to prepare an absorption study, complaint counsel nevertheleBS did produce
existing studies prepared by state and local planning offices that yield absorption data. If a speific absorption

study- the aoalysis of when a property is expecte to be placed into a speific end use-is deem ed credible , it
makes little difference whether the study WIl prepared by a city s planning department or by a private economist.
(&e, e, Stevens , Tr.
Indeed , Horizon s own expert witneBSes treat city planning projections as absorption studies.
14731-
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in Waterwood , rather than the rate of growth of Waterwood'
permanent population.

(See

Stevens , Tr. 14696) ( 26)

The Commission below analyzes the various absorption studies in
basis. In balancing the investment value of each property against Horizon s investment claims
the record on a property- by- property

particular attention is directed to two central questions: (1) based

absorption anaJysis , wil respondent' s

properties be placed into
residential and commercial end uses in a short- term period of less
than twenty years; and (2) based on the time untiJ absorption , can
residential and commercial end uses be considered reasonable end
uses of respondent' s properties. .
The second factor identified by expert witnesses as important to
evaluating land investment decisions concerned the future costs of
any development expenses to be incurred by the investor. Consideration of this factor is particularly appropriate in this case , because
the parties have debated whether consumers understood both that
Horizon was not obligated to develop its properties and that
development costs of a consumer s lot could be many times the

purchase price of that lot. The Commission therefore also reviews
the evidence concerning this issue in the property-by- property
anaJyses below.

Horizon City
As of May 31 , 1976 , Horizon City contained 135. 94 square miles or
000 acres ,

(some 60 000 of which had been sold) and was located 5-

19 miles southeast of the city limits of the City of El Paso , Texas. El
Paso contained 160. 71 square miJes and had a population of
approximately 400 000 when the record closed. (I. D.

17; CX 874 p. 48)

Horizon City lots were platted and sold for residential and
commercial end uses. Whether these were reasonable H end uses
over the short- term time frame represented is a function of the

interaction between the supply of land in the El Paso metropolitan
area and the demand for that land. In this regard , both sides at trial
produced absorption studies that describe the outcome of El Paso
supply and demand duel , and which inform us whether , where , and
when people are expected to move into the El Paso area. Despite the
attempt at trial to prove whose projected population figures were
more accurate , the Commission affrms the ALJ' s finding that the
parties differed only insignificantly with regard to El Paso s expected
future population. (I. D. p. 279)

In preparation for trial the parties prepared thirty year absorption
studies of both the El Paso Standard Metropolitan Study Area (El
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Paso SMSA) and Horizon City, for the year 1975-2005. At trial , the

two sides each called witnesses who were experts in the fieJds
economics , demographics , and real estate planning. Expert witnesses
called by complaint counsel projected a population of the El Paso

SMSA for the year (27)2005 of approximately 742 450. '" (J.D. 279)
Expert witnesses called by Horizon projected a medium popuJation
for the same year of approximateJy 809 000 and a low projection of
745 000. " (Jd. (28)The difference between complaint counseJ's
figure and respondent' s low figure is less than 5 000 , a difference

that we find is meaningless in the context of a projection thirty years
into the future.
Because the parties substantially agree on the likely popuJation of
the El Paso SMSA in 2005 , the real controversy centers around

whether Horizon City can be expected to absorb enough of that
population in order to establish an active resale market. Horizon

contends that , due to high growth and a locked- in corridor of
development , sufficient resale markets will develop. Respondent'
expert witnesses Dr. Stevens and Mr. Lomax both project populations of approximately 75 000 for Horizon City in 2005. (J.D. 111 , 113)
Based on these projections , respondent expects absorption of land in
Horizon City to be 19 000 acres , or 21.8 per cent of the land, by the
year 2005.

(J.D. p. 279) By contrast ,

complaint counsel' s experts

" Among the eviden,,, most. heavily relied upon by complaint couns,'l witnes.scs was a 1970-74 demographic
Rt.uriy prepared by t.h, Jepartment of Planning, Research and Development. , City of El Paso (Planning
Department), which asse&"ed current and future transpo,t.at.ioo needs of the El Paso SMSA t.hrough the year 2000
Complaint counsel's expert , Joseph ..usteck , used the Planning Department' s st.udy to project the 2005 population
of742 450
Mr. Lusteck is a real estate plHnning consultant and PH' sident of the Real Estate Division of Wortman and
Mann , Inc. , a real estate and financial services company )nc..ted in Jackson , Mississippi. Prior to his employment
by this firm , he was with th, Pima County (Tucson , ArizonaJ Planning Department and then with the Jackson
(Missis. ippiJ Planning nom'd. (J. D. 1(3)
The recOid also indicates that the Planning Department' s 1970-74 study predicted a year :WOO population for
the El Paso SMSA of 680 750. A Planning Department. study conducted in 1976 revised the projected figure to

685

, a difference of 4 250. (I. D.p. 279; compare

CX 876 wit.h CX 797)

s expert witnesses were Dr. Benjllmin Stevens and D. A. Lomax. Dr. Stevens prepared an absorption
study projecting populations of 863 700 809
, and 745 00 as high, medium , and low popul..tions , respectively,
'" Horizon

for the EI P..so SMSA in 2005. D.A. Lomax accepted the Planning Department's figures as lIccurate and produced a
population projection that was in accord with Dr. Stevens. (I. p. 279)
Dr. StevenR is the Presideot , Director aod senior research a.ociate of the Regiona! Science Institute , a non-

profit reRearch corporation doing work in regional analysis ,

regional economic , industrial location
, land

development and urban phmoing. The field of r,"giona! science encompa.%es the fields of ecooomics , demographics
"nd planning. Dr. Stevens received a Mllsters

Degree in city planning and a Ph. D. in regional planning and

economics from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolugy. He has authored or co-authored 60 articles , reporL find
discussion papers on various aspects of regional science. For the last twenty years , he has been co--ditor of the
"JUN/al of Regional Scient'e the most highly regarded professional publication in its field. (1.0. 110)
Mr. Lomax is a professional real estate appraiser and consultant , who specializes in j..nd in Texas , New Mexico
and Arizona. He had been an appraiser for 25 years fit the time of his testimony and is a member of the American

Institute of Rea! Estate Appraisers , a senior Real Estate Appraiser and an Accredited Rural Appraiser. At the time
of trial , he was national viLe president of the Society of Real Estate Appraisers find had served for six years On the
Society's Hoard of Governurs. He is the author of the
Ruml Appraisal HafldboIJk for the New Mexico State Tax
Commission and ha. written several firticles for professional Magazines on appraising. (LD. 112)
," The expert witnesses agreed that the mOre distant the projection the greater the chance of statistical error.
(See , e. Mann , Tr . 7700 , 7738)

__- --_.__._-
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predict a population in 2005 sufficient Oj1Jy to absorb 2

859 acres ,

or

3 per cent of the Jand in Horizon City. (LD.p. 279) Horizon has
argued that " (a J city is never fully absorbed; few cities even exceed
70- 75% absorption." (RAB 18) While it may be true that few cities
ever exceed 75 per cent absorption , in the instant case respondent's
best estimate is that by the year 2005 Horizon City wil remain 78.
percent unabsorbed. Complaint counseJ estimate that Horizon City

wiJ be 96. 7 per cent

unabsorbed.

Although respondent has disputed that significant numbers of
short- term representations were made , respondent has never seriousJy contended in this proceeding that Horizon Cify could be

developed within a short- term of less than twenty years. As stated
we find that a significant number of short-term representations were
made. Accordingly, we hold that representations of (29)excellent
financially risk- free investments regarding unimproved lots in
Horizon City, which were due to mature within a short- term , were

false and mislcading and were deceptive within the meaning of
Section 5. "

(30)

Although we have found that respondent' s best estimates of
potential Horizon City absorption are ' insufficient to stimulate a
resale market over the time frame represented by Horizon , we
further find that even those projection are overly optimistic and

predicated on unlikely assumptions. Mr. Lomax s
tion of 75

population projec-

000 for Horizon City was based on the assumption that

all of the lands. . immediately contiguous to the basic development area of Horizon
City would be absorbed into the community, (the city of El Paso ! and would be a part
ufthe community.

This is assuming that the community were to grow in a very straight

pattern taking in every section of land as it moves from where it is now out to that
point in time, (Lomax , Tr. 15217) (Emphasis added)
The assumption of a CC very

straight" growth pattern has its genesis

in respondent' s belief that growth in the EJ Paso SMSA is lockedto a geographic corridor leading from El Paso s city boundaries to
Horizon City s front door. To rely on such an assumption , respondent
Further confirmation of our conclusion exists in the fact that resale of Horizon City lots has ben
insignificant through the time of trial. (See generally, LD. 125) l!ustrative of the situation is the experience of the
El Paso Board of Realt"rs , which operates" Realtors Listing Service (RLSJ, and which increased its membership
from 166 in 1970 to 354 in 1977. The ALJ found that of " about 14(X) inquiries to th.. RLS there were approximately
266 listings and 14 sales of Horizon City property during the period from 1970 to 1976 (Tr. 2376 , 2388-89.). " (LD.p.
238) Consumer testimony also indjcate that litte or no re alc market exi tmL (l.D. p. 240)
H...spondent additionally contends that Horizon City is in fact a desirable long- term investment , which could
mature within twenty to t.hirty years. We do not have to reach t.he merits of this cont.ention since we Find that
hort. term representations were made, However , we not.e in pasing that even if we aS13ume that Horizon made
lon!c- termrepre!Ocntationsandthatrespondent.sabsorptionest.imatesar..moreaccuratet.hanc"mplaintcounsel's

we doubt that an absorption of only 21.8 per cent of Horizon City s lots wi!! result in the stimulation of a suffcient
resa!.. market to enahl.. the owners ofHoriwn land to engage in competitive dispositions of their investment over a
twenty to thirty year period
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must ignore both the past directions of growth surrounding El Paso
and the offcial future development plans of El Paso s PlanningH

Department. Joaathan Cunningham , the Director of the Planning

Department ,

testified at trial regarding issues

concerning the

direction of El Paso s growth. The PJanning Department has

prepared annual demographic studies of the EJ Paso SMSA since

1960 and has prepared several studies encompassing a number of
years. Major studies were undertaken in 1963 , 1969 , and 1976 in
conjunction with El Paso County, the Texas Highway Department
and the Bureau of Public Roads (now the Federal Highway Administration). (Cunningham , Tr. 2514) These studies were developed to
assess the current and future transportation needs of the El Paso

(31)
Mr. Cunningham s testimony is summarized by the ALJ at LD. 76.
He testified that since his incumbency began in 1958 , El Paso has
grown , and is expected to continue to grow , in more than one
direction. Although natural and artificial barriers constrain growth
on three sides of El Paso , these barriers are not a solid curtain. The
SMSA.

Planning Department expects significant growth to continue on
either side of the Franklin Mountains , to the north and to the west
as well as in the " Lower

V alley " area to the southeast. The Lower

Valley contains vast acreage of fertile to arid land between the Rio
Grande River and Interstate Highway 10 , south of Horizon City.
Limited growth is also expected in the vast acreage between Ft. Bliss
and Horizon City, north of Horizon City.

Mr. Cunningham testified that El Paso has vigorously pursued a
policy of annexing developing communities that border the City. He
stated that the City was currently engaged in constructing a major

will lie between the Franklin
Bliss. Community development has already

North- South Freeway, " which
Mountains and Ft.

begun along this highway as the City annexes land and extends

utiities and City services. One of complaint counsel's

experts

Joseph Lusteck , testified that in addition to the vast tracts of land
surrounding El Paso ,

as of the date of trial , suffcient vacant land
all

existed within the city boundaries to accommodate

of El Paso

projected growth through the year 2005. (LD. 104)32 Moreover , the

land within the City would have the advantage of ready access to city
services and city utilities. Considering the vast amount of unimproved land both within and without the corporate city, Mr. Lusteck
conc1uded that the principal flaw in the Horizon City property was
For a description of Mr. Lusteck' s qualifications,

345- 554

82-

see

supra

p. 27 at note
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the oversupply of Jand in relation to the relatively small projected
dcmand for that Jand.

(fri.

The oversupply problem is magnificd by the difficuJty of extending
utiities to Horizon City. Respondent divided Horizon City into small
lots, which it sold principally to individual consumers rather than to
large developers. Without the sincere effort of a developer who has

the financial capacity to extend utilities to Horizon City, the
fractionalization of land ownership in Horizon City results in an
inadequate infrastructure which is incapable of (32)establishing
utiities. (LD.

few ,

p. 284) The cost of development is extremely high , and

if any, individual

consumers could be expected to have the

financial capacity to extend utilities to their own lots. "
'" Complaint counsel has "ompilcd the following dat.a from lIori7.

(33)

s federal prop"rt.y r"ports (CPF 4. 2EJ

220)

As of May, 1975 , the costs of providing ut.ility sprvices to the variou ar"a.' of Horizon City could be a high a
thefullowingarnounts:

Amouq

Service (and Comments)

$200 000 (CX 35p-q, 36o$2. 00 per foot

Water (drilling individual
wells not permitted)

Gas line beyond 150 feet
alternative is LP bottled

$180. 000 (CX 35q$200

, 361'

$13f. OOO (CX 35r ,

36q)

gas with storage tank

Telephone

Sewage -

000 000

central system

$450 (CX 36q- r,

septic tank

35r-s)

The '" timated cost of installing cHI electric line to the Horizon City lots listed be:ow which ar" nine of the
typica!" lots 11.'en in Mr. Mann s appraisals , (eX 8 2g-- , are as ro!luw

Lot and lAl""tion
(11 Lot 1 --

Mountain Shadow Est."tes

Electric Line C')
$2:! 729

Unit 54 , Block 389

(21 Lot 2

Horizon City E

tate

797

Unit HJ , Block HJ

(:J) Lot:!

Horizon City
Unit 44 ,

14) Lot. 4 --

Mou"tain Shadow Estates
Unit. 30 .

(51 Lot. 5 --

(hI Lot. r, --

ICPi'4. 219

1.1 591

Block 687

(71 \.()t. 7 --

Horiwn City Estates

IHI Lot H

EI Paso E,,

181 Lot. g --

I!orizon Cit.y Estates
Unil. 15, Block 2

220)

452

Block 69

Horiwn City
Unit. R2 ,

55, 937

Block 2:J2

Sun land Estates

Unit 19 .

3,472

Block 318

:J05

546
23, 594
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When Horizon began to market its land in the 1960' , it represented to consumers that it or some other dev eloper

would develop the
property over the short- term. However , according to complaint
counsel' s proposed findings of fact , when the record in this proceeding closed in 1978 , Horizon City had been developed to the following
extent:
The Horizon City property consists of about 87 000 acres. (Lusteck , Tr. 7039). That
acreage includes lanl existing development " core " with a total size of 6 400 acres (CX
1563b). As of June , 1978 , 18 years after Horizon began selling lots in this property (RX
1538a- h), buildings had been constructed on only about 600 acres in that existing core
(Steele , Tr. 14019- 20). There were about 700 to 800 dwellings in Horizon City as of
June, 1978 (Steele ,

Tr. 14022). Only two other homes were located outside that core in

the rest of the property (Steele , Tr. 14022). No homes had been built as of that time in
the 4 000 acre core area surrounding the lake (Steele , Tr. 14022; RX 1536b). Various
other holdings by Horizon total another 1 500 acres. (RX 1536b) Thus , the total area
within the property on which building has occurred after more than 18 years is about
600 acres out of 87 000 acres. That amounts to less than
that property. (CPF 4. 215 ,

7/

10ths of

1%

of the land in

p. 140)

We find that the preponderance of the record evidence establishes
SMSA is not significantly " lockedtoward Horizon City. The record also indicates that due to a massive
oversupply of land surrounding EJ Paso, coupJed with the availabiJity of city services and utilities to communities which develop within
the City, little if any land in Horizon City can be expected to develop
in the foreseeable future beyond the small core area where respond-

that growth in the El Paso

ent has committed the necessary funds for development. According-

ly, we conclude that Horizon violated Section 5 when , through false
and misleading representations and material omissions of fact , it
marketed Horizon City lots as an excellent , financially risk- free
short- term investment. (34)
Rio Communities

As of May 31 , 1976 , Rio Communities contained 249 000 acres , or
389. 06 square miJes , and was located 3- 18 miles east of the town of
Belen , New Mexico. Some 159 000 acres had been sold. (I. D. 11) Rio

northern edge is 35 miles south of Albuquerque , New Mexico.
(ld.
Horizon literature points out that its Rio property " blankets a land
area Jarger than the combined cities of San Diego , Las Vegas and

PhiladeJphia. " (CX 155c) Horizon began purchasing land for Rio
Communities in the 1960' s; in mid- 1978 there were approximately
700 homes on the property with an estimated population of between
500 and 3 000. (I. D. 13) The population of Belen , in 1976 ,
approximately 5 000. (LD. 11)

was
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Whether Horizon s representations concerning Rio Communities

were true depends upon the reasonableness of the represented end
use of Rio lots in thc context of the represented time until
absorption. At trial , complaint counsel called economic and demo-

graphic expcrts to testify, as well as the Director of the City of
Albuquerque Planning Department (Planning Department) and the

Dircctor of the Middle Rio Grande Counsel of Governments (COG).
COG is an association of local governments that was established to
coordinate planning for the entire

Albuqucrque area. (LD. 74)"

Complaint counsel aJso produced absorption studies prepared by thc
Planning Department and by COG. For example ,

Exhibit ex 828

Use PJan- 1985- Albuquerque , Ncw Mexico " (Land Use
Plan), is a 1964 Planning Dcpartment economic and growth analysis
with projections through 1985. This study has been on thc public
record during the entire time
in
which Horizon has made representations relevant to the absorption or marketability of its Rio lots. The
Land Use Plan " concludes:
entitled " Land

Albuquerque has an abundance of vacant land available for urban development. Even

the most optin:istit. growth projections would not utilize this land within the current
century- (eX 827z- 11; see alsu, Carrutheri: , Tr. 3036)

Absorption studies conducted by COG aftcr 1964 downwardly
revise the Planning Department' s population projections. (J.D. pp.
118 , 278 n. 24) COG further concludes that thc most efficient
planning strategy in the

Albuquerque area if. for development to

occur in vacant land in and around existing- cities , so t
utilities and city services can be made readily available.

at
(35)
(See , e.
infer th f; COG'

8:37 pp. 2.3- 27! Given this conclusion , we C:-U1
planning efforts are and vvill be geared toward dt-, ' eloping' bnd both

within Albuquerque s city limits and in its immediate suburbs. Thus
local government entities will be working at cross purposes with any
cffort to develop Rio Communities (some 35 miles south of Albuquerque) over the short- term.
Complaint counsel' s expert witness , Professor Howard Stevenson
supports this conclusion. 35 Professor Stevenson did not prepare an

absorption analysis of his own; his conclusions rested on an analysis
H It i

worlh noting that nt,ither Hio CO'11rnunitienor PurU(Ji e

Hills 11rl' , ep,-"wnted- in the COG amI

therel'ol' e are not ac ", p", ticip;JnL in t.hat group s develop",,,nt planning. Ild,
, Ih, !luward SlevensorJ i an ao.Hu"iate proles o'- ;II. the !:Clrval' d University SdHJol or Business
Admini5t.I ulion, He holds doctorate und l1a5ter 5 degree I'rom t.hl' n"rvard Busin".% Scl1ool. His doctorate I' ocused
on busin('s poli"y iJnd long- rant.:e I'lunning-, and hi mH. t.e'- . which he received with hig-h distinction , involved

specializat.ion in investment fi,wn"", Dr. Stevenson is 0 trustee 01 ' a successl ul r"al ", t"t" inve tment tru , a
directOl' or" company which invests long- term p('n i"n accounts in tlu, UnilerJ St.;!te realty market. a dired"r 01 ' a
COmpOrlY WhD C activities include building Hnd dl'vl'lopment. and a tru tel' or" non- profit. "harit;1ble organization
WilDS," prim;Jry purposL. is w;quis;tion and development "f' raw land whil"h is depl1!'d to be or" critical conservat.ion
in: erest.IID. 10JI
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of studies already published. The Initial Decision incorporates
Professor Stevenson s conclusions at page 200:
The total of lots 2.vailablc in (Riol sites exceeds the full needs of the community of
Albuquerque under the most optimistic projections through-and I have to think
back, given what I just incJuded- welJ beyond the end of the century and depending
on which projections you read , perhaps well into the 22nd century (Stevenson , Tr.
6676).
Since at lcast 1972 ,

COG rcports have consistently predicted that
the greatest share of Albuquerque s future growth , through 1995
would occur in the northeast scctor. (CX 836 p. 11 , 828g; Pierce, Tr.

3117) Population projections of respondent's expert witnesses were
basicaJly in accord with those of COG , however respondent differed

with respect to the direction of growth. " (36)
Horizon s expert witness , Dr. Benjamin Stevens , testified that
Albuquerque s population growth will allow Rio Communities to
develop as a satellite city. 37 Dr. Stevens analyzed industrial location
and employment in Rio Communities , predicL", the number of
commuters between Rio and Albuquerque , predicted the migration
of retired couples to Rio , predicted the secondary employment
generated by the projcctcd population of Rio (Stevens , Tr. 14850),

and concluded that the likely population of Rio Communities in the
year 2005 would be 60 000 but could be as low as 30 000 or as high as
000. (Stevcns , Tr. 14867) Evcn if respondent's projections are
accurate , thc Commission finds that the absorption of only 60 000
people (an event not predicted to occur untiJ beyond the cJose of this
century) in a property that contains 690 square miles (six times the
size of the District of Columbia (I. D. p. 277)) will not rcsult in the

stimulation of a resale market of sufficient size to enable the owners
of Horizon land to engage in

competitive dispositions of their

investment within the short- term.
Evidence supporting respondent's " locked- " claim is similarly
unconvincing. At best , the evidence produced by Horizon supports
only thc conclusion that growth would be locked- in over the long-

term. Relying on testimony of its own expert witness , Horizon has

thc major portion of
by the end of the century
statcd:
Albuquerque s growth would be channeled in a southern direction
toward Rio Communities (Nevin , Tr. 15874- 75). " (emphasis added,
, 'rr. :J112,,; COG pmjccted a population in the AlbuquprqU!' arCa by the mid- mO' s of SOO DUO people (Pierce
I;)); thc city itself project"d a population 01' 825, 000 people by Uw year 19H51CIlrruthers, Tr 30;J51. Horizon s expert
wiiness gave a somewhai more conservative projection 01'7UO, OOO to 750, 000 (Lomax , Tr, 151591
. "Ilpra I', 27 00te
" For;J ,h,scriptionofDr, St,' vens ' qu"lific..tions
'" Detailed findins cooceflin the beck of':J ",'sale market for undeveloped Rio lots , at the time of t.rill!, Ill'''
found at l.D, 124. These findin , which we uphold, conclud,' ih"t thl'r" w..s nO res..le markl't I'DI' undeveloped lots

in RioCornmunitiesasor197H

!;'..
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RPF 103) At no time on appeal has Horizon pointed to evidence that
would indicate a rapid locked- in growth pattern over thc short- term
in which its sales force re!)resented development
would
occur. It is
certain that growth is not significantly locked- in for the sevcn to ten
year time period generally represented , and unlikely that growth
will be significantly locked- in at any time during this century.

AccordingJy, we affirm the ALJ' s
lockcd- in growth were false.

conclusion that representations of

Respondent further contends that absorption of Albuquerque wil
not necessarily precede absorption of Rio simply because vacant land

is available within AJbuquerque. The argumcnt is bottomed on the
fact that the price of a building lot in Rio may be vastly cheaper than
a comparable lot in Albuquerque. (RPF p. 135 n. 94) Respondent'
analysis , however , fails to consider all (37)relevant information.
While the cost of

purchasing

a lot for a homesite in Rio may indced

be relatively inexpensive , the cost of
developing
a Rio lot outside of
the development core is prohibitive to the ordinary cons' lmer.
Horizon has not contracted with any other development company to
begin improvement in a significant number of Horizon lot , and the
fractionalization of ownership in Rio has prevented the de\.elopment
of an infrastructure capable of coordinating development. The result
is that after close to two rlecades of Rio land sales , only 800 dwelling
units had been constructed , concentrated on 500 to 1,000 acres

within the Enchanted Mcsa development core , out of Rio s 249 000
acres. (Steelc , Tr. 14013- 16; RX 1541aIn
conclusion , we find that the massive oversupply of land in Rio
Communities , the distance of Rio Communities from Albuquerque
the multi- directional growth of Albuquerque at present , the availability of land and utilities within Albuquerque , and the prohibitive
cost of obtaining utilities in Rio Communities effectively preclude
Complaint counsel compiled the folluwing data from HoriwrI s federal prnp"rty reporL . Cost of installi"g
utiliti"blo lots so tlmt those luts could be uSldd for building ar" considemble. Asof'Mtly, W75 costs t'ur utilities
within thld various subdivisions of Ri" theo being offered for sale could be "s g-reo.t o.s the following amounts

Electricity
$142,
Water
- extension of lim' $340
- dl'illing well

50(J ICX 11nl

000 ICX 10m)

S 12 500 ICX 10m, 11ml

GelS

- liIHes""tav;!ilable

g"sinstead,
Telephonp

- line
- r"dio telephrm..

Sewage

septielelnk

uscbutted

5()() f"rslumgefaeilitips
$165 000
S 2 500

ICX 12nl
(CX 12nICX 12,,-01

$:150. 600

(CX 10--01

In additi"n, it was not possible to drill for water On lot.s wit.hin Hi"del Oro(CX lOll- mi. Septic tank us,- welssubject
" v"riance becalJse some lots were below lht' mi"imum si"e required , following a" increase in
t.hal minimum by 10c,,1 ;!lJt.hor it.ies, ;!ppl1rently aller the lots were pl"nned by Crup" Associat.esand subdivided by
t.o t.hld granting 01

respondent.i8ee.

C:, lOn-D , 1111--1. 'CPF 4. 12HI

, ,,,,,",
' .
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the establishment of an active resale market for Hio lots over the
short- term. Therefore , representations . of excellent , risk- free , short

term investments regarding Rio lots were false and misleading and
deceptive under the FTC Act. (38)

Paradise Hills
As of May 31 , 1976 , Paradise Hills consisted of 13 000 acres , or 20.
square miles , and at its closest border was located 3 miles northwest
of AJbuquerque , New Mexico. Some 9 000 acres had been sold.
Paradise Hills was Horizon s first property to be purchased and

marketed. The ALJ found that 'fsJales of acreage parcels have been
insignificant since 1970. . . (J.D. 8)
The analysis of whether Paradise Hils lots were properly sold
with the expectation of their evolution into a fully developed

community within a short- term follows closely the preceding analysis of Hio Communities. Complaint counsel argue that Paradise Hills

will not be developed over the short- term

because of the ample

availability of vacant land within AJbuquerque , where utilities and
municipal services already exist , and because of the fractionalization
of ownership of vacant Paradise Hills land , which casts doubt on any
rapid expansion of Albuquerque s utility system. This argument is
supported by expert testimony, and embraced by the ALJ , who found
that if Paradise Hills ' past growth rate is duplicated each year in the

future , it will take over a century to fully utilize all lots. (J.D. 102;
J.D. pp. 277- 78; see , supra Hio Communities analysis. ) Although
Horizon represents that Paradise Hills is its model community, local

realtors confirmed at trial that virtually no resale market exists for
Paradise Hills lots outside of the core area. '"

(39)

Respondent's defense relies primarily on the testimony of two

expert witnesses to prove that Paradise Rills lots are an " excellent
investment" 4J These witnesses , D. A. Lomax and Alan Nevin
produced detailed investment analyses which traced the historic rise
in Jand values in the Albuquerque area , and which conclude that
Paradise Hills Jots can be expected to continue to appreciate
throughout this century. (J.D. 113 , 117)" (40)
." Th.. ,"
esale nJ"rk,'l for undC!vploped PlHudisp Hills lund has always hC!en insiv;nificant.
IS"l' /!''Il'mllv.
1::31 For example . the Albuquerqup Bourd of H,' alto)' ' Multiple Listin Service reports only one sale or
ulldewloped Pu, adise Hills !und between 1970 and lCJ74. ICX H!7i\- NI Also , William A. Kdly, a Paradise Hills
realtor ami I orm"r !lorizoo sales representativp , lestil ied thlli. the lack"f" l()cul resule market resulted in his
havin" to rdu e the ,,()- 100 persons who sought bulk acreag" listin s or undeveloped Paradis!' Hills land with his
!irmbdween 1975al1d \!178.ll. 0. 12:'11
A"tually, Horinm 'i expert witnesses charaeterizOid I.he inv(' ,tl11e"t uS " very good" ILonJUx , Tr . 15207
Nevin Tr. Hi!)7ll

" FlirudescriptionofMr. Lomux

squ"lLri""tions

"llfJl"

XI,

"ole

A LO(1\"x\ erE'dibiiity WaS hotly disputed by the partie8"1. trial becausp he was interviewed by cornpl"int

IC""rin,,,dl
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The Commission finds that Horizon s defense fails to respond to
the gravamen of thc complaint , which charges that Horizon sold

land as a rapidJy appreciating asset which would be liquid within a
short- term. The investment analysis of respondent' s witnesses
overlooks the fact that virtually no resale market exists for thosc lots

or is likely to exist within the short-

m. If a consumer purchased

land in Paradise Hills in 1965 , with the expectation of using

investment profit to help financc retirement in 1985 , the knowledge
theoretically risen offers little
consolation to the consumer , when in 1985 no one wants to buy that
land. Accordingly, while it is unclear whethcr Paradise Hills will
that the value of the Jand has

attract a sufficient population to establish a resale market ovcr the
long run , the record is sufficiently clear to enable the Commission to
confirm the complaint' s allegations with respect to Paradise Hills.
We hold that Horizon violated Section 5 whcn , through false and

misleading representations ,

it marketed Paradise Hills lots as

excellent , risk- free , short- term

investments.

Arizona Sunsites
As of May 31 , 1976 ,

Arizona Sunsites contained approximately

, and was

500 acres ,

or 73.4 square miles
located in Cochise
County, Arizona , between 12 and 31 miles from Wilcox , Arizona
approximately 55 miles north of Douglas , Arizona , and 100 milcs
southeast of Tuscon , Arizona. Some 35 000 acrcs had been sold.

Wilcox and Douglas had approximate populations of 3 000 and

000 , respectively. (J.D. 14) Horizon describes Sun sites as " thinly

populated. . . consist(ingJ primariJy of undeveloped land , grazing

land and farm land. " (CX 67z- , lO- k report for fiscal 1976) At the
time of trial , Arizona Sunsitcs had a population of 1 150 , with thirtyfive homes located outside of the core area. (J.D. 14 , 15) Sales of
Arizona Sunsites land began in 1962. (IlX 1542b)
counsel pr;or Lo his e'war.ement by Hor;7,!l as an expert. witness and took positi"ns directly contrary to his
ex"min"tion . complaint counsel elicited the

subsequent testimony for Horizon at tri"l. 1"01ex"mple. On cro

following testimony reDm Mr . Lon1Ux:
Q. Do you recall "I", t."ting lal an ""rliH interview with complaint nHlnselj that if lIorizon suhrJivisions
grew as fast liS Albuquerque. it would b,' the nnd century befon' lob; wuulrJ be developed , all lots would bl'

deveioped'

! prob..bly m"dethatst"t.erfl,nt.ILD. 1141
t.herefore ,,we lilt.le weight to Mr. L"rnax 8 t.e8timony
concerningMr. Lomux scredibilily
A. Yes,

The AlA )

11.0.
1'.

H31 We uphold the ALJ' s findings

. Alan Nevin i8 " cousulting economi t "nu senior vice pre8ident with the SanfOld Goodkin n"searrh
CoqJoratj,,, or Del Mar, Culii'ornia. Sanrord Co"ukin provide!; investment lJdvice to lh" r"al e!;tate and lending

r:mmunily Mr. Nevin\ ureU8

ofexp"rt.;se jnclude land, new con.'trudion and the technicalilie!; offea8ibility. lIi8

prt' viou8 employment included job!; with Ernst &;"n , Uludstone As.'ociates "nd the Americl1ll He-us;ng Guild. He
1,,,1.18 a M,, ler 01' Arts dq.:-re,' in st.atistical ,' e.'earch rmrn St.,JOI"ord Universit.y and a Master Degree in Bu ine5S

Admini tmt.;on lrom American Univ,'r ity II. D.
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Horizon represented that investors could realize short- term profit
from Sunsitcs lots based on end uses of CUnimercial and residentiaL

development. The record strongly supports complaint counsel's
allegation that commercial and residential lots will not develop
within a short-term , and that Sun sites will not likely be developcd
anytime within this century. In support of this finding, the ALJ and

the Commission rely heavily on expert testimony

of economic

development planncrs empJoyed by the State of Arizona and Cochise
County. (41)

At the time of trial , Frank Mangin had been Program Director for
Economic Development for the Arizona Governor s Office , Planning
Department since December 1975. He was responsible for attracting empJoyment- based industries to Arizona. (Mangin , Tr. 3372) Mr.
Mangin testified that he has received no inquiries from industry
regarding potential development in Arizona Sunsites , and further
that the property " lacks

the first ingredicnt" necessary to attract

industry, " a demonstrabJe labor supply. "

(Mangin ,

1'r. 3401) Mr.

Mangin aJso stated that neighboring towns could not provide jobs for
residents of Arizona Sunsites. (Mangin , Tr. 3401- 04) He concluded

that the population was too thin in Sunsites and neighboring towns
even to support a retail trade center. (Mangin , Tr. 3406)"
the
Mr. Mangin further testified that seventy-five per cent of
,
Tr.
3404)
There
are
no
residents of Sunsitcs are retired. (Mangin
schools in Sunsites , and the nearcst high school is 28 miJes away.

(Id. Moreover , Mr. Mangin testified that the economy of Arizona

Sun sites won t support an adequate medical infrastructure, and that
Arizona Sunsites had not a single doctor. (Mangin , Tr. (42)3398HeJying on Mr. Mangin s testimony, the ALJ
3415 , 3471correctly identified a contradiction in Sun sites development: the

2)"

community is dependent upon retirees for growth , but medical
facilities and personnel are inadequate either to support a geriatric
'" Mr. M.mgin s experience has also extended to similar employment on hdmlfofCochise County and Douglas
Arizona. (8",. II), 106; Mangin , 1'r. 3:J74- . :!:J . 343:3- 371 lie was therefore Imniliar with Arizona Sunsites.
Prior to his employm.'nt in the Governor s ollice , Mr. Mangin was Executive Director of the Douglas (Cochise

Countyl Ariznna Chamber of Comn",rce and consulL-"t to the Cily of Douglas Induslri,,1 Development. Authority.
Mr. Mangin was also employed by Ariznnu s Valley Nlitional Bunk as vic.' president ol' lndustrial Development. He
waS a real estate broker I rom 1959 until )865, 11.0, 1061

H M, , Mangin explained that major retuil olltleb generally re'-uire a population I ar in excess of Sunsite:;
current.pop'1Iat.ionori'uturepopulatiol'expectations.
There awn t. ennugh Inlks t.o have a :JD ()DI) square loot Sears or 75, 000 square root K- Mar!. In the case or , for
inst.ance , a major relail diHcount house. they UHually like trade urea popull1tjoos 01'50 000 , so that's why the
only Inujor retail outlets in Cochise County are in Sierru Vista ami Douglas , becauHe Douglas and Agua Priela
combjned are about. 61J OOOand the Sierra Vistatradearell is about 50 D(JD
19n 1n
there
Mr. ManKin It.stified to the difficulty of' attractinJ; dodors to rural communities.

w.'re 46

500
physicians 141 medical d"dor ,md rive doctors or oHteopathl servicing a populat.ion of one phy ician per 1..
people, BeLausc or the insufficient. medicaj mUl'ket in Sunsites , the I'liinninK Depl1rtment has made little erfort to
lIttracl medical personnel to t.he Sunsites area. Mr. Mungin st.uted th,1t while some rural communities in Arizol'a

have incentive programs t.o iiUract doctors , Sunsiles does not. (ManKin. 1'1' :n9H-9H . 3472)
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community or to spark growth or development as a retiree center.
(J.D. 106; J.D. p. 280)

David Altenstadter , Cochise Count.y Planning Director since 1970
County
,
which
was
widely
Projcctive Allocation Model. (CX 860) This report
disseminated in Cochise County, projected year 2000 populations of
152, 778 in Cochisc County and 5, 000- 000 in Arizona Sunsites. (I.
109) While the rclationship between a population of 5, 000 and land
prepared an absorption study in 1975 , entitled Cochise

spanning 73.4 square miles was never translated into an absorption
percentagc , we concludc that absorption will be insufficient to
enable competitive disposition of investment property over the short

term.
In addition to the vast oversupply of land at Sunsites , the cost of
utility cxtension is prohibitivc. " (43)
Hespondent' s sale expert witness regarding Sun sites was Sanders
Solot ,

a Tuscon real estate appraiser

Mr. Solot analyzed the

investment value of Arizona Sunsites and concluded that the value

of Sunsit.es lots would increase at a rate at least equal to the

cost of

living, approximately 7 per ccnt to 10 per cent per year between 1978
and 2005. (Solot , Tr. 15738 , 15750) Mr. Solot testified that all of the
land in Sunsites was developabJe; he did not testify as to when

where, and how development would occur. (Solot , Tr. 15645 , 15706)

He concludcd ultimately that Arizona Sunsites lots are a sound 20investment of discretionary funds. (Solot , Tr.
long- term
30 year
15646 , 15677)
In light of the Commission s finding that Horizon marketed
Sun sites as a short- term investment , respondent' s best evidencethat Arizona Sunsites is a sound long- term

investment of discretion

ary funds-amounts to a virtual concession of complaint charges
that rcspondent deceptively represented to purchasers that their lots
would be located within fully self-contained communities within a
short- term. We hold that Horizon s use of false and misleading

statements to market Arizona Sunsites property constitutes

a

violation of law under Scction 5 of the FTC Act.
he lack or" fI.'sale nwrkel for undpveloped Sunsitt,s lots , at the time of trial
,,; Detailed I indingsconcel' ning t,
appearatUJ- \2H
g. Fusc" .
See.

Tr. 40:!O (C08t of e"tendin electric lines tD propprty ;s $\50 per foot plus $50 stal1dby

usco,
ch,u' W'!; Bethel. Tr, 4171 Isome properties would rl'quire four mil" pxtensions from existil1!' electric
!il1esl;
Tr. 40:31 (cost (Jf drilling" well is $!O per f(Jot. with an avt'rage well being :!f,O to 500 fe

Me. S"!,,l had bel''' an apprlliser I Dr 25 years at the time of his testimony, working primarily in Ariwna. lle
is a member or Uw Amcrinln Institute of H.ea\ AppraiM'rs and is a S"nior ReiJl Estate Appruiser with that

org"nization, He is a graduab, of the University Dr Arizonu and has UHIf!ht. real est.ate uppmi"..l CQUr'3S at the

Uniwrsity, ILD,
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Whispering Ranch

As of May 31 , 1976 , Whispering Ranch contained approximately
000 acres , or 29. 6 square miles , and was located in Maricopa
County, Arizona , approximately 36 miJes northwest of Phoenix

Arizona. (LD. 16) With the exception of unpaved roads constructed
by Horizon , Whispering Ranch has no current deveJopment , including no development

core.

(Id.

In a 1969 prospectus , Horizon

describes the property s terrain as hilly range land , its soil as

generally coarse granular to sandy loam in character ,

and its

vegetation as primariJy southwestern desert type , namely (44)cactus
Whispering Ranch was Horizon s only
yuccas , and mesquite.
property that was not zoned for any specific end lise. However
Horizon represented that the Jand would become absorbed for

residential and commercial purposes as Phoenix expands. (J.D.
see, also Horizon s SEC 10- k report for fiscal 1976, CX 67c)
Frank Mangin testified as an expert witness on behalf of
plaint counsel." The ALJ summarized his testimony as follows:

88;

com-

In Mr. Mangin ' 5

opinion Whispering Ranch is suitable only for cattle grazing (Tr.
3424). He testified that Whispering Ranch is so far removed from economic activity

and utilities that no one to his knowledge has thought about Whispering Ranch as a
potential residential area (Tr, 3389). It does not have any value for any commercial or
industrial purpose (Tr. 3390), The location has no labor force ,

transportation access or
utilities (Tr. 3390-93). Mr, Mangin cannot conceive of Whispering Ranch having any
value within the next 30 years for residential , commercial or industrial purposes (Tr.
3396), He testified that Whispering Ranch was " removed from people , roads , utilities
and , consequently, demand for the use of it" (Tr. 3424). (I. D. 106; see, also J.D, p, 280)
(45J

AJthough respondent represented that its communities would

grow rapidly because they are located near growth cities such as
Phoenix , Mr. Mangin does not believe there wiJ be rapid growth on
the Whispering Ranch property. He testified that Phoenix has grown
in a multidirectional pattern , and that as growth moves out 360
degrees from the center of Phoenix there is an exponential increase
in the available supply of inexpensive vacant desert land. According-

ly, Mr. Mangin foresees no development whatsoever at Whispering
Ranch within at least the next thirty years. (Mangin , Tr. 33943427- , 3468) David Hamernick , a planner in Arizona s Office of
Economic Planning and Development , was in accord with Mr.

Mangin s assessment of the availability of land for private commersee , also, Hamernick , Tr. 3677- 3672cial or home use. (LD. 108;
" Pnmpecll'S, Horiwn Corp. , February 26 , 1969 , ex 63z- 15.
".. A consumer s description of her Whispering Ranch purchase is contained in J.D. pp. 94- 95. (Testimony of
Nancyl'weedyl
5' P'ora description of Mr. Mangin s qualilJcations see , slJ.pm. p. 41 note43

. ". g,

, .,,'"
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CX 843 , pp. 31- 32- Report

of Planning Departvast
undevelopcd
acreage , and the
ment) Due in part to this
, 3668;

see also

fractionalization of land ownership in Whispering Ranch , the cost of
extending utilities was prohibitive.
Sanders Salot was respondent's sale expert witness concerning the
investment value of Whispering Ranch. " He testified that the best
end use of Whispering Ranch property is long-tcrm land investment
defined as 20- 30

years. (LD. 115; Solot ,

Tr. 15607) The rccord is

unclear as to whether Mr. Solot meant a 20- 30 year period beginning

as of the date that he testified, or as of the date the consumer
contract was signed. (LD. 115) Mr. Solot did not have an opinion as to

when Whispering Ranch would be developed for use as home sites.
(LD. 115; Solot , Tr. 15706) He predicted that Whispering Ranch
property would appreciate in vaJue at a rate at least equal to the rate
of inflation. (I. D. 115) He acknowledged , howcver , that a possibJe
reason no current resale market existed for Whispering Ranch lots

was due to an inordinate supply of land in the area.

Since we find that Whispering Ranch property,
other properties, was marketed as a

like Horizon

short- term investment , Mr.

Solot' s testimony amounts to a virtual concession of the complaint'

charges with respect to Whispering Ranch. We would also note that
Mr. Solot' s projection of 20- 30 year investment Jiquidity was at
loggerheads with the testimony of complaint counsel' s expert

witnesses. The preponderance of evidence supports complaint coun-

sel's argument that Mr. Solot' s

20- 30

year projection is overly

optimistic. (46)

In conclusion , we find that Whispering

Ranch lots will not be

placed into commercial or residential end uses during the short-term
represented to consumers by Horizon and chances are remote that

lots will be placed into commercial or residential end use until

sometime in the next century. We conclude that Horizon s market-

ing representations were deceptive and in violation of Section 5 of
the FTC Act.

Waterwood
Respondent has sold lots in Waterwood , its latest property, since

1973. (HX 1543b) As of May 31 , 1976 , Waterwood contained 25 000
acres , or 39 square miles , and was located 19 miles from Huntsville
Texas , which had a population of 15 000. Some 1200 acres had been
Sec
Campbell , Tr. :12 r; 14001 "01 well would co t $4 000 , exclu ivc 01 the $500 pumpl; M..Uison , Tr 3567
(h" i,, co"t or ov"rlw"d
ingk- pha e electric lint' would co t $10, 000 per milt', plus t.pproximatt'ly 25- .30 per cent
rnore to "CCOlJl1t. for the dilTiculties
" For.. dt' cription

t.oconstmction posed by th.. hi!!ylerrainl
'UfJ/T, p. 4:3, nol.. 4H
of Mr. Solot qUiJliric"t.i(Jfl
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sold. Watcrwood is approximately 100 highway miles north of
(ld. At the time of trial , 7 000 acres of Watcrwoodhad

Houston.

been platted and were for sale; Horizon held the remaining 18 000 in
acres in reservc. Waterwood borders the 90 000 acre Lake Livingston , fronting 44 miles of the lake s 450 milc shoreJine. (RPF 30)
Lakc Livingston is the second Jargest artificially-made lake in Texas
and the largest lake completely within Texas ' horders. (Id.
Unlike Horizon s other properties , Waterwood was designed
primarily for resort and second home end use , although Horizon also
envisioned a demand for primary homesites to house a permanent
population of retirees and a workforce employed in the Waterwood

area.
The homesites projected were for single family and multi- family
dwellings. SaJes included lots fronting Lake Livingston and Waterwood golf course. Complaint counsel allege deception in Horizon
represented end use, arguing, that due to an oversupply of similar

recreational communities in the same market ,

Horizon s claims

regarding time to development and resale of Waterwood lots were

overly optimistic.

At trial , complaint counsel' s sole witness was Professor Howard
Stevenson. '1 The Commission can find no evidence indicating that
Professor Stevenson relied on , or produced , absorption studies in
preparation of his testimony. It appears, rather , that Professor

Stevenson s opinion was based solely on his having visited the
Houston area just prior to appearing in this proceeding. He testified

to the existence of a number of similar (47)recreational communities
in the Houston market area , pointing out that several of these

communities were already complete with marinas and utilities. He
testified that several communities were being developed by firms
with assets greater than or equal to Horizon , including one

community which was being developed by a subsidiary of the Exxon
number
of recreational communities in the Houston market , relative to the
demand for such communities , Waterwood would have an insuffiCorporation. Professor Stevenson concluded that due to the

cient absorption within the foreseeable future to be considcred an
cxcel1ent , financially
Tr. 6770- 72)

risk free short- term

investment. (Stevenson

Professor Stevenson further pointed out that when Horizon
disposes of its original 7 000 acres of platted lots, it can then market
its remaining 18 000 acres. In that event , consumers seeking a resale
market for their land would come into competition with Horizon
' F'or "deS(Tiption orDr, Stevenson sqLJ"lific"tions s"("."'!JlU, p.

note

~~~
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selling efforts. (Stevenson , Tr. 6762) Complaint counsel argue that
this constitutes deception , because prospects believed that they

would be able to resell after absorption of the original 7 000 acres.
Respondent argues that Professor Stevenson s testimony was
unreliable because of his failure to provide a data base for his
conclusions. Respondent produced three expert witnesses whose

testimony relied on absorption analyses of Waterwood. We agree
with respondent that its witnesses ' testimony concerning Waterwood
absorption were more reliable than complaint counsel' s. But our
analysis of the evidence offered by respondent' s witnesses leads to a
finding that respondent violated Section 5.
Charles Osenbaugh testified as an expert for Horizon.

In its

proposed findings , respondent characterizes Mr. Osenbaugh' s testi-

mony as suggesting that " an extensive resale market would (48)
develop by 1984. " (RPF 186) We believe that this statement
mischaracterizes his testimony, the thrust of which was not that
resaJc market would exist

by

1984 , but that none would exist

prior

1984 because lots would have no resale value without utiJities , which

Watcrwood Improvement Association was obligated to install
1984. " Assuming that utility installation begins by 1984 , approximately eleven years after sales began , a resale market might begin
to develop at that time. (Osenbaugh , Tr. 15 671) If Mr. Osenbaugh is
correct that no significant resale market will develop until utilities
are substantially in place , we conclude that an adequate resale
market cannot exist within the short-term time frame represented
by Horizon.

Horizon called two other expert witnesses

Dr.

Stevens and Alan

Nevin , both of whom agreed that absorption of Waterwood will occur
by the year 2005. " Both relied on Dr. Stevens ' absorption studies
extending to that date. The unmistakable inference from their
testimony is that absorption is not Jikely to be sufficient at any time
before the end of this century. Additionally, these studies did not
Detailed findingscnncl'rningthe lackafa res"l.. n",rketfor und..veloped Waterwuod lots , at the timeD!

trial arefnundat1.D.126

n Charles Osenbaugh is a real estilte appraiser ilnd consultant with Osenbaugh & Associates. Ill' is a member

of the American Institute of Real Estllte Appraisers arid a Senior Real Estat" Appraiser. III' has taue;ht for the
Society of R"al Estate Appr;,isErs. arid at the L' niversity uf Oklahom" . University of Santa Clara. Louisiana Stat"
University and University of Houston. Osenbaugh & Associate have performed num"ruus appraisals for the
f"deral government , State of Texas , several school districts and many private corporations- Mr, Osenbaugh has
tl'citified as an exp"rt appraiser in the United St.ates Tax Court , federal districl cn\lrts and state and cuunty courts
inTexas. ILO. I1fi!
:" Wat.erwood Improvement Association was obligated to construct fronting roads and ext.end utilit.y scrvicc to
the cummunity within t.en years frum the date of H sale- Under the terms of this land sales contracts , consumers
were assessed fmt.h an annual charge ($120 fur single family homes! and a capital improvement charg", ($2000 for
single family lots! to pay I or th se servic s (/, D, HII
, 1"or a descriptionof Dr, Stevpns ' qualificat.ions.
qualifications s..!' ""pm.
, not.",

""pm p. 27 , note "" ; I'or a d.-scription 01' Mr. N",vin
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contemplate resale competition from Horizon
acres of unplatted land.

s renmining 18 000

We hold that the preponderance of record evidence establishes
that Waterwood is not an excelJent , financialJy risk-free, short- term
investment , and that in marketing them as such Horizon violated
Section 5 of the FTC Act. (49)

Conclusion

In sum , we have considered in detail the truth of respondent'
claims concerning the investment value of its properties. We have
concluded in the property- by- property

analyses that the various

absorption studies establish the falsity of a number of Horizon
representations: the population surrounding these properties has not
increased at a rate sufficient to absorb Horizon properties over t.he
short- term; El Paso and Alberquerque do not have locked- in growth

patterns toward Horizon properties; and ,

neither the Horizon

Corporation , the improvement associations , nor any other developer
could have been expected to carry out respondent's master plan for

development. Thus , based on the absorption analysis , we have found
that respondent' s

properties will not be placed into residential or

commercial end uses in a short-term period of less than twenty
years.
The preponderance of credibJe evidence adduced at trial indicates
that substantial development in any of the properties will not begin
to occur prior to the year 2000 ,

and most probably will take place

many years after that , rendering the properties an inappropriate

investment , which is how they were marketed. The record
indicates that either insufficient populations wiJ exist to occupy and
spur development of certain properties , or that an oversupply of

short- term

undeveloped land coupled with multidirectional growth patterns in

neighboring cities will result in much of Horizon s land remaining

unoccupied and undeveloped at least into the next

century.

" It

also clear from reading Horizon s contractual documents ,

where
development obligations are carefully omitted , that Horizon never
intended to develop any of its properties outside of the core areas.
Horizon argues that its initial expenditures were meant to attract
industry, homeowners and other developers who would-- in turn
in nil of lIori7.on prop"rties is their si7 e in relation to tlH
itualed, The abso, ptiol1 or th.,sc properties is projected sO rar into the futurc that it i
impossible to t'orcse" the ult.imate risks that may exist. " lID, p- 2771 Wc ConCur in his statement of the overall
The

round lhul "The oVlrriding del'
ect

markets in which they arC

problem with lIorizonsmarkcting plan

.." Jioril.on disclosed jn its "nnuall'in,lOciu! report to the Securities und ExchiJllg" ComlJ1i sior1 what it railed to

disclose to its customer" " The ' llIyi"g out lInd planniJ1f ' of l! project or community is not anulo!,ous to the
devt'loprnent' of a project or community " IHorimJ1 s SEC lO- K "('por't f"r I1sC;II 1976 , ex 67cl

",'

g.,
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(See,

assure development.

RAB 29- 32) However , by fractionaliz-

e.

ing the ownership of the land in all of its properties among
individual consumers scattered throughout the country, Horizon

cnsured the frustration of any cohcrent devclopment plan that somc
other developer might have otherwise wished to undertake. Horizon s argument further (50Jlacks credibility because Horizon knew
or with the excrcise of reasonable diligence should have known, that

its land would remain unused as residential or commcrc al property
throughout this century. Because no resaJe market will develop for
Horizon s residential and commercial lots within the foreseeable
future , residential and commercial uses cannot be considered to be
reasonablc end uses for those lots. It also follows that because no
any

resale market existed for

of Horizon

s undeveloped lots ,

no

difference in value could have existed between Horizon s differently
J.D. pp. 265- 66)
(See
On the basis of the foregoing analysis of the evidence applied to

zoned lots.

the factors

expert witnesses identified as most important in

evaluating the quality of land investments , we hold Horizon s claims
that its land was an excellent , financially risk- free, short- term
investment were false , misleading and deceptive and a violation of
Section 5 of the FTC Act.
Ill. I-IlGH

PRESSURE SALES TACTICS

Complaint count XVIII allege" dcception or unfairncss in Hori-

zon s sales practice of representing, " directly or by implication , that

a prospective purchaser must purchase a lot immediately to insure
that the price will not increase or that thc dcsired location will bc
available. "

Based on testimony of former sales representatives and consumers , the ALJ found that Horizon used representations of periodic

price increases to accomplish three purposes: to create a sense of
urgency in the sales presentation; to mislead consumers into
believing that a rise in Horizon s selling price indicated an increase

in the investment value of the land; and to aid in reloading sales to
existing customers. (His findings are summarized at J.D. 71- 72;
also

see

LD. 68. In gencral, we uphold his findings of fact , with the

modifications enumerated in Appendix A. ) (51 J
Horizon employed a number of techniques to stimulate immediate
purchases. For example , sales representatives interrupted in- home
o ,.o"cllld,. !.hol
'" Tf", (;ommi,;s;oo\, considC""lin" or l'virl""l" P n' "rdin 1"" !'ir 1 1",,"lor ,,1m,,' (,rI"bl..
dil1;: thr
Hori"Ol1 I"",! was no! "rll' x"elle'll , risk- f,.ee. sl",,.!- !.,,..,, iIlYesll1H'llt. (Ju, . t' Ul1sidl, ,-,,t;on ol vicle. oJc.' ,
11WI' th"il'
orll i,.rns this rOIH,lusion TI",rd(!I' (', !""mpl"i"t ('oLJ"s"I' s r,,;I"""!.(1
Sl' o"d . t.hi..i ""d four lil r"clor' s t'

hurdp"ol proo!'onlh"l"sll "cloriHnotl "t"lt.ol.lli"clIst'

llvnlhUl.. I."unr.
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sales presentations to make phone" -calls

to Horizon home office in
Tucson , on the pretense of urgently trying to reservc a lot for the

consumer while he or she decided on whether to purchasc the lot.
Sales representatives sometimes called the Tucson office on the
pretense of ascertaining whether specific lot remained available.
The call was unnecessary, as one former sales representative
testified , because lots in a given unit or subdivision were generally
allocated to

specific sales representatives for

specific days

evenings. One former sales f( i:)resentative testified about a " reloading " technique whereby a representative arrived at a consumer
home to update the consumer on prcviously bought property. ' While
there , the representative
received a
pre-arranged phone call inform-

ing him or her that a piece of property, with a specific

use

designation , was available for about an hour or so. Similar tech-

niques were used at dinner parties ,

where sales representatives

announced that they were reserving choice lots for the consumers
sitting at their table. (J.D. 71)

Horizon trained sales representatives to represent to consumers
purchasc a specific iot , the lot's
purchase price could significantly rise overnight , the specific lot
would probably be sold to someone elsc in the immediate future , or
that if they did not immediateJy

that an entire Horizon property would be

imminently sold out.

Horizon s goal was to create an atmosphere where consumers
believed that if they did not act immediately to purchase Horizon
land , they would be forevcr foreclosed from participating in Horizon s excellent invcstment opportunity. (J.D. 71- 72)

Consumers testified that they were told of " hot property , i.
property that would be sold shortly, or property that would
imminently rise in value and price.

Ud.

The ALJ con d uded that these practices were deceptive because
Horizon s undeveloped Jots were sufficiently fungible so that there

would be an abundant supply of them at a1l
concluded that the

times. (J.D. p.

practices were unfair because

267) He

they placed

unwarranted sales pressure " on prospects , depriving them of a full
opportunity to consider or obtain advice about their purchase.

(ld.

The C8mmission does not accept " unwarranted pressure " as a test
of unfairness under Section 5. We hold , however , that Horizon s high
pressure sales tactics violated Section 5 because they occurred in the
context of pervasive deception as to material facts. Specifically,
representations that price and value of land would imminently

increase and that land would become imminently unavailable were
artificial devices contrived by Horizon s (52)managemcnt to mislead
consumers. Respondent used price increases to represent past and
1;;- ;;;)"

O-

H2-

(,,('
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future increases in the value of its land, even though its prices bore
no relation to the land' s market value. (J.D. 71- 72; J.D. pp. 258 , 265;

pages 20- 23) Respondcnt implied that consumdiscussion
supra,
ers would lose the opportunity to invest in Horizon land if they did
not act immediately, even though as of August 1975 , Horizon s vast
properties contained approximately 356 000 lots , nearly 80, 000 of

see

23)"

which were unsold even after many years of intense marketing. (LD.
In this context of deception, consumers were pressured into
making immediate decisions , without the benefit of sober reflection
or the aid of a qualified real estate professionaL The Commission

concludes that Horizon s practice of misleading consumers into

belicving that they had to purchase immediately in order to avoid

imminent price increases and to assure availability of lots , constitutes a dcceptive trade practice under Section 5 of the FTC Act. (53)
IV. HORIZON S CONTRACT PROVISIONS

Five provisions of Horizon s standard form contracts were chal
lenged in this procecding: (1) the integration clause; (2) the forfeiture

clause; (3) the property visit credit; (4) the guarantee; and (5) the
exchange privilege.

The ALJ found that all five contract provisions werc deceptivc
"" Huriwn s appeal briefstate5 that the " crucia) jo; ue is the truth or ral ily or the aJleg-l'd repn,senl"trons
AB 37) The brief lat.'r defines thesp rl!present"t.ions as t.hose " concern;ng t.he lI'ed for prumpt1wss " IRAH :!H)
Respond..nt. ;Jrg-ues th"t su long- as price increas"s were actual , l.wd tfw.t so lo"g as" pus,,;bility existed that"
prospect could lose l\specil'ic lot , I!orizo" srep,.ese"talionswer,, "otl Dls... !-cH';ZOflcitl's the I'ollowing as uut.hority
to upport the proposition that it c"nnot be" vi"l"tion of Section 5 to inl'Ol'll consunwrs of unuvuilabilit.y of uf'ply
1l!t
16 CF, fl 2:!,
(i/lidl'-" A/!"i",,'
IJe,' epli('" I'rir'i"g
or of price increases wh..n such representulions are flot false:
2:J3, 5 (19681; Renders Dig"" A,so,'lul,,,n Int', 64 P' C 127611! 6'11: P""/rlin' lInl/ , IIIC" (;4 liTC:1O 11;)64); Vel"..
8enJl,' Irlt" :36 FTC. I:JlI (WoOl:AI'!. ,/l,.'l\"def', lrlc- 54 F. C, 225119571
I!orizon s reliafl"" on these authorities is mispl;1ccd. jn t.ile instant. cas , Iloriwn rep,.e ent."tiuns that. price
;n"reas" rel1ected increas"s in investment value and demand, and thut Hurizon p.-pert.ies wOLIId be imn,inl'I1Uy
s represt' nt"ti"n th"t there was" " n"..d for pr"'npl. nes " were " Iso untnle, The
sold out. , WCre false, "f1d Hori7,
, in r"ct , resLJlted in urders prohibiting direct or indirect rt' present., atioI15 thntsuppli"s were Iin1ited,
cited C'-St'S
when such WI1 not. the case, Thus, Horizon s represent.iltions were unlawf' ul undpr lhe l!ut.horili s it cit.t's
'" Ilorimn ha used two different I-',rrnilts I or its I,-ndal"s cont.""cL - DUl' ing 1J1oslof U", p"riod in which
ontrilcts consisted of t.wo ,;eparate documents- u Receipt. 01 - Deposit ihereinufler " R""eipl
HorizDn sold jand, its
e, ('-/ ex 1411 '-nd "n Agr""mcnt ror Deed Ihereinulter " A!,re€nwnt I10,,' , t' g ex 1,,\), The Receipt w,-s" single
p"f,e document , containing the price 01' t.he property, the t. rrns 01' financing and 0"" version or the Horizon
Corpol' atinn r-u,,, antee, The Re"eipl in urporuted hy rclereflce the provi io"s contained in t he Agreement. The
ale01'
which I'ol'
med t.he principal
Agreenwl1t W,,8 also a single pal'e document contail1ing udditionul conditions
terms 01' tcue contract hdween Huri wn and the purchaser , Thest' conditions included" second ve, sion or the
guamntee , the property Vi8;t. credit, the exch nge privilege und t.he I'orfeiture and integration cI"uses di8cussed

below

Beginning ifl 1976, ! !oriwn cumbiflcd t.hese docunwflLs into" 5in l\- contrllct ent.it. lc'd " Cont.rat: ror Purchase of
and " (hereiJ1"fter " Cont.r"ct ) which it continued touseal !\-"st lInlillh,' rtCLrd ill this proceeding closed ill 1,.11\
m41 Th\- conditions "rsule are 5et. forth OIL UW turt 01' the Contract a",i an' individ",-!ly c 'pti()ned- In
IS('(', I'.g ftX
",idi(ion , a section head\-d " Highlights of' t.his COflt.ract " dir cts th" (,Dnur"\-l s aUention to specific provisions,
including tho p relat. i"g to d l'"ult amj l'orfeitlJre, t:rx", and I'rq"'YIlH'nl, Th int, egr"tion clause is set I'orth in a
paragraph entitled " Genenol Provisiurl8 " Only omc' "ontn'cts reta;fI tilt cXt'hunge privilege. IC'rln/pnr" RX HJU
Icontmct ror l!oriwfI City WiUl e"chang wivilq.,cl ,,'.11i RX !17!1It'ontrart rur P"rudise lii\l without exch"llge
privikgelJ The propel' ty vi8it cr"dit '-nd the Huri7.on guarantee (II' '' omitt, ,'d i'rom nIl po,;t- UJ76 Conlracts
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and/or unfair. (His conclusions

regarding the integration and

forfeiture clauses appear at I.D. pp. 288- 290; his conclusions concerning the property visit credit , guarantee and exchange privilege are
set forth at I.D. p.

267.
For the reasons set forth below , we reverse his findings of liability

concerning the integration clause , property visit credit, guarantee
and exchange privilege used in Horizon s land sales contracts. We

uphold his finding of liability concerning the forfeiture cl,mse. (54)

The ALJ found that Horizon s land sales agreements were
contracts of adhesion because one party (i. e. the consumer) must
adhere to the whole contract or forego entering into any contract.
He concluded that the adhesive nature of Horizon s contracts was
important because " the standards of fairness to be applied and the
legal consequences which ensue depend in a large part
metbod of contracting. " (I. D. p. 288)"

We agree that Horizon s

on the

land sales contracts , in both their pre-

and post- 1976 forms , were adhesive in nature. We also agree that

that conclusion establishes the level of scrutiny to be applied to the

five provisions at issue. Standard form contracts , negotiated on a
take- it-or- leave- it basis, are unexceptional in consumer transactions.
However , if a contract is adhesive in nature and its terms appear
unreasonably harsh , the Commission will , as the courts have

scrutinize those terms carefully to determine if they are unconscionable , unfair , or deceptive. As the discussion below will indicate , the
determination whether a term is unfair or deceptive depends on its
operation in a specific factual context.
The courts have developed standards for defining and scrutinizing
adhesion contracts. If a contract is memorialized in a pre- printed
form , they will construe its terms most strongly against the party
who prepared it. They will aJso consider the abiJity of the weaker
party in the transaction either to bargain or shop for better terms.

g., Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors , Inc. 161 A. 2d 69 , 84(1960); Williams v. Walker- Thomas Furniture Co. 350 F. 2d 445 (D.

(See,

e.

Fleischmann Distilling Corp. u. Distillers Co. , Ltd. 395 F.
Farmer s Union Grain Terminal Ass
Y. 1975); and
Supp. 221 (S.

Cir. 1965;

u. Nelson 223 N. W. 2d 494 (N. D.

1974))

Commentators have also defined contracts of adhesion as those
arising from a situation where one of the parties is in a disadvanta'" In urging reversal or th.. ALJ' s conclusions, re"pondent argue!' as 11 threshold mattl'r that the adhesive
nature 01' Horizon s land slIles contracts waS neither allegcd in the complaint nor litigated and bril'l cd hy the
po.rties in th.. pr",:.."ding below , IRAB 441 We cannot accept this argument because complaint count.: XXIII and
XXVI both nllelj" the existence or ..I,'m.'nts critical to a delermin3tion "r whether the Horizon cuntract has
features of an udhesion contract, Further, th.. n'cord taken 3S a whole contains evidence that is more than
ad"quate to define the rwlure of the transactiun !",tween Horizon and its custom"rS, l'sp"cially their relative
hargaining positions when contra"L weresigned,

,"

,"
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geous position because the contract' s provisions are standardized and

stereotyped. They agree that such contracts are usually narrowly
construed against the author.

Williston (55)on Contracts

(See

Section 626 at 855-57 (3d ed. 1961);
see, also, Corbin on Contracts
Sections 1- 559 A- I (Supp. 1980); J. Calamari and J. Perillo
Contracts Sections 1- 3

at 6 (2d ed. 1977); KessJer

Contracts of

Adhesion-Some Thoughts About Freedom of Contract" , 43 Colum.
L. Rev. 629 (1943); and Duncan

Adhesion Contracts: A Twentieth

Century Problem for a Nineteenth Century Code

, 34 L. A.

L. Rev.

108I (1974))

The Comments to Article Two of the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC) have adopted these principles in defining contracts which the

court may refuse to enforce on grounds of unconscionability.

(See

Comments to UCC 2- 302:10- 19 at 400- 405 (2d ed. 1970)) The UCC
Comments suggest that inequality of bargaining power , the reJative
experience of the parties and the circumstances surrounding execution of the contract shouJd all be considered in determining whether
its terms are unconscionable.
In addition , the Commission , in 1975

, promulgated a trade

regulation rule concerning the Preservation of Consumers ' Claims
and Defenses , 15 G.F. R. 433 (hereinafter " Holder Rule ), reJying in

part on the law of adhesion contracts to find unfair and deceptive
standard form clauses that cut off consumers ' claims and defenses

against assignees of certain types of credit contracts. The Statement
of Basis and Purpose for thc Holder RuJe states:
fPjromissory notes and waivers of defenses are inserted as boilerplate in install-

ment agreements. . . . lCJonsumers rarely comprehend the significance of these
devices at the time when the transaction is consummated. .
The Commission
believes that relief under Section

of the FTC

Ad

is appropriate where sellers or

creditors impose adhesive contrads upon con..'mmers ,

where such contracts contain
terms which injure constlmers . and where consumer injury is not off-set hy a reasonahle
measure of value received in return.
(emphasis added) 40 Fed. Heg. 53523- 53524 (1975).

The Commission then went on to consider the nature and scope of

the consumer injury caused by holder- in-due-course clauses, their

offsetting benefits and the full range of public poJicy issues affecting

any determination whether they are deceptive or unfair.
The Commission s use of the law of adhesion contracts
in
the
Holder Rule Statement of Basis and Purpose suggests the appropriate relationship between the definition of a contract as adhesive and

a declaration that any of its provisions are unfair or deceptive under

Section 5. A simple finding that a contract is adhesive does not end
the inquiry. Rather , that finding, as a matter of poJicy, defines the

845
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level of scrutiny the Commission applies to an inquiry into whether
any of that contract' s terms is unfair or deceptive. (56)
Applying the criteria outlined by the authorities as discussed
above , we must agree with the ALJ that Horizon s land sales
agreements (both pre- and post- 1976 versions) had features of an
adhesion contract. They were an pre- printed and contained standard

boilerplate provisions. There is no evidence on the record that
consumers ever did or could have bargained for modifications in the
conditions of sale that are at issue in this proceeding. Thus , at least
with respect to those provisions ,

the contracts were presented to

consumers on a take- it-or- leave- it basis. Consumers were in an
unequal bargaining position vis- a-vis Horizon both because , as lay
investors , they were generally unsophisticated concerning the key
factors which must be weighed in making an informed decision to
invest in undeveloped land and because Horizon misrepresented the
nature and vaJue of the land it was seJling.
Respondent has argued that its contracts cannot correctly be
characterized as adhesion contracts because: (1) the fact that a
contract consists of standard terms does not make it adhesive; (2)
purchasers were able to negotiate the terms of payment on their
contracts; and (3) contracts of adhesion by definition must concern

necessities of life which are n unobtainable

elsewhere " and Horizon

lots were neither necessities of Jife nor unique. (RAB 44)

As we have indicated above, we do not rely on the simple fact that
Horizon s agreements were pre- printed in finding them adhesive.

Rather , we have used other criteria in conjunction with the preprinted nature of Horizon s forms to define their adhesive nature.
Consumers ' ability to " negotiate " one aspect of their contracts

with Horizon- e. to choose one of several payment plans-similarly
cannot vitiate our conclublon that the contracts had adhesive

features. Consumers did not have the opportunity to negotiate the
other major conditions of sale imposed by Horizon and it is those
non-negotiable provisions that are challenged in this proceeding.
In asserting that adhesion contracts must by definition appJy only

necessities of life, Horizon relies solely upon a
New York state court case Weidman v. Tomaselli 81 Misc. 2d 328

to the purchase of

365 N. Y.S.

2d 681 (1975),

afrd

84 Misc. 2d 782 ,

386 N.

2d 276

(App. Term 1975). (57)
In fact , courts are divided on the question of whether the law of
adhesion contracts is limited to agreements for the purchase of

necessities.

And ,

recent

commentary on this issue does not

Por examples of CaSeS where th.- doctrine has been "pplied to sale of goods or services which cannot be
I I' Holyfield 476 F. Supp 104 IS. D Mi,, . 1979)

Ass "
see Brwk "f Illdirutt. Nut.
idt'rcd necessities or lift',

rerm/inuedi
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(See Corbin on Contracts
acknowledge any " necessities " limitation.
Sections 1- 559 A- I (Supp. 1980)) Further , the unconscionability
provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code contain no limitation on
(See

the type of contract to which speciaJ scrutiny should apply.

Comments to UCC 2- 302:1

et seq.

at 391 (2d ed. 1970))

For purposes of applying Section 5 , the Commission believes that
the authorities omitting this limitation are better reasoned. It

therefore concludes that an adhesion contract analysis is: applicable

in Section 5 proceedings to agreements concerning the purchase of
goods and services besides those viewed strictly as necessities.
As for respondent' s contention that an adhesion contract can only
exist where the goods or services in question are " unobtainable
elsewhere , we can find no support for this suggested limitation in
any generally recognized authorities which discuss the subject.
Further , as complaint counsel points out , the only case cited by
respondent as support for this proposition involved a situation where
a farmer entered into a standard form contract to sell grain but
following the buyer s breach of the contract , the farmer managed to
43 citing Farmer s Union
Grain Terminal Ass v. Nelson 223 N. W. 2d 494 , 496 (N. D. 1974))
Having concluded that Horizon s contracts were adhesive in

sell his grain to another party. (C.Ans

nature , we turn to an examination of the five challenged provisions.
(58)

A. Integration Clause
Count XXV of the compJaint alleges that respondent utilizes a

standard form contract which contains a " condition of sale " to the

effect that there exists no understanding or agreement between the
parties except as " expressly set forth" in their written land sales
contract. The complaint charges that the use of such an integration

clause is unfair or deceptive because " respondent makes representations . . . which differ in material respects from the obligations of
respondent or purchasers under said contract, "BB
In sustaining this allegation , the ALJ concluded that respondent'
inclusion of an integration clause is " oppressive, unscrupulous and
unfair " and causes substantial injury to consumers. However , he did

not define the precise nature of this injury other than tostate
Sleven
(voiding rl..ficiency clause in dairy farmer lease agreementl

Fideliy und Casually CV uf

that

New Yurk :J77

Gray v. Zurich
:'d 284 (Ca!. 1962) (voidinl: a clause limiting coverage of airline pllssenger accident insurance);
lnsurance Company. 419 P,2d

168 (Ca!. 19661 (voiding an exception clause to an insurer s general duty to defend in

l.a Sa/a v, American Sav,n/(", Loan
a comprehensive personlilliability policy); and

AS.

(jcialiun, 489 P. 2d

1113

(Ca!. 1971J linvalidating certain clau8es found in loan contracts where the purposes to which the loan proceeds

wereappliedwerenotpartofthefadualrecordofthecaseJ

0" The integration clause included in Hnrizon s contracts reads:
Then, is nO understanding or agreement betwe..n the parties except as expressly 8et forth herein

. RX984--

T".IV1\.1LA-'1"
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the integration clause makes " the finality- of the contract' s t
explicit" and that Horizon s contracts contained " Draconian terms
(I. D. p. 289)

The Commission considers a finding of substantial ,

unjustified

consumer injury essential to a conclusion that a business act or
practice is unfair.
Therefore , the issue presented is whether the
record in this proceeding demonstrates

any substantial consumer

injury flowing from Horizon s use of an integration clause. For the
reasons discussed below , we find that it does not.
An integration clause reenforces the standard legal interr.retation
of land sales contracts which prevails in American jurisprudence.
Under the statute of frauds , contracts for the sale of Jand must be in

writing to be enforceable.
Restatement of Contracts
Section 178
(1932) If the written contract appears complete on its face , courts
will generally assume the contract is intended by the parties to be a
complete expression of their agreement. The addition of an integration clause is generally viewed by the courts as a further indication
of the parties ' intent that the contract serve as a complete expression
of thcir agrecment. (59)3

Corbin on Contracts

Section 578 (1960 and

Supp. 1980) If the Court determines that the contract is a complete

expression of the parties ' agreement , then under the parol evidence

rule neither side may introduce into a court proceeding any evidence
of oral (or written) representations or agreements made prior to or
contemporaneous with the execution of the final written contract.
Restatement of Contracts

Section 237 (1932)

However , the statute of frauds , the parol evidence rule and the
inclusion of an integration clause do not prohibit a purchaser of land

from introducing oral or written evidence into a court proceeding to
establish that the parties do not have a binding contract because of
illegality, fraud , duress , mistake or insufficiency of consideration.
Restatement of Contracts

Section 238 (1932)

Thus , the inclusion of an integration clause in Horizon s standard
form contracts will not , as a legal matter , bar Horizon purchasers

from suing the company and asserting

claims of fraud at thc

inception. At most ,

integration clause will

the presence of the

introduce an additional legal issue into the proceeding. Given the
operation of the contractual principles described above , we cannot
find that the potential cvidentiary implications of the clause cause

injury to consumers.
Complaint counsel suggest that the real reason for the insertion of
the clause is to discourage consumers from pressing otherwise valid
See, t:-!.,

Letter from Federal Trad" Commissioners to Seflators Wefldell II. Ford and John C. Danforth
,,,(m 62, note

IDee ember 1 7 1980), See ,

..

. .
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claims. The consumer injury caused by the clause is that " consumers
induced by oral or other claims to sign contracts will believe that the
clause is fully enforceable when respondent invokes it to defeat their
claims. " (C. Ans 44- 45)

Complaint counsel do not cite any record evidence that consumers

have in fact been chilled

from asserting their legal rights by

Horizon s integration clause or that respondent ever misrepresented
the nature or effect of the clause. And , in fact , the one piece of

evidence cited by the ALJ in support of his finding of unfairness is
testimony by consumers that they believed statements by sales
representatives to be part of their contractual agreements with
Horizon. (I. D. p. 289)

In the absence of concrete evidence that consumers were chilled
from asserting their Jegal rights when they read the integration
clause contained in Horizon contracts , or that respondent misrepresented the operation of the clause , we decline to find that respondent' s

use of such clauses constitutes an unfair practice. Accordingly,

we reverse the ALJ' s

decision regarding this contract clause. (60)

Forfeiture Clause

Complaint counts XXIX and XXXIII contain allegations concerning the forfeiture clauses included in Horizon s land sales contracts.
Count XXIX alleges that the forfeiture clause set forth in the pre1976 Horizon Agreement-which allows Horizon to retain
all
sums
paid by the purchaser in the event of a default on

is unfair because "

the sums retained

any

installment-

by respondent are not

calculated to bear any relation to actual damages.

sustained.

by reason of the purchaser s default. "

Count XXXIII alleges that
respondent's " continued retention " of any payments which are in
excess of " reasonable damages " is also an unfair actor practice.

At trial , the evidence revealed that Horizon has used three
different versions of a forfeiture clause in its standard form
contracts. The first version was in use in the early (pre- 1976) sales

contracts which are the subject of the complaint. In the event of

purchaser default on an installment due under the contract , this
early forfeiture clause provides , in the alternative , that Horizon may
terminate the contract and retain as liquidated damages all sums

previously paid by the purchaser , or that Horizon can pursue any
other remedy availabJe to it at law or in equity.
'" Horiwn s pr". 1976 furf",it.ure clause is one
Af:reernent I"or Deed. Theclause provides liS 1'01 lows

or sever..d conditions or sui" cuntinued On the bm:k of the

Thi., Agreement is not divisible and 1'.-"'1'1. pay",eot "I' ,,11 sUms due I'mrn Huyer under this Agreemellt is a
cunditiun of this Agreerncnt and failure trJ ",,,kesLlch p,-ymerlt.s,-ccucding tut.he plan selected by Buyer shall
entitle i:ellerto tcnniniJt" this Agreement and ce- enteriJnd take possessioll of the property and to retain all
IOmt':Uliedi

,('

,.

\'"

)'.u..
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In 1976 , Horizon modified this version of the provision to make
forfeiture Horizon s sole remedy for . a purchaser s (61)default,
expressly disclaiming any personal liability on the part of the

purchaser.
The most recent contract contained in the record , RX 981 , reveals
yet a third variety of forfeiture clause. This contract , dated June
1977 , provides that upon a purchaser s default or cancellation

Horizon must refund any sums paid toward the principal by that
purchaser in excess of 45 percent of the purchase price. This refund
must be made within 30 days.
The

AU

found that at least the first two versions of !;orizon

forfeiture clauses were unfair because they were " penal" in nature
were contained in an adhesion contract and operated to " unjustly
enrich" the seller. (I.D. 290) (62)The ALJ entered an order prohibiting Horizon from collecting or retaining upon default more than its
actual damages both under future contracts and under contracts

which are in existence at the time that the order becomes final. But
he declined to grant complaint counsel's request for retroactive relief
for consumers who forfeited payments before the order s effective
date , citing the Jimitations imposed by
v.
Heater
FTC,
503 F. 2d 321
(9th Cir. 1974). (I.D. p.

293)

For the reasons explained below , we affrm the ALJ' s finding of
unfairness with respect to those versions of Horizon s forfeiture

clause which allowed the company to retain upon default all sums
previously paid by the buyer. To reach this conclusion , we apply the

legal standards embodied in our unfairness authority.
In finding the existence of legal unfairness , the Commission

focuses primarily on two criteria: the existence of unjustified
substantial COllsumer injury and the violation of established public
policy. " To be Jegally " unfair , consumer injury must satisfy three
sums paid under thi Agreement us )i'1uidated d3ma es, or, "t the uption or Sl'IIN , to pU! Ul' un ," ollwr
appropriute remedy available at IlIw Or in equity.
ex 142-

,", Most. "i"the eontnlds nuw used by Hnri

Un e"nttli "

sepurut.ely numlJ(I': 'nllnd litll'd p.lragmph (' uptinm'l

Buyer s Defau!t. Tlmt paragraph states

Buyer shall have nO personailiability unde,. the terms und conditi"ns or thi t'untnU't lind H", oll
remedy in the .'vent ul' Buye,. s default hereunder shull he to tl' rminul. " this cunl.l'c1 und n. nt,- r lI"j

"Il'

!uh-

possession of the property and retuinullsumspuid undt'rlhist'ontruc\.l\; li'luid"l,"ddunHlg"
RX 91:4-

J" The only eon tract in the record that cunt"in lhi langlJa).l' i I'm Iti() t''''nmuni\i\'

, l'''I' '').'Iul'l1 K oi" lilt

cnnt.r!ldprovides.
l1uyer oCall't!(1li"" m-f)"rnlill
Buyf' sh1J1I h:we no persDnullillbility under thl' l.l',.m

ol1dililln "I' thi unll'"l ""d Ilnt imn
,,1t,
hnll 11.. III 1"r"l1innlt' \hi" nH1(I' tl, 1 "nd "'"
pnt..r :1nd take posse"sion oi"the property :H)U to n'lain all sUm pllid und,,!' i his l"1l1 rrw! 11.' li'luidult ! dnnmlo
except for any I'rincir",1 puyments mad,' in t' xce. oj' 4"' 1,, uf!.w purdHts,' I'd,' !, whi,' IJ shulllw ""ruml,'d lull",
Huyer by Horizon within t.hirty lao) duys 1'''11 dedaI"li"n "rd"fituh "" nOlin' ,,1' ntnt' pl1u\iuH .
1J S"e Lett", J'mm Federai Twde Commis iu!H'r" (.0 R"!\II!.UI' s W"ndl'll II, onl nm! . John (' , !Inn!'orth
IDecemb('r 17, JY80). Th,' letter dl'lineute th., Cornmissil)n s vil'ws "I'
t.w hOlIIHlnri,' s "I' its ""!I,;II",,' !" IInrninH'S."
and

r"ml'dy in the event of Ruyer\ cancellation Or dduull hpn' undt,

""li'II,,/t
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tests. It must be substantial; it must not be outweighed

by any

countervailing benefits to consumers or competition that the prac-

tice at issue produces; and it must be an injury that

consumers

thcmselves could not rcasonably have avoided. (63)

The record bclow clearly establishes that substantial consumer
injury occurred as a result of Horizon s retention of all sums paid in
the event of buyer default. (LD. 131) The rccord shows that for the
most part , the 100 per cent forfeiturc provisions enablcd Horizon to

retain sums greatly in excess of any actual damages occa sioned by
purchaser default. We are unable to detect any countervailing
benefits to consumers or competition that the practice

produces.

Further , we conclude that the injury produced by the 100 percent

forfeiture clauses could not reasonably have been avoided by
consumers who were unable to bargain over these clauses which
were contained in a contract that is adhesive in nature and signed in
an atmosphere of deceptive misrepresentations by the seller about
the value of the investment and thc nature of the deal being offered
under the contract.

Respondent argues that no consumer injury was caused by the
presence and operation of the forfciture clauses. It contcnds that tbe
AI,J' s decision was based solely on an injury which might " hypothetically " flow from the use of a forfeiture clause. (RAE 47) Respondent
apparently overlooks the specific and substantial consumer injury
demonstrated in the record. (CX 852).
Respondent also contcnds that the ALJ improperly

included

interest payments in the calculation of consumcr injury. (RAns 41).

We do not reach the question of whether in an ordinary land sales
transaction a forfeiture clause which allows a seller to retain
intcrest paymen s could violate Section 5. We do find that where, as
in this case , the transaction occurred in an atmosphere of pervasive
deception about the value of thc purchase and the nature of the

terms and conditions of sale coupled with thc adhesive nature of the
contract in question, the ALJ properly included interest payments
retained under a 100 percent forfeiture clause in his calculation of
consumer injury.
The second criterion considered by the Commission in determining
a practice to be legal1y unfair is whether that practice violates public
policy. We conclude that that criterion is satisfied in this case. (64)
jurisdiction. The criteria relied on hpr" wer" first summClri7.er! in I J(i4. whel1lhe ( "'nr1issi()n i su..d its St::tenwnt
of' Basi and Purpnse f or the ('''adp regulation I' ule entitled UnfaiJ' or Dec..plive Adverti ing: ,md Labeling of'
Cigarett\ s in Rel"ti()1 to the He"lth Ha lHds of Smokin(;. 29 Fer! Beg K:j24. l\:j.',.', 119041. Those criteria were later
qlJDl"d with lIppar!'nt approy"j by the SUprt,me Court FTC
in

(19721

S/"' rr,, & H'Ild,il1-,"I/. 405 U$.22:1. 244-45 11.

---

!!.. "'
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Horizon argues that forfeiture clauses do not violate any recognized public policy because most states do not prohibit such clausFs.
But that argument , directed at forfeiture clauses in general , is wide
of the mark. Horizon s forfeiture clause offends the clear public

policy that the law should not countenance harsh contract terms
which are unreasonably favorable to one party when the other party
lacked meaningful choice because of deception in the inducement of
the contract. The public policy abhorring unconscionable tenTS

when the contract has been negotiated in an atmosphere
deception has been clearly articulated by the courts and is the
basis for the Uniform Commercial Code s unconscionable contract
provisions. (UCC Section 2- 302 (1970 version)) Also , we note in
passing a developing trend in state and federaJ law toward the

imposition of limitations on the provisions of forfeiture clauses in
instalJment contracts for the saJe of land. " Thus , there is no
developing trend in the law that is inconsistent with the position we
take here. Rather , the trend is to the contrary. (65)
In sum, we find that the two versions of Borizon s forfeiture clause

which allow the company to retain upon default alJ sums previously
paid by the buyer were contained in a contract which is adhesive in
nature and was negotiated and signed in an atmosphere of unequal
high pressure sales tactics and deceptive misre-

bargaining power ,

presentations; and we hold that they are unfair

in violation of

Section 5 of the FTC Act. Because the forfeiture provisions at issue in
this case arise in the context of land sales accomplished through a

deceptive marketing scheme , we need not reach the question of
FleisehmOflll j)islillifl;!
" See, e. f! Williams v W(llkerTh,mHlS F"rnit"l'e , 3fiO F.2d 445 , 449 ID. C. Cir. 19fi,
Co. Ltd. 39.') V 8"1'1'. 221 , 232 IS.
H F. e. 1361. 1406-7
Corp. ". f)islil/er.
Y. 19751: M'", Yorl.. ,jeweln Co..
1112 (19fi8J
'" The Interstate Land S31es and Full Disclosure
Act OLSFDA) Amendments of 1979 cxprcssly p, ovides thal
any contract for the sale of land in interstate cOmmerc,. which does not contain a clause limiting forfeiture rifiht.
of ti,e selJer in the event of a buyer s defilUlttu 15 per cenl 01 . lh epurchasepriceortheseller act.uald"mages

Iwhiehev"r is gre"t.erJ, can be revoked by the purchaser any time within a two- year
contract was signed. 15 U.

c. 1703 11979). Also, Maryland

period from the date the

and Oklahnmil have enacted st.alut.es specifically

forbiddin forf,'iture diJuses, IMd, Real Property Code Ann. 10-- 101 to 1D 11974 & Supp, 1980); Okla. Stat. Ann, Tit.
16. 11A IWest Supp. 198011 Ohio effectively prevents lorfeiture clau es from result.ing in t.he p3yment of penalties
by requiring judicial sale or the propert.y when , prior tnd..f;lllt , the customer has paid 20 f",r c,'nt Dr mOre of the
purchase price. (Ohio Rev, Code Ann. 5:113. 01- 10 Il'iJ e 197011 Many other states provide rilce periDds durinfi
which tI.. buyer Can remedy his or her default. The time periods Vilry from len days in South Dakota to as much as
one year in NDrth Dakota. 18.
n ICompiledl Laws Ann. 21- 5()-- lto - 31197fJ): N. Cent.Code 32- 18-01 to 04 11976))
An alternative st.ututory approach is lo impose mort.gage foreclosure requirpmenb On lhe t.ermination of 13nd
contracts, IS

Ia. Stal. 697.11 IEJ6!Ji and Mich. St.aLAnn. 27A. 3101 1196211

The courts have developed many nth,'rtool." to hlunt the f'orceoi'strict forfeiture Waivero!"defaultby the
vendor iH un", cnncept which is frequently employed, ISre, e.

1'1 f(

Norlhern III, Del!. C"rp.

309 F.2d 882 17th

Cir. 19(12) err. delliI'd :J72 U. S. !:65 1196,3)) Courts have also recognized an equit.i1ble rifihl 01 redempt.ion, IS
2d 9:Ui IMo, App, 1976))
Ward
Un;,i/ BlJnd and Tn/sf . 243 F. 2d 476\9lh Cir. 19571:
Ni!!h
Hickman, 5:1R
For an overview of the t.rend Df st.ale murt decisions in this urea see G. Nelson and D, Whitman The Inst.allment
Lnnd Cont.ract A Naiion"r Viewpoint , B.Y. L. Rev, 541 (19771 .H1d J. King, '" Fnrfeilure: The Anomaly of the
Land Sa!eConlract . 41 Al.L.Rev, 71(1977).
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whether the forfeiture clauses

at issue in this proceeding are

without more , unfair in a land sales transaction.

(66 )

Property Visit Credit , Guarantee and Exchangc Privilege

Propcrty Visit Credit and Guarantee

The property visit credit provision of Horizon s land sales conconsumers visit their land within _ one year of

tracts says that if

purchase , Horizon will give them a " credit" in the form of a five
percent deduction (up to a maximum amount of $600. 00) from the
cash price of the lot. The amount of the credit wil be deducted from
their account balances at the tail end of their payments. The credit is
offered n far the purpose of encouraging peroonal inspection of the

subdivision in which the property purchased is located. (See, e.
152- B)"
Receipt of the credit was conditioned on the consumer acknowledg

ing that the land was not misrepresented at the time of sale. While

the contract provision described the reimbursement aspects of the
credit , it did not mention this requirement. Instead , the requirement

was set forth for the first time

in a " Propcrty Visit Credit
that Horizon mailed to consumers in an " important
document package " several days after the sale. The pertinent

Certificate "

portion of that ccrtificate states:
TO BE COMPLETED AT THE TIME OF PROPERTY VISITATION TOUR

I have seen my land. It is as represented

and I am satisfied with my property

investment. Please credit my account in accordance with this certificate.
Landowner (s) signature (8)
(LIJ. 64) (67)

The property visit credit provision

of Horizon s contract was
guarantee . Indeed

related to the provision extending a " Horizon

the guarantee presents the converse of the propcrty visit credit
waiver requirement: the guarantee states that Horizon will refund
all money paid on the property if thc property was misrepresented at

the time of sale. However , requests for such refunds may only be
made at the property in question upon completion of a companyH Thefulltextorthisprovi

ion reads

Upon confirmation "nd acceptance by Horiwn Corporalion or applicable subsidiary, Buy"r will be i ued a
Property Credit Allowance Certil' iclIte if1 the amount of 5% uf the cash price lm't additiomil sales price in
lJper cdinfi 5"lesl up to a maximum amount of 5600. 00, Tbe Property Visit Credit Allowance is issued for thf'
purpose ol' ef1couraging p"r onal inspection "f theubdivisioa in which the property purchased is located. The
Allowance grant."d herein is deductible from the remaininga' count bulaf1ce at. the time the principa: balance is
equal to theamountofthe Certiticat.e. providing that the pprSOf1al if1 pecti()n "nd company guided tour is made

within one (11 year of the date of the accept,mce of this Agreement ami providing that the payments due
hereunder have been current thnJUghoul the term ol' this Agn,ement
ICX 152-
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guided inspection tour which occurs within one year of the date of
purchase. " Obviously, consumers confronted with both the property
visit credit certificate and the guarantee were put to a choice: in
order to obtain reimbursement of their travel expenses , they must
certify that no misrepresentations occurred. However , by certifying
that no misrepresentations occurred , they sacrifice their right to a
refund.

The record below indicates that beth the property visit ctedit and
the guarantee were used as sales tools by Horizon sales representatives. (I. D. 66) Both provisions were discontinued when Horizon

revised its contracts in 1976.
Count XV of the complaint alleges that Horizon s property visit
credit is deceptive because respondent has represented , directly or by
implication , that it entitles consumers to immediate reimbursement
In
fact , the
for their travel expenses , when such is not the case.
complaint continues , the property visit credit merely entitles con-

sumers to a deduction from remaining account balances when those
balances equal their travel expenses (i. e. at the tail end of their
payments).
The ALJ refused to uphold the allegations contained in Count XV
because , although he found that the reimbursement aspect of the

property visit credit operates exactly as described in the complaint
he also found that this aspect of the credit was " typically explained
accurately to the customers

" and that ,

therefore , no deception

occurred. (J.D. 63) Complaint counsel do not appeaJ this finding. We
affirm the ALJ' s conclusion. (68)
Count XXX of the complaint alleges that the " Property Visit
Credi t Certificate "

used by Horizon further specifies that purchasers
may only quaJify for reimbursement if (1) they tour their land within

one year of the date of purchase and (2) they declare that the land is

as it was represented to be and that they are satisfied with their
property investments. Count XXX alleges that the iT'position of

these conditions is an unfair practice because the consumer often
cannot ascertain whether misrepresentations have occurred at the
time of the property visit.

The ALJ unheld these allegations of unfairness contained in the
complaint. He based his conclusions on two facts: (1) the reqti irement

that purchasers declare no misrepresentations had occurred was not
", Theguaranleeprovision re"d

IlorimnCorporalionorupplicablesubsidiaryguural'teestorel'undaJI moneYI",idonyourprupertyil'itwas
MISHEI'Hf':SENTf' n to you "I. the tim" or sale. RequesLs for such refunds may be nwrlf' only at. the property

upon completion or buyer s initial company-gLjided person,,1 inspection I()or within one yeoJroft.he date or
purchas,'by sLi1t.ing the details On the compa"y s refuIJd request form

(CX l:!9-
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adequately explained to Horizon customers and (2) in any case
consumers were unable to execute a knowing waiver because they
could not evaluate the investment quality of the property at the time
of the property visit. (LD. p. 267)
Complaint Count XXX also alleges that the guarantee is deceptive

because the purchaser may not be able to ascertain whether the
property has been misrepresented on a company- guided inspection

tour.

The ALJ upheld this allegation ,

concludinK that the guarantee

was presented in a vague manner creating the false implication
that it was a money-back guarantee if the purchaser was dissatisfied
with the property. "

(LD. p. 267)

The Commission is unable to uphold the ALJ' s

findings that the

property visit credit and the guarantee, operating together , were
deceptive and unfair. The ALJ' s conclusion that consumers understood they would only receive the credit in the form of a deduction at
the tail end of their installment payments fataJly undermines his
findings of liability. Under these circumstances , corsumcrs knew (or

if they wished a
refund , they would never get the opportunity to receive a credit on
the account balance because the refund would wipe out the account.
shoulr: have known) before they visited the land that

Consumers therefore must have understood that the two provisions

were mutually exclusive. This understanding removes any deception
from Horizon s explanation of the operation of the two provisions.
The Commission recognizes that deceptive misrepresentations
continued during company- guided inspection tours. (LD. 67) These

misrepresentations have been considered in our findings concerning
Horizon s deceptive sales practices in general. However , we are

unwiling to find that these misrepresentations rendered the property visit credit and guarantee

independently

deceptive or unfair in

view of our conclusion that consumers understood the operation of
the two provisions before they visited the land. (69)

Exchange Privilege
Horizon offered an exchange privilege to purchasers of its undeveloped lots , which permitted them to exchange their land for land
located in other areas ,

including those where development

occurred , under certain circumstances.

had

No complaint count alleges

'" At ypical clausf' rl'ads
At any time prior to delivery of the Warranty Deed, the SELLER agrees to accept the above land in trade

applying the full principal paid , for any othlJr available land , except land located within any designated
building area , which is, "t the time of exchang.. . equal to or gnmter than the original price of the traded
property. In addition , upon commitment to buy or commence construction of his home within NINETY (90)
DAYS and complete construction within ONE HUNDRED TWENTY (1201 DAYS thereafter , PURCHASER

(Continued)
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privilege clause contained in some of Horizon

contract documents is either deceptive or unfair. Nevertheless the
ALJ found that the exchange privilege was used in " a deceptive and
misleading manner , although he did not give any reasons for this
conclusion. (J.D. p. 267) (70)

Hespondent has argued that its use of the exchange priviJege was

not onJy nondeceptive and fair , but actually enhanced the value of
Horizon s lots as homesites. Respondent essentially contends that
the opportunity to exchange undeveloped lots for lots in deveJoped
areas assured that consumers could use their land as homesites

when they wanted to. (HPF pp. 183- 184; HAB 34- 35) HesF'ondent
specificaUy disputes the ALJ' s finding elsewhere in his opinion that
the privilege has had no impact on the pace of building in Horizon

properties. The ALJ entered this findir.g because " it is evident that
the exchange privilege cannot accommodate aU the lot purchasers
with a building site " and " Horizon s undeveloped lots were not sold
as homesites , but as investments. . . . " (J.D. p. 286)
Complaint counsel defend the ALJ' s conclusion , contending that

exchange areas in currently developed core areas cannot accommodate everyone and that so-called " satellite core areas " have never
materiaJized. (C. Ans 24) Further , complaint counsel argue that
because the exchange privilege is limited to owners of single-family
lots , it cannot offer relief to many of the consumers affected by this
proceeding. (C. Ans 33)

We must conclude that the parties have fought to a draw on this
issue. We decline to uphold the ALJ' s finding that the exchange
privilege was used in a misleading manner. However , we also reject

respondent' s contention that the exchange privilege enhanced the
investment value of its Jots , both for the reasons stated by complaint

counseJ and because the privilege was limited to those who would
commit themselves to starting construction of a home within 90 days
of an exchange , and completing such construction within 120 days
thereafter. Because of these limitations on consumers ' exercise of the

exchange privilege , we agree with the ALJ that the privilege did not
materiaUy enhance the investment value of Horizon land. (71)
V. HORIZON S DEFENSES

Horizon asserts a number of defenses to bar findings of Jiability
mayexchanr-wonesing-Ie- familyresidentiallotforasimilarsizp lot in any buildingexchang-e area- within the
same development , so long;is one is available , without any increase in the purchase price of the land. The then

current utiJity costs to th,' lot line and proportionate street improvcmentcosls are to be paid for by the
PURCHASER at the lime conHtruction is to commence, or shall be included in the cost of the house if
purchased from the Company

- .
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under Section 5. Respondent maintains that complaint counsel have
failed in their burden of proof of establishing a violation of law.

Respondent contends that it disclosed all material facts concerning
its land through the dissemination of various documents to

ers ,

consurn

and that those disclosures eJiminated any possible deception

which might otherwise have occurred. Respondent next argues that
it should not be held liable for the unauthorized statements of its
sales representatives. Lastly, respondent asserts that this proceeding

is barred by the doctrines of laches and equitable estoppel.
Burden of Proof

Commission Rule 3. 51(b), 16 C. R. 3. 51(b) requires that an initial
decision be based upon a consideration of the record as a whole , and
supported by reJiable, probative ,

and substantial evidence.

(See

Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB

contends that the ALJ

340 U. S. 474 (1951)) Respondent
ignored substantial record evidence in

concluding that complaint counsel met its burden of estabJishing by
a preponderance of the evidence that Horizon violated Section 5.
(RAB 7- 13)

On page 256 of his Initial Decision , the ALJ concluded that
Horizon marketed its property as an excellent , risk- free investment.
He goes on to state that " (iJn making this determination , consideration has been given to the total impression created by the pictures
words and oral representations in the context in which they were
used , and in light of the sophistication and understanding of the
See Beneficial Corp. v. FTC, 542
617- 18 (3rd Cir. 1976),
cert. denied 430 U. S. 983 (1977);
Continental Wax Corp. v. FTL 330 F. 2d 475 , 477 (2nd Cir. 1964);
National Bakers Services, Inc. v. FTC 329 F. 2d 365 , 367 (7th Cir.
1964); Charles of the Ritz Distrib. Corp. v. FTC 143 F. 2d 676 , 679
persons to whom they were directed.

2d 611 ,

(2nd Cir. 1944).

Respondent maintains that in evaluating the record , the ALJ
Universal Camera 340 U. S. at 448
that the " substantiality of evidence must take into account whatever
failed to heed the requirement of

in the record fairly detracts from its weight. " Horizon argues that

certain findings of fact could not have been entered if the ALJ had
actually considered the rccord as a whole.
(See
RAB 7- 10) In its brief
Horizon asks that the Initial Decision be reversed on this ground. At
oral argument , counseJ for respondent commented that " (p Jerhaps

the Commission wil have to look at the record as a whole. . . . I
respectfully request the Commission do that. . . . (Oral Argument
Tr. 16) (72)

The Commission has studied the whole record in this case. We find

"" -
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that the record as a whole adequately supports most of the findings
In this opinion , the
and conclusions entered by the- ALJ.

Commission has noted where it has modified the specific findings of
fact entered by the ALJ.

(See, e.

Appendix A)" The Commission

affirms the ALJ' s conclusion that complaint counsel have met their
burden of proof in this matter and we accordingly reject Horizon
defense.

Written Disclosure Documents

Horizon defends against this action by asserting that it disseminated to customers various documents , chief1y a federally required

property report ,

which disclosed material information concerning

the customer s purchase. Horizon argues that in reaching his

conclusion of liability, the ALJ only considered evidence of verbal
representations made to consumers. Respondent' s appeal brief states
that it " is patently unfair to reach conclusions on the net impression
of a sales presentation unless a customer s recollection is placed in
the context of the entire presentation-both written and ora!." (RAE
14) (73)

Horizon s position assumes that Horizon itself gave equal weight
to verbal and written representations in its sales program. However
if the Commission finds that Horizon s verbal presentation so

overpowered its written disclosures to the extent of rendering the
latter ineffective, then the Commission must reject Horizon
(See Raymond Lee Organization 92 F. C. 489 (1978))
Complaint Count XXII alleges that Horizon distributed its disclosurc
documents " under such circumstances that it is likely that many

defense.

purchasers will not read such documents. . . . Count XXII charges
s obtaining substantial financial commitments from
consumers under these circumstances independently constitutes an
unfair or deceptive act or practice. For the reasons below , the
that Horizon

Commission rejects Horizon s defense and concurs in the ALJ'
affrmance of compJaint Count XXII. (J.D. pp. 270- 272; see J.D. 77)
The Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act (lLSFDA), 15 U.
11 Respondent objects to the weight the AlA I assigned to testimony of its witnesses. whom the ALJ deemed
were less credible thilT complaint counsel's witnesses, (J.D, pp. 272- 751 However , it is the ALJ , as trier of the facts
who hao lived with the case . and who has had the opportunity to closely scrutinize witnesses ' overall demf'anor and
to judge their credibility, Accordingly, absent (1 clear abuse or discretion , the Commission will out. disturb on appeal
the AL.J's conclusions as to credibilit.y.
L.,,,,,x
181'''
, im' 73 j.'
TL 578, 601 (1968), urrd, 117 F.2d 126 (2d Cir, 1969))

The Commission rinds 00 evid..nc", "r abus.. of discretion in this case which would lead it. to disturb t.he ALJ'
conclusions concernil'f, the credibility of Horizon s wilnesses , exeeptwberespecifically noted in our modifications
of the ALJ' s findings of fact, (8.,,, this opinion and Appendix AI
,. The preponderance or the record evidencesupports t.he Commission s rimJing that respondent marketed its
properties as excellent , risk- free , short- term invest.ment.s, Thi s finding describes the net impression ofrespondeot's
marketing theme. When findinf, i1 specific net impression '" the entire mosaic should be viewed rat.her t.han each
tile separately. rrc v, Sierlilllf
Dmlfs. in"..
317 F. 2d 669 , 674 12nd Cir, 19631

34:'- 5:'4
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(1979), requires land sales companies to delivcr to each of

its customers a federal propertY- reporf'-infended to disclose material

information. Although ILSFDA contains no instruction detailing
methods of delivering the property report , thc Office of Interstate
Land Sales Registration (OILSR), which is charged with administering ILSFDA , has promulgated the following regulation:
. (T)he foJlowing practices shall be deemed to be a violation of the Act.

(b) Giving the property report to a purchaser along with other materials when this is
done in such a manner as to conceal the property report from the purchaser. 24 C.
1715. 25(b)

(19801.

The record evidence reveals that sales representatives treated the

property reports in three different ways during sales presentations:
either the reports were given a cursory examination , or following the

signing of a contract they were left with the customer with their
importance unemphasized , or else they were used during the sales
presentation to indicate federal government approval of Horizon
properties.
(See generally,
J.D. 77) ex 157 is rcpresentative of a
number of training manuals introduced into evidence. The manual

instructs the representative to remove the property report from the

representative s briefcase , at an appropriate moment in the presentation , and to briefly inform thc prospect of the type of information
the report contains. The representative is next instructed to " replace
sample in briefcase. " (74J(CX 1571) Although the property report
would then be left with the customer if he or she made a purchase
the customer rarely appreciated the importance of the report'
information due to Horizon s overwhelming verbal assurances. Sales
representatives testified that consumers were not encouraged to
read property reports during a sales presentation , because if
customers were reading reports they were not listening to the sales
pitch.
(See, e.
Doyle , Tr. 4627- 28; Dmitry, Tr. 16108) Consumers

testified that due to the nature o r'the

presentations they did not

realize the importance of the property reports , and they did not read

them. (J.D. 77) The ALJ concluded that the " significance of the
federal property reports was not communicated to customers , that
actual delivery of the reports was designed to gloss over its
importance as a disclosure instrument , and that customers did not
(J.D. p. 271)"

read the reports. "
In

addition , one former sales representative testified that he was

", The AW , at Illpp. 270- . reviewed Horizon s other supposed disclosure document. , including Sydney
Nelson s " Principals or Land Ownership (scc, "llfJm . discussion at 16-171 and statements contained in certain
contract documents and on Horiwn s TBA maps. Like the propert.y report.. the record supports the conclusion that
rOmlil1lt!'Ji

.L.L

n.

.LH.
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trained to represent that the prgperty Teport " actuaJly

was an

endorsement by the federal government. An endorsement. . . that

what we say in there has been checked and looked at and approved
by the federal governmcnt as being true as stated. " (IIiJlman , Tr.
4740- 41)
In upholding the ALJ' s conclusion that the federal property report

was delivered to purchasers in a manner calculated to conceal the
importance of the disclosures it contained , the Commission does not

acidress the question of whether Horizon
regulations. As we note , in our discussion

complied with OILSR

of jurisdiction infra
OILSR and the Commission share complementary jurisdiction over
marketing practices in the Jand sales industry. It is thc Commission

function to appraise the net impression of respondent' s

marketing

scheme, and to determine the effectiveness , in a specific factual
setting, of required or voluntary discJosures. (75)
In the context of Horizon s numerous verbal misrepresentations
highlighted throughout this opinion , written discJosures could not
easily have overcome consumers ' net impression of excellent , riskfree , short- term investments. We find that the manner in which

Horizon delivered its disclosure documents was designed to obscure
their importance , and thus rendered the documents ineffective as
disclosure instruments. Therefore , we reject Horizon s defense that

such documents cured any deception which might have occurred. In
addition , we affirm complaint Count XXII to the extent that Horizon
used the property reports to indicate federal government approval of
its properties , and we hold that such a practice is deceptive under
Section 5.
Representations of Sales Representatives

Horizon argues that it is not liable for any unfair or deceptive acts

or practices of its sales force because: (1) Horizon was generally
unaware of such acts or practices; (2) when Horizon became aware of

such acts or practices the sales representative was either deprived of
his or her commission or was fired; and (3) Horizon s sales representatives were not clothed with apparent authority. (RAB 54)
As our discussion indicates supra pages 17- , the Commission is

unconvinced that Horizon management was Unaware of the manner
in which its sales force marketed its property. In addition , the
Commission agrees with the ALJ' s reasoning that dismissal of a
representative who violated company policy does not relieve Horizon
these documents were delivered in such a manner as lo distract the consumer s attention from lhe disclosures they
contained
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LD. p. 290; see , also , Standard Distributors, Inc. v.
(See
211 F. 2d 7 , 13 (2d. Cir. 1954)). Lastly, we agree with the ALJ

of liability.
FTC,

that Horizon " clothed

its sales representatives with apparent

TBA maps , unit maps , propcrty
presentation
manuals. . . , rand as such
, r andJ

authority in the form of contracts ,

reports ,

films

Horizon) is responsible for their sales representations even
unauthorized.

244 F. 2d

Goodman v. FTC,

584 (9th Cir. 1957). " (LD.

290)

Laches and Equitable EstoppeL

The Commission affirms the ALJ' s

conclusion that ncither laches

nor equitable estoppel is a defense to an action brought by the
Utah Power
Light Co. v. United
States 243 U.s. 389 , 408- 9 (1917); Times Picayune Publishing Co. v.
United States v. Firestone
United States 345 U.s. 594 , 623- 24 (1953);

government in the pubJic intcrest.

Tire

Rubber Co. 374 F. Supp. 431 ,

433 (N. D. Ohio 1974). (76)

VI. , JURISDICTION

Respondent contends that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) exclusivc jurisdiction over every facct of
this matter because Congress gave the

the land sales industry when it cnacted the Interstate Land Sales

and Full Disclosure Act (ILSFDA), 15 U.s. C.

1701

et se'l. (1979).

and its
et seq.
implerrenting regulations, 24 C. R 1700
(1979), and the fact
that those laws grant HUD power over fraudulent sales practices
indicate that Congress intended HUD' s Office of Intcrstate Land
Sales Regulation (OILSR) to be thc cxclusive regulator of interstate
land sales. Respondent further argues that rcgulation and review of
land sales practices by both OILSR and the FTC would produce
Respondent argues that the pervasivcness of the Act

conflicting standards of conduct for the sales industry. Finally, it

contends that the Initial Decision usurps OILSR jurisdiction by
finding that compliance with

OILSR regulations constitutes an

unfair business practice. (RAB 51)
We reject respondent' s arguments for the following reasons. First

ILSFDA does not expressly grant OILSR exclusive jurisdiction ovcr
fraudulent land transactions. Second , neither the language of the
statute nor the legislative history supports impJied repeal of

Section

5 of the FTC Act with respect to interstate land sales practices.
Third, regulation under ILSFDA and the FTC Act do not pose the
threat of conflicting rcgulatory standards. Finally, we conclude that

," '"
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the FTC and OILSR servc

complementary but not coterminous

reguJatory roles.
To support its contention that Congress ' enactment of ILSFDA
granted exclusive jurisdiction over unfair and deceptive practices in

the sale of land to OILSR ,

respondent must demonstrate .chat

Commission jurisdiction under Section 5 has been either expressly or

See generally, United States u. National Associa422 U. S. 694 (1975).
tion of Securities Dealers , Inc. (NASD),

impJiedly repealed.

Respondent has failcd to idcntify any express grant of exclusive
jurisdiction in ILSFDA. Our own review of thc statute indicates that
no such express repeal exists. Accordingly, respondent must- rely on
the doctrinc of implied repeal.

The Supreme Comt has long held that it is " a cardinal principal of
statutory construction that repeals by implication are not favored.
United States u. United Continental Tuna Corp. 425 U. S. 164 , 168

(1976); see also ,

Radzanower u. Touche Ross

Co. 426 U.s. 148 ,

155

(1976); Gordon v. New York Stock Exchange (77)422 U. S. 659 , 682
(1975). Therefore , the proponent carries a heavy burden to show that
clear and manifest" intention that the statute in
Posadas u. National City Bank 296 U.
497 , 503 (1936). In determining whether a statute has been impliedly

it was Congress

question was to be repealed.

repealed a court will first scrutinize the plain language of the
allegedly preemptivc statute , and then , if necessary, look to the

Tennessee Valley Authority u. Hill 437 U.s. 153
184- 185 (1978). If a Congressional intention to repeal is not evident
from either of these sources , the two statutes in question must be in
irreconcilable conflict , or the later act must have been " clearly
intended as a substitute " before a court will apply the doctrine of
see also, NASD 422 U. S. at
296 U. S. at 503;
Posadas,
implied repeal.
719- 20; thus (rJepeal is to be regarded as implied only if necessary
to make the (later cnacted lawJ work , and even then only to the
minimum extent necessary. Siluer v. New York Stock Exchange , 373
see, also, Gordon 422 U. S. at 685 (1975).
S. 341 , 357 (1963);
On its face , ILSFDA contains no language or provisions that could
legislative history.

be interpreted as an expression of Congressional intent to grant

OILSR exclusive jurisdiction over interstate land sales practices or
to limit other agencies ' authority in that area. On the contrary,

Section 1713 of ILSFDA explicitly provides that alternative avenues
of legal recourse are retained despite the passage of the special

legislation directed at land sales transactions. That sectio states
that " (tJhe rights and remedies provided by this chapter shall be
rights and remedies that may exist at law or
addition to any and all
in equity. " (emphasis added) 15 U.

C. 1713 (1979). An example of a

.,""
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legal remedy not available under ILSFDA is thc Commission s broad

redress authority undcr Section 19 of the FTC Act, 15 U.s. c.

57b

(1976).
The fact that some of ILSFDA' s

provisions give OILSR review

authority which is similar to the authority exercised by the FTC
under Section 5 cannot be read as an expression of Congressional

intent to grant exclusive jurisdiction. The FTC shares authority over
various advertising and sales practices with several other agencies

including the Consumcr Product Safety Commission , the Food and

Drug Administration and the Justice Department. Yet , despite these
instances of overlapping agency authority, the FTC can be and is
considered the agency with the foremost enforcement authority and
'0 (78)
expertise in the area of unfair and deceptive trade practices.
The legislative history of ILSFDA indicates that Congress was
awarc of the involvement of othcr agencies , including the FTC , in

reviewing interstate land sales practices at the time the Act was
adopted and during the course of its many amendments but did not
choose to include an express or implied exclusivity provision in the

The legislative history further indicates

Act.

that Congress

anticipated a system of dual jurisdiction over the land sales industry.
The most explicit statements of this intention arc contained in the
1978 House and Senate hearings on proposed amendments to
ILSFDA.

During the 1978 hearings of the House Subcommittee on Housing
and Community Development , the dual jurisdiction over deceptive

and unfair advertising between the FTC and OILSR was directly
discussed. Various passages of testimony reveal that in 1978 the

Committee members assumed the existence of concurrent jurisdiction. TypicaJ of these remarks is a question by the Subcommittee
Chairman to an FTC representative:
Mr. Steinman , since most consumer complaints regarding land

Chairman Ashley.
e. C.g. FTC v. Sperr;

f/u/('I,irtWIl Cu .. -lOr, US. 233119721

2672 lJe(urc A Sllbmmm. o( Ih" S"""t('
Cong" 2nd Sess. 307- ;JO(! (\9(;61 IL.tt"r 01 FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixurll,
"II Gencral
Ad: 1/,' orillg.' 'il H.R, 10999 U"(,Ir,, /he -""hc"mnt.
O('cn'i,;ht "f lite Inlerslal,." Lu"d Sales F"I/ J)isd"sure
Urban A(t,,;rs Y.")th COrlg, 2nd Sess
UIt' ll,msc (""mm. ,11 Bankin/- Fit/(",'
lte;leg"',,,I,,,,, "r
Ol'er"igl" ulld
350 (1978) Itpstim,my of Bureau 01 Consumer Protectiorl, Iq' CI; Th,. hller" lull' LUI,J S"I"s F,dl D;" down' Ad
Dl'lJd"pmenl of the HOlls,"
Amendm'."lIls: Hl!orillg. !ln H. R. 11265 Uefrln' the , ,iI),.",,,. on H""'";I!/- (lml (""",,,unily
See, e. g,

H9th
Ba"ki"" /lrul CltrreflY.

C",,,nr.

("","m.

in/entate i. ol/d Sul"s F"l/lJi."..lus'Jre Ad: H('''rinl!'

"n

Brlnkili/-

95th Cong. ,
F;"",,("c 'HId Urhan Afruirs,

COI1MJmer Protection, FTC);

ililerM(I/e Land Sale."

2nd Spss. 566 5fi7 09781 \testimony of Bureau ul

l'rrl-mm: llearjl!g" S.
"" 2716

He("rc Ihe C","m. nil !Jan/lini:.

95th Con".. 2nd S,,'3s. 3H-39 j 19781
Fill"lIce "lid Urban Affairs.
COrl

;res has included exclusivity provisions wr.en it intend..d to limit jurisdktion ovn a pUrliculur subject

See, e. /-.. U"i/Nf
matter to one or '- I"w rlr;encies,

SlalO's I' Philodelphi" Nnti,mn/ Ha"k. ;174 IJ,S :321 350 n. 27

!lYti21

Such provisions have b""!l lnc\uded by CUrlgress when il was rlW3r" of and w:mted lo avoid the potential lor
419
C,,,,,e,' li(' ul Gell!'ralln !lmn("" Corps"
g. II/(lI". hdlr'
S, 102, 130 , (19741; Tennessee VollevAu/hflril\1', Hill 4:J7 U, S. 153, 178-J8H\197HI

conOict betweefl agem:ies h3viflg dual jurisdiction. Sef'
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saJes appear to involve deceptive marketing practices , would it make sense to
consolidate enforcement for fraud in thc . FTC iruueild- . of maihtaining the dllf)j.
jurisdictiun involving both the FTC and J/UfP

Sales Full Disclosure (79JAct

The fnterstate Land

(emphasis added)

11265
Before - the
Subcomm. on Housing and Community Development of" the lIow;e Comm. on Banking,

Finance and Urban Affairs

Amendments: J/earinl-s on H.R.

5th Cong. ,

2nd Sess. 669 (l978),

The fact that Congress envisioned a system of concurrent jurisdiction is most clearly stated in the House Report that accompanied the
1979 amendments.
When discussing the new provision for a
biennial report from OILSR to Congress , the House Committee

stated:
Often improved industry practices , unanticipated trends in consumer problems and
new remedies devised by other agencies who also review the land sales industry

will

suggest needed amendments to existing Jaw. (emphasis added) ILK Rep. No. 96- 154
96th Con g. , 1st Sess. 40- 41 reprinted in
(1979) U. S. Code Congo & Ad. News 2346 , 23;'6

Therefore , we conclude that Congress not only was aware of FTC

activity in the land sales area, including the instant suit against
respondcnt
but also that it intendcd a systcm of overlapping
jurisdiction.
Respondent argues that concurrent jurisdiction will subject land
developers to conflicting regulatory standards , citing as an example
the ALJ' s finding that Horizon complied with OILSR regulations and
yet violated Section 5. (RAB 51) Howcver , (80)as our discussion above
indicates , the Commission finds that although Horizon disclosed in

its property reports thc information requircd by OILSR ,

these

disclosures did not ameliorate the deceptive misrepresentations

through which it marketed its land.

Compliance with OILSR'
requirements cannot be construed as immunizing a company

overall sales techniques from scrutiny under Section 5. The OILSR

regulations are meant to be preventive safeguards against improper
sales tactics. Situations will exist , as in the instant case , where the

overall sales plan is such that consumer injury results despite

technical compliance with OILSR requirements. Thus , the issue is
not whether compliance with an OILSR regulation constitutes an
unfair business practice but rather whether respondent' s sales
See (111;" The 1"1rr"late Lu"d Sale" FilII /)i,",'I"""". ,, Act Amemlmenls: Hl'ari"l--' u" HR. If2fi5 l1"fim: Ihe
S'jiJ",mwL ""H""si,,!- (1mi
Omlmll'lily

/)"""/"1'"",,,1 (I/Ihe HliI,"" C",,,m.

9.',th Cong" 2nd Sess , 112- 11:-111978) Iremarks of Chairman A

fill

R(wJ,"g Fili'If"' !' "",f lJrlJQIi AfTn;,.",

at 731rema,ks or ReI', Brown); /d . at 55, 73 Iremllrks "f Rep Minishl; /d. at 550 (te tim(jny of Patricia Worthy, Admini trut(j)" of OILSHI; /d. at 73
()"!'marks of Rep Brown);lei at 112 (testimony 01' Putricia lIynt, , Assislunt lJ. S AUorney, Southern District "r
N",wYorkl
hleyl;

Jd,

"' Th.. JlDu e R"port wus adupted by the ConrErtI1CP CommiUe('
. 11979) U. S.

C",Je Cong, & AD. N,.ws 2346

234ti

/lltcrMrlll'f, rlld Sal,-,.
, PnJl-/"um: H"ari'II "'I S, 271fi lJcf"""
OJ(' ""' ''rill' O""",ill"t' (1'
JJanhil1/.. H,ms;nl- ami
Cong. , 2nd Sess, :J51197H)itestil1ony o!"he BureLlu of"Consumer Prot"dion, FTC)

Urban Af/'1Irs,
95th

864
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practices , taken as a whole , have negated the preventive utility of
technical compliance with OILSR requirements.

We conc1ude that reguJation of fraudulent land sales practices
under both ILSFDA and Section 5 is a complementary but not
coterminous process. Review of land transactions is complementary
because the ultimate regulatory goal- protection of consumers from
frauduJent business practiccs- is

the same under both statutes. Yet

the scope of each agency s review authority and its ability to rectify
abusive practices are vastly different. Therefore , repeal of Section 5
as to the land sales industry is not neccssary for ILSFDA to work as
intended.
Gordon 422 U. S. at 685; Silver 373 U. S. at 357.
For the foregoing reasons we reject respondent' s contention that
the Commission does not have jurisdiction over the instant case.

(81)

VII. ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

The order to cease and desist entered by the Commission in this

recommcnded by the
parties. The Commission believes that this order, taken as a whole
adequately addresses the violations of Section 5 committed by
Horizon and provides a basis for resolving this matter without the
delay and uncertainty of entry of a cease and desist order , followed
by appellate review and a separate Section 19 redress action in
casc is substantially similar to the order

federal district court.

However , the Commission will not necessari-

ly view this remedial scheme as a model for relief in future land
sales cases.
The order requires payment of $14. 5

million in redress over a six

year period to past purchasers of Horizon land. It also requires
Horizon to ensure that it , or some other cntity, spends $45 milJion
over a 20- year

period for improvements at any of the six Horizon

properties which were the subject of this proceeding. The order

deceptive acts or
practices and contains affirmative requirements designed to eliminate further violations of Section 5. The prospective reJief contained
in the order differs depending on whether the Jand sold is " developed" or u undeveloped" , as those terms are defined in the order

enjoins Horizon from committing unfair or

preamble; sales of " developed" land (Sections I- III
", ilK WI' nu' ntiorwll "buve , Oll. SH n,co
Hh,,11 \w
ITllw "lIowing
1"
!,rudi"'"'H

are treated less

t.he possibilit.y of' thi5 kinu "f'sit.u"tion
dc"med to I",,, vio\"t.ion olt.he A,.

in l\ rnannpr
Ihl (;ivi"g !. hl' pmr",rt.y rvpol't. to u purrhuspr "I"n with ot.h r muteriuls wh.." this is done uch
ns!, (JI' or1((. "It.ht' pl"pntyrpporr.I mrllt.h,. purchuHcr24C.F, H.17152:')!bIIJ9HOI
"', f\,hlitiuf1allir.ig"tion in pursuit Drrurther r1mH't.ary reli..r lor pUI' ch" ers 01 Horiwn \"nd wouJu apP"l'ently
splJndl'nl.I, ';('cHlJpp1"r!wnt.,,1 hrids filed by th" parlieson
hl,rru,lI"ssjn lighr."rth('ljl1jf"da.'HPlH(wuiluhleto r,"
yfl lf!Hl!
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stringently than sales of " undeveloped" land (Sections IV-VI) The
Commission believes that this different treatment is justified by the
record , which primarily concerned sales of undeveloped land.
ApPENDIX A-;
MODIFICATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW . JUDGE s INITIAL
DECISION , IN THE MATTER OF HORIZON CORPORATION;.
DOCKET NO. 9017

Note:

These modifications are in addition to those noted in the
Commission s opinion.
Pa!le
493

Line

Addition or Deletion

Add footnote " None of the findings of fact 1

to 23

applies to the time period after October 10

1978

unless otherwise indicated herein.
493

22 Change to read: " Horizon as of the date the record in

this proceeding closed and for some time past had been
engaged.
495

Delete: " the balance has been or will become available

for sale " and insert: " it is uncertain whether all or any

part of the balance will become available for sale to
consumers.
502

Insert footnote to read: " 'filA maps
" Footnote
placed at bottom of page 502 should read: ,, A TEA
map depicted an entire property and the surrounding
area and included certain information relating there-

to.
504

Change period to comma at the end of the sentence and

add the following phrase: " but were challenged primar-

ily on the grounds that they contained deceptive and
misleading statements and representations.
504

Delete the word " requirements and place in lieu
thereof the word guidelines.

504

Delete the sentence beginning, " The evidence of record" and add the following sentence in lieu thereof:
OILSR never brought any proceeding seeking to
enforce those guidelines against Horizon.

505

Delete the words " recent years " and insert in lieu
thereof 1973 and 1974"

506

Delete the phrase " and

1",,, 1"1"' '1"" iI,.
",1" 1""", 1". 11,,,, 111""' \1 -""

.11". ",,,,\1'
L,,.

early 70'

ild".

II". " .Ii, II'

I L I,.. , 1""lL""''': . IILd
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Berore the sentence beginning " Invitations. . " insert

fiQ?

this sentence: " This sales method was deemphasized

and ultimately terminated in the early 70'
507 & 508

39-41 & I Delete this sentence and citations thereto: " While.
1654.3-44). ..

508

18-20

Delete this sentence beginning:

Jing Jo Yu

closing rooms (Tr. 635a 60).

After " 16480" insert from lines 20- 22: " ; see testimony
of Elsie Colon. . " plus citations thereto

508
512

5 & 6

Delete " that permeated"

512

Insert "

512

Delete " promise "

" after " theme

and insert " representation "

in lieu

thereof
512

Delete " constant"

512

After " Tr. 1918" insert " ; see also Tr. 1922 23"

512

30-

Delete these lines

513

I & 2

Delete these lines

515

Change " tract" to " track"

517

Insert " in

518

Chang-e " would" to " could"

521

Insert " in the late 1960' s
presentations " and " used"

523

Delete " numerous " and insert " some "

524

13 & 14

late 1969" between the words " used" and

and early 1970' " between

in lieu thereof

Delete both of these lines and insert in lieu thereof:
One sales representative testified that he was given
the following party close for use at the conclusion of

the dinner talk:
524

38-0

Delete "These. . investment. " and insert " (CX 50515)" after "

525

properties "

on line 38.

Insert " some of' between the words "

" and " IIori-

zoo
525

Delete the words " Land is " and insert in lieu thereof
These salesmen

525

Insert " land" between " represented" and "

525

Insert " by them " between " represented" and "

526

Insert " During

the late 1960' s and early 1970' s

before " sales
527

Insert " some " between " which" and " sales

many

464

Opinion
on " repr csentatives

527

Delete the "

527

Delete the last "

527

Delete " Horizon s internal surveys of its sales offices

" in "

representatives

revealed" and add " There were " in lieu thereof
Delete the sentences beginning " One

528

sales representa-

tive taid prospects. There were no figures. (Tr.
59701."'

Add " " to make " value " plural

528
528

23-

Delete " was to raise the inference " and insert in lieu
thereof " inferred"

Add new sentence: " The

528

FIlA charts were deempha-

sized in 1972 and eliminated in 1974.
528

Delete " Horizon s internal survey of its sales offices
revealed" and add " There were " in lieu thereof

529

Delete the word " entire

530

Delete the word " greatly

530

Delete the word " grossly

531

Delete the word " percenta

" and insert in lieu thereof

range

Delete the word " would" and insert in lieu thereof

531

might"

Delete " would assure

531

and insert II lieu thereof

should lead to

20 Insert " some " before the word " sales

531
531

20 & 21

Insert the word " approximate "

between " the " and

time
5:n

22-

Delete five lines beginning " Bruce

representa-

tives:
531

Insert after sentence ending on line 22: " These representatives did not present:

531

Change " The " to the lower case " the

531

Delete " is not presented to the customer

531

Delete " But"

531

Begin sentence: " Rather

531

Delete " it is " and insert " they " in lieu thereof

531

Insert " development" after " with"

531

Delete " assured"
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Change " the "

531

to "

them , add period after " them " and

delete " representative

(CX 9291'),

531

Add an "

531

Insert " Some " before " Training

532

Begin paragraph with: " During 1970- 1971 such instructions or directions were included in the training
manuals. In addition to the written instructions , there
were oral restrictions and limitations given to sales
representatives. Such instructions did not eliminate
the investment misrepresentations.

and delete " beyond any doubt"

Change " would" to " could"

532
532

:34

Delete the word " thereafter" and insert " 1971" in lieu
thereof
Correct the misspelling of " antedates

534
538

" to " reveal"

23-

Delete the whole paragraph and insert in its place:
Some sales representatives used the ' Principles ' in
their presentations. Other representatives did not use
them. They often were not read or understood by

customers,
540

Delete the word " clearly

540

Insert the word " some "
sales

543

Delete whole paragraph

543 & 544

39-

between the words " that" and

Delete line i 39-41 and 1-

544

Delete the words " very very

544

Delete the words " verv much"

545

33-

Delete the line: " Horizon s 'self- evaluative ' documents
which report on surv€'ys of sales offices which Horizon
undertook bqinning in 1973 , revealed that"

545

Begin paragraph with " Representations.

545

Delete the word " routinely

545

37 & 38

Delete the sentence: " These

representations are set out
see especially CX 9271.

in detail in findings 91- 100,

545

40 & 41

545

37 & 38

Delete: " These internal survey reports reveal that"
Insert and place

in parentheses citations after " men-

tioned" , line 37
545

Insert the word " some " before the word " older

546

Delete: "

546

Insert hyphen in " cx 927G-

Findings 91- 100;

see especially

Opinion

464

Add the sen tcnce: " Som

516

sales representatives used

time periods as shor( as three to five years before the
land could be resajd at a profit. The shortest time

periods were for lots close to the development areas
(CX 927L-M).

Delete: " The survey documents reveal that it was
routine
Insert: " Another before " practice " and was after
practice

546
546
546

Delete the word " much"

546

Delete " (Findings 91- 100;

Delete the whole paragraph

546
546

especially

30 & 31

Delete: " Horizon s internal surveys of its sales offces
revealed that"

546

Capitalize " The

546

Delete " serious

546

Delete " (Finding 93; see especially

546

34-

Delete the whole paragraph

Some , but not all , of these
customers did rccei ve refunds " after " misrepresenta-

546

Insert the sentence:

tions
546

Delete lines 38-2 beginning with " On April 12 , 1972"

38"

547

Delete these Jines

547

Insert " some " after " that"

548

2:!

Change " would" to " could"
Insert the sentence: " Other Waterwood customers
purchased on the basis of profit and development

548

potential in periods up to ten years (CX 930

C, G

932F):'
Change " would" to " could"

549

Delete " and utilities would be provided"

549
552

30-

Delete last full paragraph at bottom of page

554

Delete these lines

555

Add the sentence: " A limited resale program was
instituted in Horizon City in 1975 for deeded lots and
in Waterwood in 1976 for deeded and undeeded lots,

:"
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Delete " D. Oliver and A. R Oliver were informed by
the Horizon sales representative that the Waterwood

556

lots that they purchased would be resold by the sales
representative or by Horizon. ('1r. 976-78 ,
1090- 911."'

l037-

Add , within the parenthetical citation: " ; see also , ex

557

951G, ll)"

; see also ex 927N)."

557

Insert after " Tr.

4902"

557

Delete these lines

558

Delete text beginning " Mr. Gothard.
Delete text beginning " by

559

Bruce Lehmann "

to " (Tr.

6100).

Delete " 82)" and insert " 86, 16288).

560

Delete this paragraph

560
560

16-20 Delete these lines , but keep sentence beginning " Evelyn Tracy.

560

Delete: " Horizon s internal surveys of its sales offices
found" and insert " " in lieu thereof, before " several"

560

Delete the word " where

560

Deletc the word " outright"

560

Insert " ; see also 'fr. 16673, 16691-696 , 16676 , 16679"
after " 950E, G"

560

Add sentence: " Customers

believed that Horizon

price for its land reflected a fair local real estate

market price fOf which they might resell their land
(eX 946H)."'

Add after the last sentence: " Statements approved by
the company were not considered a basis for refunds

562
564

21 & 22

Delete " apparently as late as 1977" and add citations
in line 22 to citations in line 21

564

After " Commission

564

Delete " complaint

567

Insert " some "

" insert "

investigation began

herein issued"

in lieu of "

Horizon s

internal surveys of

its sales offices found evidence that
567

Add " , CX 951G , H" after " Tr. 16478-()"

567

Insert " some "

before "

customers

567

Insert " some "

before "

customers

568

Add the word " not" between the words " that" and
aU" and delete the word " not " between " were " and
staked.

---
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568

After the word "

, insert the wotd " scheduled" and

delete the word " control1ed"

Add "

568

" to "

tour " and delete the word " schedules

Delete these lines

573

29-

573

33- 35

Delete these Jines

575

13-17

Delete these Jines
Insert the sentence: It was the customer s choice to
visit by jeep or by airplane " before the sentence

575

beginning " This sale.

End paragraph by inserting sentence: " She did not

577

receive a refund because the sales representative did

not believe that a misrepresentation had been made.
579

7 & 8

Delete sentence beginning " Horizon headquarters

579

Delete " In April , 1973"

579

Add " During 1973 and 1974" before " Horizon

579

Delete: " The genera! llractice , t cwever , was not to give
custOITlerS the appreeiated value on their trade- ins ('1r.

mailed"

3941 , 4612 13).

580

Insert " some " before the word " sales " and change the
upper case " S" to lower case.

580

Delete this line

580

Capitalize the "

R" in " reloading ; delete " the " after
" and insert " some " In lieu thereof. Change the

semi-colon after " offices " to a comma; delete " reloading " and insert " where it" in lieu thereof
Delete " These surveys showed that" and insert " some

580

in lieu thereof
Insert " " between " 929" and "

580
580

31 & 32

Delete: " The surveys also revealed" and insert "
some ; also delete " where

580

Start sentence with " There were " and delete " The
surveys ; delete " noted"

580

Insert " Some "

581

At the end of line 38 ,

before " sales

add: " The University later
conducted a few classes in the Rio Community shop-

ping center offices.
582

16 & 17

Delete the phrase: " ,

employed by Horizon from 1968

until 1974 (Tr. 1904) and after " trained" insert "
1968"
582

Insert " Some " before the word " sales

" "

872
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582

Insert " Some " before the word " customers

583

Change " would" to " could"

583

30-1

Delete these lines

584

Delete this line

584

Change " would" to " could"

584

Insert " possible "

585

33-

Delete these lines

585

36-3

Delete these lines

586

12 & 13

587
587

in front of "

three-way

Delete: " Horizon s internal surveys of its sales offices
reveal extensive " and insert " There was

Delete first full paragraph
38 & 39

Delete the last sentence: " There is other evidence of
pressure on customers to purchase immediately.

589

Delete " each" and insert " one " in lieu thereuf

589

24 & 25

589

26 & 27

Delete " (Tr. 4946)"

Delete these lines and insert ellipsis before " being
sold"

589

Insert " 4946 " before " 4966"

590

Add new paragraph between paragraph ending on line
18 and paragraph beginning on line 19: " N umerous

lots were typically available for sale in a particular
unit or subdivision. One or more lots in a given unit or
subdivision would generally be allocated to a particular
salesman or to several salesmen. Allocations of unsold
lots were occasionally shifted among salesmen or from

one sales office to another. The sales representative
called Horizon before finalizing a sale to find out

whether a given lot had already been sold and to
remove the lot from inventory if it were sold.
590

After " period" insert " in

590

Add this sentence: " No other witness testified to the
use of this preplanned call approach.

591- 592
592

3831-

Delete paragraph beginning " Joan Wild.
Delete the first two sentences from this pa agraph

16 Insert " There

593

either 1970 or 1971"

were " in place of " Horizon

internal

surveys of its sales offices revealed"
595
595 & 596

19-

29-43 & 1-

Delete these lines

Delete these lines except for citations; insert " ; see also
2126 2169 4687 4733- 35).

Tc. 16430 , 16506 2111after " 5053- 54" at end of

line 18

;"

"'"

: "
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Insert " 2011- 12; 21l3- 14- after " Tr.

596
596

29-42 Delete these lines

597

Delete these Jines

603

Insert " many "

604

Insert " some saJesmen "

604

Insert " or mainly " after " only

in place of "

almost alI"

in place of "

it is

Insert " Other sales representatives indicated that the
s major growth directions.

604

Southeast was one of EI Paso

Delete " sales representatives and"

611

613

10-16

Delete this paragraph

Insert " offered rebuttal evidence "

617

in place of " employ-

ees testified"
Insert after u Tr.

618

915 , 1503

Last sentence of first full paragraph and rest of page

618

should be deleted
619

Delete these lines

3 First full paragraph should start " Many customers

619

testified"
619

Delete " all"

635

Change " Wesley Roark" to " Wayne Roach"

637

Delete " g-rossJy

637

13-14

Delete " to continue " and add comma after " fund"

Add the phrase after " fund" unless such fact is
disclosed clearly and conspicuousJy

637

Last paragraph , insert " some " after " that"

640
641

11-

641

22-

Dclete first sentence
Delete sentence starting with " Joan Wild" ,

citations
641

33-43

Delete these lines

642

19-

Delete this paragraph

644

Delete this paragraph

644

Insert " all"

before "

purchasers

644

Insert " all"

before "

customers

644

Delete " they " and insert " some " before " were

345- 5;,4

O- g2-

including
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Delete words " which can be used" and insert in lieu
thereof: " which nas no significant impediments, such

644

as easements , to the use of the entire lot"
645

Delete these lines , starting with " There is

645

Delete: " There is no record evidence that" ; and insert
the words " failed
delete " informed

19 Add this citation at the end of the first full paragraph:
, 37291291- 93.
(See also Tr. :3519-

61i0

28-39 Delete these Jines , beginning with " Mr. Rosenthal"

Delete heading

651

651

after " Horizon

Customer " should be plural

645

650

to inform some "

any

9-40 Delete these lines
Delete these pages

652-B65

Delete these lines

666
671

19 & 20

673

23-

Delete sentence starting " He noted" and ending with
(Tr. 6690-93)"

673

Delete these last
understanding

eight lines start.ing with "This

23 Add the sentences: " The contractual exchange privilege for many lots expired when the lot.s were deeded to

the customer. Horizon voluntarily honored somc exchange requests after deeding them.
Add prefix " dis

700
703

5--

to "

similar

Delete the words: " described the Horizon communities

as ' bastard' cases because Horizon has shifted the
financial burden of its developments to the lot purchasers (Tr. 16032- 34). He
706

19 Add: " The evidence on this contention was inconclusive.

719

Delete sentence beginning " However Horizon

721

At the end ufthe paragraph add; " Some customers who

forfeited made unsuccessful efforts to obtain refunds
(e.

John Gothard , Tr. 6097-(100).

723

Delete " Available evidence indicates that Horizon
had" ; capit.alize " " and after " publIc " (line- I5) insert
were offered into evidence

723

Delete " there were " and insert " he had seen

723

Delete heading

723

38-41

Delete these lines

,"

:"

, "
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Delete these pages

724- 725
726

27 Delete these lines

726

29 Before " Horizon

726

29 Delete the word " all"

" insert "

Many of'

in the first line of finding 136

726

Delete " they " and insert " These lots "

727

Delete " Leonard Steele testified that"

727

9 Begin

the sentence with " Water

10 hsert " ground" before ;' water

727
727

in lieu thereof

Delete the sentence starting with " This

11-

will require

including citations
Add at end of the paragraph the sentences: " Therefore,

727

it was never part of the development plan to use
individual wells. Rather, the plan called for the use of

company wells for which adequate fresh water existed
as of the date ufthe hearing.
727

18-20

Delete the sentence after "

, 10M" beginning with

This " and ending with " (Finding
728

14 Before " Horizon City "

85- 86).

insert the words

the most

remote
728

35-37

Delete the phrase but no money has been escrowed to
assure completion of the roads and" ; capitalize " There

to begin a new sentence and add this phrase after
roads
728

but they have been maintained to date

Add this paragraph after " (CX- lOK)" " The cost of
development and of assessment were not adequately
disclosed to some customers (eX 932F; 950JJ,

729

Delete " Average price per acre $53. 78"

730

Delete the zero in the third column

730

Delete " $133.45" in the third column

730

29 Delete the phrase " Average price per acre $148. 00"
FINAL ORDER

This ma' ter has been heard by the Commis3ion upon the appeal of

counsel for respondents and complaint counsel and upon briefs and
oral a' gument in support of and in opposition to the appeals. The
Commission , for the reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion,

has granted each appeal in part and denied each in part. Therefore
It is ordered That the initiai decision of the administrative law
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judge be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of

the Commission except as otherwise inconsistent with the attached
opinion (including Appcndix A).
Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission
are contained in the accompanying Opinion.

It is further ordered
be entered:

That the following Order to Cease and Desist

ORDER
PREAMBLE

1. For purposes of

this Order the following definitions

shall

apply:
Horizon Corporation
or
respondent
shall mean the corporate
respondent , its successors and assigns , its officers , directors, agents

representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate
subsidiary, division ,
Purchase price

and

or other device.
cash price

defined in the Truth- in- Lending

shall be defined as cash price is
Act' s

implementing Regulation Z

(12 CF.R 226. 2(n)).
Lots

or

land

shall include all subdivided parcels of land soJd or

offercd for sale by respondent.
Subdivision
shall mean any Jand (Jocated in any statc) which is
divided or is proposed to be divided into Jots , whether contiguous or
not , for the purpose of sale as part of a common promotional plan
such as the plan used by respondent in marketing the properties
involved in this proceeding. One indicator of a common promotional
plan is thc use of standard form contracts in the context of large
scalc merchandising of small lots to persons who typically do not see
the land at the time of purchase.
Provided, however That lots
land

shall not incl ude: (2)

a. The offer or sale of lots in a subdivision containing fewer than

twenty- five lots.
b. The

offer or sale of any lot upon which a residential or

commercial structure is located.
c. The

offer or saJe of any lot together with or under a contract

with respondent or a buiJder to constr' Jct a house or other building
thereon within twenty- four (24) months.
d. The offer or
sale
of lots for which the total purchase price in
any single transaction is more than $50 000. , or the cumulative

size of the lot or lots sold in a single transaction is 100 acres or more.

HORIZON CORP.
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e. The

877

offer or sale of any lot or parceJ to any person , partnershIp

or corporation not. affiliated with respondent
acquired forllny personal , family or. household

where the land is not
purpose. Personal
shall incJude investments by individual

family or household purpose

consumers.
2. As used in this Order, a requirement to ceaSe and desist from
representing

or

misrepresenting shall

include representing or

misrepresenting directly or hy implication , and by any manner or
means. (3)
3. Sections IV ,

V and VI of this Order shall not apply to the sale

and offer of sale by respondent of the following types of lots:

a. All Jots

which at the time of sale are accessible by pave(! road

and to which electric , water and sewer Jines have been installed to
the lot line.

b, All lots which at the time of sale are accessible by paved road
and to which electric and w"ter lines have been installed to the lot
Jine , and where a septic tank can be installed at a cost not to exceed
the normal installation cost ordinary to the 10caJe.

in which the lot is
located and where such a septic tank is permitted by laws or
ordinances in effect as of the date of sale.
c. All lots for which Horizon or any other bona fide entity is
obligated
by contract , covenant indenture , charter , statute or
qrdinanceto provide, or
has provided,
paved access , and electric
water and sewer lines to the Jot line.

d. All lots to which access over maintained roads and electric

lines to the lot line are already in pJace or are the obJigation of
Horizon or any other entity, and water and sewage disposal are

available from a central water System or a well and septic tank at

costs not to exceed the norm"l installation costs ordinary to the
locale in which the lot is located , (4 )andwhere such well and septic
tank are permitted by law Or ordinances in

effect as of the date of

sale.

e. All Jots which would otherwise qualify under paragraphs a , b

, or d , above , except that an electric line is not installed to the lot
line and. no bOna fide entity is obligated to provide an electric line
the
extension if
lot one acre or . larger
ih size and an electric line
extension is avaiiabJe from a utility company at a cost disclosed in
the Cost Sheet provided pursuant to Section II. A herein.
4. Sections I , II , and II of this Order shall apply only to the sale
and offer of sale by respondent of any Jot or land qualifying under

subparagraphs a , b , c ,

d or e above.
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it is substantiated by adequate Inarket data on saJes and resales
(including attempts to resell and liEtings for resale that are known-

should be known by respondent) of similar land (land in a simiJar
location with the same degree of development);
provided, however
that if the data upon which the market value is determined does not
include resales by individual purchasers , respondent shall clearly
and conspicuously disclose both orally and in writing, that the

seller s estimate of market value is not based on actual resales by
individual purchasers.
8. The purchase of land from respondent is a way to achieve

financial security, to deal with inflation , or to make money. .
9. The demand for land offered for sale by respondent has
increased , is increasing, or will increase, unless such is a fact and is

not misleading.

10. Land being offered for sale by respondent will soon be
unavailable because of the pace of sales or dwindling suppJy, or that
the suppJy of any other land is decreasing, unless such is a fact and is
not misleading. (7)
11. Purchasers must purchase immediately in order to insure

that a particuJarly desirable Jocation will be available at the same
price in the foreseeable future, unless such representation is true

and is not misleading.
12. The

signing of a contract does not immediately create a

binding legal obligation on the part of the purchaser including, but
not limited to

, representations that the purchaser is only making a

deposit , is only reserving the land , is only taking the first step, or is
not making a final decision , or in any manner whatsoever obscuring
or misrepresenting the legal or practical significance of signing a
contract;
provided that respondent may accurately recite the terms
and conditions of the contract and of all refund

privileges and

cancellation rights , if applicable.
13. The federal property report or state property report is in any

way an endorsement of or a judgment of the merits or value of the
land being offered by any federal or state agency, unit ,

or officia1.

14. Any lot is located within a geographic area designated or
described as " community,
town
city, " or by words or terms of
similar import , unless respondent discloses in reasonable proximity
therewith the approximate population of the community, town or

city, its distance from the lot subject to the representation , and an
accurate listing of some or all of the facilities located therein;
provided, however that such disclosures (8Jneed not be made where
such representation is made on-site to a purchaser within the
. subdivision in which the Jot is located; and
provided, further that
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respondent shall not be obligated to rename any currently platted
property or to make any such disclosures solely because of the usc of
the name of any such currently named property.
15. The purchase of land in general is a good ,
sound investment.

profitable , safe or

Making any false or misleading reference to:
1. The past or future price of land offered by respondent , or the
past or future value of land offcred by respondent , or the past or
future increases in price, including reference by actual dollar

amount , percentage increase , or by any other means , as indicative of
of market
value.
market value , or of a change
2. The past or present population , empJoyment or industrial
statistics or trends or other statistics or trends in a geographic area.
3. The predicted future population , employment or industrial
statistics or trends or other statistics or trends in a geographic area.

For such future statistics or trends , such reference shan not be
considcred false if at the time such reference is made respondent has
a reasonable basis for believing it to be an accurate prediction. (9)
4. Thc present , planned, proposed or potential development

improvement or facilities of the lot being offered or of the unit
is located. An accurate

subdivision or project in which the

lot

statement shall not be considered misleading if it is clearly disclosed
to the customer (a) whether the development or improvement will be

undertaken by respondent or a third party, (b) when the development or improvement is likely to be undertaken , (c) whether the
purchaser has any contractual or other interest in the development

or improvement, and (d) any costs which may accrue to the customer

other than those normally assessed for the use of a public facility.
5. Investments of any sort , including any reference to insurance
stocks , the stock, commodity or options markets , savings accounts or
certificates, annuities , or land as an investment.
6. The signing of a contract or any reservation by any individual
other than the immediate purchaser , of any land being offered by

respondent , including but not limited to , any reference to any other
provided, however that respondent
person having a " hold" on a lot;
may refer to any bona fide sale or option on a lot for which it receives
consideration.
7. Respondent's reputation ,

size, assets or listing on any stock

exchange. It shall not be considered false or misleading for respond-

ent to make such references

(lOJas are required by statute or

reguJation in the place and manner required by such statute or
regulation , or for respondent to provide any purchaser or prospective
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purchaser upon request with any document prepared in accordance

with the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission ,

the

Department of Housing and Urban Development , or the Office of
Interstate Land Sales Registration.

8. The present , planned , proposed or potential development of
any land by anyone other than respondent.
9. The time within which land purchased from respondent can be

resold.

of the following acts or practices , directly or
through the use of any means:

C. Engaging in any
by implication ,

1. Discouraging purchasers from obtaining the assistance of
counselor other professional or personal advice in connection with a
purchase decision or the purchase of respondent' s land.
2. Failng to provide any required federal or state propcrty report

before the customer signs the contract; failing to recommend that
the customer read the federal property report; interrupting or
distracting any customer from reading a property report. (11)
3. Making any statement or representation concerning the rights
or obligations of respondent or the purchaser which differs in any
material respect from the rights or obligations of the parties as

stated in the contract of sale, or the property report.
4. Including Janguage in any contract permitting the respondent

to retain any sums paid by the purchaser in excess of the amount
permitted to be retained by respondent under Part II! F of this
Order , upon the failure of the purchaser to pay any installment due
or upon the failure to perform any other obligation under the
contract.
5. Failing

to disclose , clearly and conspicuously, to each customer
location , and nature of any and all casemcnt8 and

the existence , size ,

other physical features which could significantly affect the full use
and enjoyment of the lot being offered for saJe.
6. Misrepresenting the true nature and purpose of any event or

activity, including, but not limited to telephone calls , sales calls
dinner parties or other similar gatherings , contests , awards of free or
reduced price gifts or vacations , and sightseeing tours. (12)

It is further ordered

That respondent:

A. Provide each prospective purchaser of lots a copy of the " cost
sheet" pursuant to regulations of the Office of Interstate Land Sales
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Registration in effect as of January 1 , 1981. Such cost sheet shall be
properly filled out to disclose the estimated costs for the lot or parcel
offered. If such regulations are revised to provide for increased
disclosure of development cost information to the prospective
purchascr , rcspondent shall comply with such revised regulations. If
such regulations are revised to require less disclosure , respondent
shall , notwithstanding such regulations , disclose all development
cost information now required , unless such disclosure w0uld violate
the revised regulations. If necessary to comply with revised regulations , the format of the disclosure may be revised provided that any
revised format must disclose the required information in a clear and
conspICUOUS manner.

Include in all contracts of sale the following provision:
Provided,

The contents of the federal property report are part of this contract.

however That where the property report provides an accurate Clnd

not misleading

estimate of costs or description of current facilities it shall not be a breach of the
contract should such estimate or description become inaccurate after the contract is
effective. (13)

C. Include in all contracts executed from the date this Ordcr
becomes final until the final disbursement of the trust fund

established in part VII of this Order the following provision:
In the event Horizon is unable to furnish the improvements to the Buyer s lot as
described herein within six months of the promised date , unless such failure is caused
by acts of God or other causes not under control of Horizon , Horizon shal! , upon
reconveyance of the lot in the same form and condition of title as conveyed to Buyer

offer the Buyer a choice of an exchange for an alternative lot or a refund of all
principal and interest paid under this Contract or the Promissory Note and Deed of
Trust , where applicable. If Horizon provides such exchange or fpfund , Horizon shall

be released from any and all obligat.ions under this contract &1,

law or in equity.

Pruvided , however Horizon may use any time period shorter than six
months in such contractual clause.

D. Notify each purchaser within 30 days of any failure to provid8
within six months of the promised date ,

any improvements to the

purchaser s lot as required by the contract. (14)

It is further ordered That:
A. Respondent

contracts ,

shall include clearly and conspicuously in all

promotional materials and printed advertisements the

following statement:

HORIZON CORP.
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The seller is not selling the lots in this subdivision as an investment. The future
value of this land and your ability to resell it are uncertain. It is suggested that you
discuss any possible purchase with a qualified professional.

B. Rcspondent shaH

include clearly and conspicuously in each

contract for the sale of Jand the folJowing statement in 12 point bold

face typc immediately preceding the space provided for the purchasprovided, however that in the event that any state or
s signature;
federal law or regulation requires that another statement immediately precede the space provided for the purchaser s signature , the
statement required herein may precede any such staternent(s):
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT . WITHOUT ANY
PENALTY OR OBLIGATION . AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE
TENTH BUSINESS DA Y AFTER THE DATE YOlJ SIGN TillS CONTRACT.

IF YOU CANCEL WITHIN THIS TIME , WE WILL PROMPTLY REFUND ANY
PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU UNDER THIS CONTRACT r 15)
TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT . YOU MUST NOTIFY US WITIIIN TEN BUSINESS
DA YS AFTER YOU SIGN THE CONTRACT. NO SALES REPh",';;:NTATIVE WILL

CONTACT YOU DURING THESE TEN BUSINESS DAYS. IF A SALES
REPRESENTATIVE CONTACTS YOU AND YOU NOTIFY US OF THE CONTACT
WITHIN .30 DAYS OF ITS OCCURRENCE . YOU WILL HAVE UP TO 180 nAYS
FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT.

WE RECOMMEND THAT BEFORE SIGNING YOU CAREFULLY EXAMINE THIS
CONTRACT AND THE PROPERTY REPORT AND HAVE THEM REVIEWED BY A
QUALIIIED PROFESSIONAL.

During this ten-business- day pcriod after the signing of a land
purchase contract, Horizon is forbidden to initiate any sales- related
contact with the purchaser. Any such contact shalJ be grounds for

rescission of the purchase contract and recovery of all payments
exercisable any time before the
expiration of 180 days from the date of purchasc , but only if the
customer notifies Horizon of the contact within thirty days after its
thereunder at purchaser s option ,

occurrence.

Provided, however

That it shall not be forbidden for a

non-sales employee or representative of Horizon to contact a
customer by telephone to ascertain if the propcrty report was
delivered ,

and to chcck the accuracy of thc information on the

contract. (16)

C. Respondent shall furnish each purchaser , at the time the
purchaser signs a contract for the purchase of land , with the

Purchaser Cancellation Notice required by regulation of the Office of

Interstate Land Sales Registration as of January 1 , 1981. In the
event that such regulation is revised to disclose more information to
the customer , to extend the Jength of the canceJlation period, or
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otherwise to increase the purchaser s rights , resrlmdent shall
comply with such amended regulation. Notwithstanding any revision to such regulation , respondent shall grant to the custom(' ," a:

the minimum the rights required

by the regulation in effect on

January 1 , 1981.

D. Respondent shall honor any signed and timely notice of
cancellation or its functional equivalent by the purchaser , and
promptly after the receipt of such notice, (a) refund ail payments

made under the contract (b) cancel any contract or other legal

document executed by the purchaser , and (c) provide the purchaser

with written notice of such cancellation.
Whenever a timely notice of cancellation or its functional equiva-

lent is received and said notice is not sufficient or proper in any
manner , and respondent does not intend to honor the notice
respondent shall immediately notify the purchaser by certified mail
return receipt requested , enclosing the notice , informing the purchaser (17)of the error and stating clearly and conspicuously that a
proper notice signed by the purchaser must be mailed by midnight of
the fifth business day following the purchaser s receipt of the

maiJing, if the purchaser is to obtain a refund.
E. Whenever respondent sells property to a purchaser who has

never seen the property before executing a contract for the purchase
thereof , respondent shall extcnd a refund privilege conditioned upon

the purchaser making a personal visit to the property within 180

days after the purchase and notifying respondent within ten
business days after inspection that a refund is desired.
1. Respondent shall provide the purchaser with a copy of the
following " Inspection and Refund Privilege Notice " at the time the

contract is signed. The notice shall be a separate "heet of paper
containing no other writing. The notice shall contain such of the
bracketed language as is applicable. The notice shall be worded as
follows:

INSPECTION AND REFUND PRIVILEGE NOTICE
Personal inspection of any land purchased is desirable. We recommend that you
visit your property. If you visit your property within 180 days , you can cancel your
contract for any reason within 10 days after your visit and get a full refund.
If you decide to inspect your land under the terms of the refund privilege , during

the visit (18Jthe seller may encourage you to keep your land. The seller may also try to
sell you more land , or have you trade I'or' more expensive land. The seller Iwill or will
not I reimburse you for your travel expenses I if' you cancel your contractj.
You should take time during your inspection to visit the local area and examine the
real estate market where the property is locnted.

This inspection and refund provision is in addition to and does not take away your

HLJKlz.ur
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rights to canccl within ten business day:,!

after yyu s.gn . your contract. Scc your

contract.
2. Respondent shall provide the purchaser ten business days

after making the personal inspection within which to request a
refund.

contract , in immediate
setting forth the avaiJability of this

3. Respondent shall include in every
proximity to the provision

refund , the following statement:
IF YOU HAVE NOT I'REVIOUSL Y SEEN THE PROPERTY YOU HAVE UNTIL
MIDNIGHT OF TIlE TENTH RUSINESS DAY AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF
YOUR INSPECTION IN WHICH TO NOTIFY THE SELLER OF YOUR DECISION

WHETHER TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT. NO SALES REPRESENTATIVE
SHOULD CONTACT YOU ON BEHALF 119JOF THE SELLER DURING THIS TEN
BUSINESS DAY PERIOD. IF A SALES REPRESENTATIVE CONTACTS YOU AND
YOU NOTIFY US OF THE CONTACT WITHIN TEN DAYS or' ITS OCCURRENCE
YOU WILL HAVE 30 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF YOUR VISIT TO CANCEL THIS
CONTRACT.
4. Respondent will

insure that every purchaser who seeks to view

his or her lot can see and identify the lot specified in the contract;
provided, however that so long as the lot can be located by a stake at

one corner or other definite land mark , it is not necessary that all
four corners be marked.
5. Respondent shaJl furnish each purchaser at the conclusion of

the inspection visit with a dated and completed form , in duplicate
captioned " NOTICE OF CANCELLATION AFTER iNSPECTION"
which shall contain in bold face type of a minimum size of 10 point
the foJlowing statement:

NOTICE OF CANCELLATION AFTER INSPECTION
DATE OF CONCLUSION OF INSPECTION TOUR OF PROPERTY,
LOT IDENTIFICATION,

NAME OF CUSTOMER

You may cancel your contract without any penalty or obligation at any time prior to
midnight (201of the tenth business day after the above date. No sales rcpresentative

should contact you on behalf of the seller during this ten business day period. If a sales
representative contacts you , and you notify us of the contact within 10 days of its

occurrence , you will have 30 days from the date of your visit to cancel this contract.
If you cancel , we wil1 promptly send you a full refund.
To cancel your contract ,

mail or deliver a signed copy of this cancellation notice or
any other written notice, or send a telegram to (name of respondent), at (address of
respondent' s place of business), postmarked not later than midnight 0;
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I (we) hereby cancel the above described contract. (Each buyer must sign this
noticc).

DATE

BUYER' S SIGNATURE (2IJ
6. Before furnishing a purchaser

copies of the

Notice

of

Cancel

lation After Inspection " set forth above ,

respondent shall compJete
both copies by entering the name of the respondent and the address
of its place of business, the concJusion date of the inspection of the
property, the name of the customer , and the date , not earlier than
the tenth business day following the concJusion of the inspection ,

by

which the purchaser may cancel the purchase.
7. During the post inspection cancellation period , Horizon is
forbidden to initiate any sales related contact with the purchaser.
Any such initiation of contact shall be grounds for rescission of the

purchase contract and recovery of all payments thereunder at
purchaser s option , exercisable any time before the expiration of
thirty days from the date of the visit , but only if the customer
notifies Horizon of the contact within ten days of its occurrence.
8. Respondent shall investigate any notification received from

purchasers of contact violating the provisions of IILE. 7. above. (22)
9. Respondent shall honor any signed and timely Notice of
Cancellation After Inspection or its functional equivalent submitted
by a purchaser , and promptly after receipt of such notice will (a)
refund all payments made under the contract , (b) cancel the contract
executed by the purchaser , and (c) send written confirmation of such
cancellation to the purchaser.
Provided, however That if the property has been deeded to the
purchaser , Horizon may require that the property be reconveyed to
Horizon with the same condition of title as was conveyed to the
customer.
10. Where a timeJy Notice of CanceJlation After Inspection or its
functional equivalent is received purportedly in accordance with the
requirements of this section , but where said notice is not sufficient or
proper in some manner and respondent does not intend tn_ honor the
notice, Horizon shall immediately notify the purchaser by certified
mail , return receipt requested , enclosing the notice , informing the
purchaser of the error and stating clearly and conspicuously that a
proper notice signed by the purchaser must be mailed by midnight of
the fifth day following the purchaser s receipt of the mailing if the

purchaser is to obtain a refund. (23)
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F. Include in all contracts for the sale 9f land a provision limiting
the amount of principal and interest to be forfeited by the purchas
in the event of the purchaser s default to an amount not greater than

(1) 44 percent of the cash price of the property plus (2) any amount

paid which exceeds the cash price of the property.
G. Refund to each person who purchases land after the date this
Order becomes final and defaults on his or her contract , all principal

and interest paid which exceeds 44 percent of the cash price of the
land up to a maximum refund of 56 percent of the cash price of the

lot. Such refund shall be made within sixty (60) days after the
purchaser is deemed to have defaulted;

provided, however that this

paragraph shall not preclude respondent from offering a defaulting

purchaser additional aJternatives which may be selected

at the

purchaser s option , in lieu of a refund. For purposes of this section of
the Order , a purchaser shall be

deemed to have defaulted when

either of the foJlowing occurs: (24)

notifies respondent of intent to default; or
fails to make a payment for a period of six
months from the due date of a payment;
provided, however that this
1. the purchaser

2. the purchaser

provision shall not prohibit respondent from granting any purchaser
an extension

of time

within which to make payments.

H. Respondent shall not misrepresent the right of a purchaser to
cancel a transaction or receive a refund under any provision of this

Order or any applicable statute or regulation in order to solicit or
obtain the purchaser s assent to or otherwise impose any condition
waiver or limitation upon such right. (25)

It is ordered That respondent in connection with the advertising,
offering for saJe and sale of Jots or land other than those lots or land
covered by parts I , II and III of this Order , do forthwith cease and
desist from:

Representing that:
1. The purchase of

land which respondent is offering or has

offered for sale , has been , is or will be a good, profitable , safe or
sound investment , unless respondent can demonstrate that such is a
fact and is not misJeading.
2. There is little or no financial risk involved in the purchase of
respondent's land , unless respondent can demonstrate that such is a
fact and is not misleading.

g.,

" "

" "
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3. The resale of land purchased from respondent is not , or wil
not be diffcult , unless responaent can demonstrate that suchu is a

fact and is not misleading.
4. Respondent will repurchase, resell , or assist in the resale of
land purchased from respondent , unless such is a fact , and unless the
terms , conditions and arrangements for repurchase , resale or
assistance are clearly and conspicuously disclosed at the time such
representation is made. (26)

5. The value of any land , wherevcr situated , whether or not
marketed by respondent has risen , is rising, or will rise , unless

respondent can demonstrate that such is a fact and is not misleading.
6. Lots to which respondent has given one designation ,

such as
residential
commerof similar import , have a significantly
different present or expected value than lots with any other
single- family
residential
cial " t' acreage " or terms

multi- family

designation unless (i) such representation is true

and is not

misleading, (ii) respondent has a reasonable basis at the time

making such representation to believe

that it is true , and (iii)
respondent discloses clearly and conspicuously in immediate conjunction with the use of any such designation: A lot' s designation as
(specify designation
multi- family) wil have no bearing on

whether such use will occur.
7. The price set by respondent for the Jand is cquivalen( to the
market value of the land , unless adequate market data on resales

(including attempts to resell and listings for resale that arc known or

shouJd be known by respondent) of simiJar land (Jand in a similar
location with the same degree of development) by previous purchasers in the possession of respondent at the time of such representation
substantiates the representation. (27)

8. The purchase of land from respondent is a way to achieve

financial security, to deal with inflation , or to make money.
9. The purchase of land in general is a good , profitable , safe or
sound investment.
10. The demand for land offered for sale by respondent has
increased , is increasing, or will increase , unless respondent can
demonstrate that such is a fact and is not misleading.
11. Land being

offered for saJe by respondent will soon be

unavailable because of the pace of saJes or dwindling supply, or that
the supply of any other land is decreasing, unJess such is a fact and is
not misleading.
12. Purchasers must purchase immediately in order to insure
that a particularly desirable location will be available , or that Jots

simiJar to those being offered for sale may not or will not

be

" "

""
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available at the same price in the foreseeable future ,

unless such

representation is true and is not misleading. (28)
Purchasers have been specialJy selected, unless respondent
can demonstrate that such is a fact and is not misleading.
14. The

signing of a contract does not immediately create a

binding legaJ obJigation on the part of the purchaser , including, but
not limited to ,

representations that the purchaser is only making a

deposit , is only reserving the land , is only taking the first step, or is
not making a final decision , or in any manner whatsoever obscuring

or misrepresenting the legal or practical significance of signing a
provided that respondent may accurately recite the terms
and conditions of the contract and of aJl refund privileges and

contract;

cancelJation rights ,

if appJicable.

15. The federal property report or state property report is in any

way an endorsement of or a judgment of the merits or value of the
land being offered by any federal or state agency, unit , or official.
16. Any of the lots is located within a geographic area designated
or described as a " community, town city, " or by words or terms
provided, however that respondent shalJ not be
of simiJar import;
obligated to rename any currentJy platted property. (29)
B. Making any reference,
use of any means , to:

directly or by im pJication

, through the

1. The past or future price of land offered by respondent , or the
past or future value of land offered by respondent , or the past or
future increases in price , including reference by actual dollar

amount , percentage increase , or by any other means , as indicative of
market value , or of a change of market value.
2. The past ,

present or future population , employment or indus-

trial statistics or trends or other statistics or trends in a geographic
area , unless respondent has a reasonable basis at the time of the
statement or representation to concJude that such statistical trend
either now has or , within the near future , will have a significant
effect on re8pondent' s property or the part thereof, other than those
parts of each property which respondent or any other entity has
reserved for development , or has developed with roads , and electric
water , telephone , and sewer lines , to which such statement or
representation refers or relates.
3. The present , pJanned , proposed or potential deveJopment

improvement or facilities of the unit , (30 )subdivision or project in
which the offered land is located that differs in any material respect
from the relevant language of the most current property report or
from the " Notice to Buyers " (set forth in Part V of this Order).
345- 554
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4. Investments of any sort ,

including any reference to insurance

stocks , the stock , commodity or options markets , savings accounts or
certificates , annuities , or land as an investment.
5. The reservation or consideration by any individual other than
the immediate purchaser , of any land being offered by respondent
incJuding but not limited to any reference to any other person
having a " hold" on a lot;
provided, however that resppndent may

refer to any bona fide sale or option on a lot for which it receives
consideration.
size , assets or listing on any stock
provided that respondent may make such references as
are required by statute or regulation in the place and manner
required by such statutes or regulations; and
provided, further that

6. Respondent' s reputation ,

exchange;

(31)respondent may provide any purchaser or prospective purchaser

upon request with any document prepared in accordance with the
rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission , the Department of
Housing and Urban Development ,

or the Office of Interstate Land

Sales Registration.
7. The present , planned , proposed or potentiaJ deveJopment of
any land by anyone other than respondent.
8. The time within which land purchased from respondent can be

resold.

of the following acts or practices , directly or
through the use of any means:

C. Engaging in any
by implication ,

1. Discouraging purchasers from

obtaining the assistance of

counselor other professional or personal advice in connection with a
purchase decision or the purchase of respondent' s land.
2. Failing to provide any required federal or state property report
before the customer signs the contract; failing to recommend that
the customer read the federal property report; interrupting or

distracting any customer from reading a property report. (32)
3. Fillng out a contract

with a purchaser s personal information

prior to the purchaser signifying, by affirmative statement , that he
or she desires to purchase the land being offered.
4. Subjecting a purchaser who has evidenced a desire not to
purchase respondent' s Jand to continued sales efforts from any sales

representative or other employee other than the original
person , i.e. , any institution of a "
" or " takeover " system.
5. Including in any contract or in any other

sales

document shown or

provided to purchasers , language stating that no express or implied
representations have been made in connection with the sale of
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respondent' s

land , or that any particular representation has not

been made in connection

then with

6. l\ thing any statemlJnt or rnryr '3entation concerning the rights
01' obligations of respondent or the pufC,(laser which differs in any
mat0rial fE' sped fn;.Ji the rights or obHgJtions of the parties as
stated in the contract of sale , the Notice tz1 Buyers provided for
Section V of this Order , or the property report. (33)
in any contract Janguage permitting the respondent
to retain any sums paid by the purchaser in excess of the amount
7. Including

permitted to be retained in Sections VI. H. and I. of this Order upon

the failure of the purchaser to pay any installment due or upgn the
failure to perform any other obligation under the contract.
8. Failing to disclose, clearly and conspicuously, both orally and
in writing, to each customer the existence , size, location , significance
and nature of any and all easements and other physical features
which could significantly affect the full use and enjoyment of the lot
being offered for sale.
9. Misrepresenting the true nature and purpose of any event or

activity, including, but not limited to telephone calls, sales calls,
dinner parties or other similar gatherings , contests , awards of free or
reduced price gifts or vacations and sightseeing tours. (34)

It is further ordered

That respondent:

Distribute to all prospective purchasers of land covered by this
section , a copy of the following " Notice to Buyers " at the commence-

ment of any sales presentation , request that the purchaser read it
and not interrupt the reading thereof by any purchaser. ' 'there the
sale is conducted entirely through the mail , the n., :oe shall
accompany the property report mailed to the purchaser. The Notice
shall be on a separate piece of paper and shall contain only the

required information and no other writing, unless approved in
advance by the Commission.
NOTICE TO BUYERS
NAMR OF SUBDIVISION:
NAME 010' SELLER:

EFFECTIVE DATE OF NOTICE:

THE LAND BEING on' ERED FOR SALE IS IN THE STATE OF
MILES FROM THE CITY OF . THE LOT IS

r ACRE(S) OR

'"
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SQUARE FEET) IN SIZE AND THE COST IS

. YOU MAY

$

PURCHASE LOTS OTHER THAN THlS ONE. -

THE SELLER IS NOT SELLING THE LOTS IN THIS SUBDIVISION AS AN
INVESTMENT. THEREFORE , DO NOT COUNT ON YOUR LOT RISING IN VALUE
OR YOUR BEING AELE TO RESELL IT. ( 35)

THE FUTURE VALUE OF LAND IS UNCERTAIN AND MAY HAVE NO
RELATION TO THE PRICE , WHICH IS SET BY THE SELLER. ' l'f!- E FUTURE

POPULATION OF THIS SUBDIVISION AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS
CANNOT BE PREDICTED.
(PROVIDE the following

deveJopment information for the unit(s) being

offered:)
ROADS

(INFORMATION TO BE APPLICABLE TO THE ROADS FRONTING PURCHASER

un)
State who is currently responsible for construction and maintenance
and whether the roads will be maintained by public authority, a
property owners ' association or some other entity at some time in the
future. State the cost to buyer for construction/maintenance , if any,
during interim and after turnover.

State whether there is adequate financial assurance in the form of
an escrow or trust account , or surety bond , to assure completion of
the roads as represented. If not ,

include the foJlowing warning;

WARNING: TOO LITTLE MONEY HAS BEEN SET ASIDE '1'0 ASSURE THE
COMPLETION OF THE ROADS. THEREFORE, THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT
THEY WILL BE COMPLETED. (36)
Provide the following road information:

Unit

Sturtjn
dute

Percentage now

completed

Estimated
completion
date

Present
surface

Final
surface

. IIIIIIj kl,"WIi. in"")'1 !hl' I'oliliwilllj wuruinu: WAHI\' INU THEtm AHE NO PLANS FOR ROADS.
.. If lillll/I'-/',1 j.lu'fI

(INPA VEl)" und d.'HCI'
ib.. n", Hud' aCt'

;:.
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WATER

If water is to be suppJied by an individual private system, state the
estimated cost to the buyer of installation , treatment facilities

necessary equipment and any other required costs.

If individual

wells are to be used , state whether or not a refund or exchange wil
be issued in the event a productive well cannot be installed. If yes
state the terms and conditions thereof. If no , insert the. following
warning: WARNING: A SUCCESSI"UL PRODUCING WELL IS NOT
GUARANTEED. NO REFUND OR EXCHANGE WILL BE GRANTED IF YOU ARE
UNABLE TO DIG A SUCCESSFUL WELL. (37)

If the water is to be provided by a central system , state whether the
buyer is to pay any construction costs, one- time connection fees
availability fees

, special assessments or deposits for the central

system. If so , state the estimated cost. If the buyer will be responsible
for construction costs of the water mains , state the cost to install the

mains to the most remote lot covered by the Notice. State whether
there is adequate financial assurance in the form of an escrow or
trust account , or surety bond ,

to assure completion of the central

system and any future expansion.

If not , include the following
warning: WARNING: TOO LITTLE MONEY HAS BEEN SET ASIDE TO ASSURE
THE COMPLETION OF THE CENTRAL WATER SYSTJ:M. THEREFORE , THERE IS
NO ASSURANCE THAT IT WILL HE COMPLETED.

Provide the following water information:

Unit

Starting
date

Percentage now

Service A vaiJahlc

complete

date

, If nut knnwn. ins,'rt lhe i"olluwing warn in", WAllr"'NG: TlH:,n: "liE NO "'.

m(" n:NTKA'. WIITE!! Y$n:M. l:J.)

SEWER

State the method of sewage disposal to be used. If by septic tank or
other individual system , state the estimated cost of the system and
any necessary tests. State whether a permit is required. If so, and if

each and every lot has not been already

approved , insert the

following warning: WARNING: THERE IS NO ASSURANCE PERMITS CAN BE
OBTAINED FOR THE INSTALLATION AND USE OF' SEPTIC TANKS OR OTHER
INDIVIDUAL ON- SITE SEW AGE SYSTEMS. State

whether or not a refund

:.

",'
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or exchange wi1 be issued in the event a permit is denied for the
particular lot purchased , and the terms and conditions thereof. If
neither will be issued , insert the following warning: WARNING: NO
REFUND OR EXCHANGE WILL BE GRANTED IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO

INSTALL A SEPTIC TANK OR OTHER ON-SITE SEW AGE SYSTEM.

If a central sewage treatment and collection system is being

installed , state who is responsible for construction of" the system.
State whether buyer will pay any construction costs , special assessments , one- time connection fees , availability fees , use fees or
deposits. State the amounts of these charges. If the buyer is to pay
the cost of the sewer mains , state the cost of installation of the mains
to the most remote lot in this Notice. State whether there is
adequate financial assurance (39 Jin the form of an escrow or trust
account , or surety bond , to assure completion of the central system

and any future expansion.

If not, include the following warning:

WARNING: TOO LITTLE MONEY HAS BEEN SET ASIDE TO ASSURE THE
COMPLETION 01" TI-IE CENTRAL SEWER SYSTEM. THEREFORE , THERE IS NO
ASSURANCE THAT IT WILL BE COMPLETED. Provide the following sewer

information:

Unit Starting
date

Percentage of

completion

Service Availability
datc

. If not known , inosrt the 1i,llowing warning: WllliNING: THER,.: IIIIE NO !' I.IINS F'Ii II Ct:NTIi"1.

So;WAGF. SVS-"':M

ELECTRIC SERVICE

If the primary service lines have not been extended in front of, or
adjacent to each lot , state whether the buyer will be responsible for
any construction costs. If so, state the utility company s policy and
charges for extension of primary lines. Based on that policy, state the

cost to the buyer for extending primary service to the most remote
lot in this Notice. Provide the following electric service information:

Unit Start.ing"
dute

Pcrcentug"e of
completion

Service Availability
date

, II "'" krwwJ1 . 1I""' rl If". r"lIJ1wiug w"I' I1iJ1g: WIlININ';: ' llt:IU: AII

"I1I'I.IINS t' Of( IIN ,:I.:ITIII\ ' Stln' ln:, sl- EM, ! 401

..
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TELEPHONE SERVICE

If the service lines have not been extended in front of, or adjacent to
each lot , state whether the buyer will be responsible for any

construction costs. If so , state the utility company s

policy and

charges for extension of service lines. Based on that policy, state the
cost to the buyer of extending service lines to the most remote lot in
this Notice.

Provide the following telephone service information:

U nit Starting

Percentage of

Service Availability

completion

date

dale

. If not

known. insert the following wilrning, WARNING. THERE ARf; NO PLANS t' OR A TF.U "HONF. S'rSn:M

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Identify each recreational

facility. For each facility, provide the

following information:
Facility Percent
complete

Date of

Date Available

start of

for use

construction
Irno"p statt' non,,

Financial
Assurance

Buyer

cost and
assessments

completion

Jrsuch!'xists st.atelhetypeuud'-J1ouni.f

., Stat!' '-ny constructiOn or use costs to t.he uuyer includin ,my '-ppliGlbl,' property owner

s association

aSHessmer1t J1uinten,-,,ceaSHCSSmer1torusefep

At the conclusion of the Notice , place the following warning set off
by a box outline: IMPORTANT: OBTAIN AND READ THOROUGHLY EACH

PROPERTY REPORT AND CONTRACT BEFORE SIGNING ANYTHING. THE
PROPERTY ImpORT CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
AND UNDERSTAND BEFORE YOU SIGN A CONTRACT TO BUY THIS LAND. IT
IS DESIRABLE TO HAVE A LAWYER OR OTHER QUALIFlIm PROFESSIONAL
EVALUATE THIS PURCHASE BEI"ORE YOU SIG \f ANYTHING. KEEP THIS
NOTICE--STATEMENTS MADE IN IT BECOME A PART OF ANY CONTRACT
YOU MAY SIGN WITH THE SELLER. (42)
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It is further ordered That in all sales and offers to seJl after the
date this Order becomes final , respondent shall:
Include clearly and conspicuously:
In all contracts for the sale of land the following. statement:

The seller is not selling the tots in this subdivision as an investment. Therefore, do
not count on your lot rising in value or your being able to resell it. The future value of
this land is uncertain and tray have no relation to the price , which is set by the seiter.
It is suggested that you discuss any possibie purchase with a lawyer or other qualified
professional.

2. In all sales presentations, promotional materials and printed
advertisements covered by this section the following statement:
The future value of land is very uncertain. The value, if any, of this land may have
no relation to the price, which is set by the seller. The (4:l)seller is not selling the 10ts
in this subdivision as an investment.
Therefore , do not count on your lot rising in value or you,. being able to resell it. It
is suggested that you discuss any possible purchase with a lawyer or other quaJified

professional.
B. Include

clearly and conspicuously in each contract for the sale

of land the following statement , in 12 point. bold face type:
YOU ,

TilE BUYER , HAVE TH ; RIGHT TO CANCEL THIS CONTRACT , WITHOUT ANY PENA.iTY

OR OBLIGATION , AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE TENTH BUSINESS DAY AFTER THE

DATE YOU SIGN THIS CONTRACT.

IF YOU CANCEL wrTHIN THIS TIMf; , WE WILL PROMPTLY Rf;FUND ANY PAYME:NTS MAnE
BY YOU UNDER THIS CONTRACT.

TO CANCEL TillS CONTRACT , YOU MUST NOTI Y US WITHIN TEN BUSINESS DAYS AFTER
YOU SIGN THE CONTRACT. NO SAL" SMAN WILL CONTACT YOU DURING THESE TEN DAYS. W A
SALES REPRESf:NTATIVE CONTACTS YOU AND YOU NOTH' Y us O . THE CONTACT WfTHIN :m
DAYS Ofo' ITS OCCURRENCE , YOU WILL HAV ; UI' TO IRO DAYS FROM THE DATE Of" PURCHASE

TO CANCEL TillS CONTRACT. (44)

During this ten-business-day period after the signing of a land
purchase contract , Horizon is forbidden to initiate any sales- related
contact with the purchaser. Any such contact shall be grounds for
rescission of the purchase contract and recovery of all payments
thereunder at purchaser s option , exercisable any time before the
expiration of 180 days from the date of purchase , but only if the
customer notifies Horizon of the contact within thirty days after its
occurrence.

Provided, however

That it shall not be forbidden for a

non-sales employee or representative of Horizon to contact a
customer by telephone to ascertain if the property report was
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delivered, and to check the accuracy of the information on the
contract.
Prouided That where Horizon as a matter of corporate . practice-or
pursuant to any legal requirement provides a cancellation period
exceeding ten business days , the highest applicable specific number
of days greater than ten shall be substituted for " ten " or " tenth"
wherever those words appear in the Notice of Cancellation set forth
above. This requirement shall apply to Sections VI. C. and VI. D. of
this Order as well as to this Section VI. B. (45)

C. Print the following

in 12 point bold face type as a separate

s signature:

paragraph of the contract immediately preceding the space provided
for the purchaser

YOU HAVE TEN BUSINESS DAYS IN WHICH TO RECONSIDER YOUR DECISION ANn TO CANCJoL

THIS CONTRACT WITH FULL m l"UND. HOWEVER, WE RI':COMMJo:ND THAT m:FORE SIGNING
YOU EXAMINE CAREFULLY THIS CONTRACT AND THE PROPERTY REPORT AND HAVE THEM
RlwmWED BY A LAWYF.R OR OTHER QUALIFIED PlmFESSIONAL.

Provided , however That in the event that any federaJ or state Jawor

regulation requires that another statement immediately precede the
space provided for the purchaser s signature, the above statement
may precede such statements(s).
D. Furnish each purchaser , at the time the purchaser signs a

contract for the sale of land , with two copies of a form , captioned in
12 point bold face type " NOTICE OF RICHT OF CANCELLATION , " which
shall contain in 10 point bold face type the foJJowing information and
statements: (46)

Date of Transaction

Lot Identification

NOTICI-: OF RIGHT OI-' CANCELLATION

You may cancel this transaction without any penalty or obligation at any time
prior to midnight of the tenth business day after the date shown on the contract. Use
this time to examine with care this contract and property report. We suggest that you
also use this time to have this contract and the property report reviewed by a lawyer
or other qualified professional.

No sales representative should contact yOll on behalf of the seller during this ten
business day period. If a saJes representative contacts you , and you notify us of the
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contact within 30 days of its occurrence , you will have up to 180 days from the date of
purchase to cancel this contract.
If you cancel , any payments made by you under the contract wjll be returned
promptly to you.
To cancel this contract , notify us not later than midnight of that you want to
canceL Although you may notify us in any manner you choose, we recommend thai

you notify us by mailing a signed copy of this notice to (name of respondent) at
(address). (47)

I (we) hereby cancel this contract. (Each buyer must sign this notice).

Date

Signature of Buyer

Respondent shaJJ , before furnishing copies of this " Notice of Right
of CanceJJation " to the purchaser , complete both copies by entering

the name of res pendent ,

the address of the respondent' s place of

business , the date of the transaction , and lot identification(s), and the
date , not earlier than the tenth business day foJJowing the date of
the signing by the purchaser , by which the purchaser may give

notice of cancellation.

Respondent shaJJ, where the signature of a purchaser is solicited
inform each purchaser
orally, at the time the purchaser signs the contract , of the right to
cancel as stated in this Paragraph ofthis Order.
Honor any signed and timely notice of cancellation by the
purchaser , or its functional equivalent , and promptly after the
during the course of a sales presentation ,

receipt of such notice

, (a) refund all payments made under the

contract and (b) cancel and return any contract or other

legal

document executed by the purchaser. (48)

Whenever a timely notice of cancellation or its functional equiva-

lent is received and said notice is not sufficient or proper in any
manner , and respondent does not intend to honor the notice
respondent shall immediately notify the purchaser by certified mail
enclosing the notice , informing . the pur-

return receipt requested ,

chaser of the error and stating clearly and conspicuously that a

proper notice signed by the purchaser must be mailed by midnight of
the fifth business day following the purchaser s receipt of the

mailing, if the purchaser is to obtain a refund.
F. Whenever

respondent extends a privilege or other right
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whereby the purchaser may exchange undeveloped

land for a

building lot:
1. IncJude in

all materials , including the contract , which discuss
or if such privilege or right is described orally,

the privilege or right ,

include in such oral discussion , and in a concurrently delivered
written notice , the following statement: BUILDING EXCHANGE LOTS

EQUAL IN SIZE AND COST TO THE LOT YOU ARE PURCHASING

A Y BE

LOCATED SUBSTANTIAL DISTANCES FROM THE ESTABLISHED DEVELOPED
AREAS. THEY MAY HAVE LESS DESIRABLE ROADS , UTILITIES AND
APPEARANCE. THEREFORE , VOU MAY WISH TO EXCHANGE FOR OTHER
BUILDING LOTS THAN TilE SELLER MAY OFFER. THESE OTHER LOTS MA Y BE

SMALLER IN SIZE AND MAY REQUIRE YOU TO PAY MORE MONEY THAN YOU
ARE NOW CONTRACTiNG TO PAY.
2. State the specific financial terms or formula for exchange of

the purchaser s equity in the original ( 49)Jot into the building lot , in

the same place and manner as the statement in subparagraph

1

above.
3- Include in all contracts for the sale of land a provision

extending the contractuaJ rights and privileges of the purchaser to
al1 subsequent buyers and assignees of that land.
G. Whenever respondent sel1s property sight unseen it shall
extend a refund privilege conditioned upon the purchaser making a

personal visit to the property within 180 days after purchase and
notifying respondent within ten business days after inspection that a
refund is desired. Respondent shaJl:
1. Provide the purchaser with a copy of the fol1owing " INSPECTION
AND REFUND PRIVILEGE NOTICE " at the time the contract is signed.

The notice shall be on a separate sheet of paper containing no other
writing. The notice shall be worded as follows:

INSPECTION AND REFUND PRIVILEGE NOTICE

Personal inspection of any land purchased is desirable. We recommend that you
visit your property. If you visit your property within the next 180 days , you can cancel
your contract for any reason within 10 days after your visit and get a fu11 refund. (50)
If you decide to inspect your land under the terms of the refund privilege , during
the visit the seHer may encourage you to keep your land. The seller may also try to
sell you more land , or have you trade for a more expensive lot.

You should take time during your inspection to visit the local area and examine the
real estate market where the lot is located.

If you cancel this purchase, the seller will not reimburse you for your travel
expenses.

This inspection and refund privilege is in addition to and does not take away your

..-
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right to caneeJ within ten business days after you sign your contract. See your

contract.
2. Provide the purchaser ten business days

after making the

personal inspection within which to request a refund.

3. Include in every contract , in immediate proximity to the

provision setting forth the avaiJability of this refund , the following
statement: YOU HAVE UNTIL (51)MIDNIGHT OF THE TENTH BUSINESS DAY
AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF YOUR IN PERSON INSPECTION IN WHICH TO
NOTIFY THE SELLER OF A DECISION TO CANCEL. NO REPRESENTATIVE OF

THE SELLER SHOULD CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY DURING THIS TEN
RUSINESS DAY PERIOD. IF A SALES REPRESENTATIVE CONTACTS YOU AND
YOU NOTIFY US OF THE CONTACT WITHIN TEN
YOU WILL HAVE 30

VA VB FROM THE

VA

VA VB OF ITS OCCURRENCE
TE OF YOUR VISIT TO CANCEL THIS

CONTRACT.

4. Insure that every purchaser who seeks to view

can see and identify the particular lot specified

his or her lot

in the contract;

provided, however that so long as the lot can be located by a stake at

one corner or other definite landmark , it is not necessary that all

four corners be marked.

5. Orally inform the purchaser of the post-visit ten- business- day
cancellation right (i) at the time the contract is signed , unless the

sale is entirely completed through the mail , and (ii) at the conclusion
of the inspection visit.
6. Furnish each purchaser at the conclusion of the inspection
form , in duplicate , captioned
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION AFTER INSPECTION " which shall contain in
bold face type of a minimum size of 10 point , the following

visit with a dated and completed

statement: ( 52)
NOTICE O . CANCELLATION ArTEH INSPECTION

DATE OF CONCLUSIOr- m' INSPECTION TOUR
(W

I'HOPEHTY

LOT IDENTWICATION,

NAME OF ClJSTOMER: -

You may cancel your contract without any penalty or obligation at any time prior
to midnight of the tenth business day after the above date. No sales representative of
the seller should contact you in any way during this ten business day period. If a sales
representative contacts you and you notify us of the contact wit.hin 10 days of its
occurrence , you wilJ have 30 days from the date of your visit to cancel the contract.
If you cancel , we wi!! promptly send you a full refund.
mail or deliver a signed copy of this cancellation notice or
any other written notice , or send a telegram to (name of' respondent), at (address of
To cancel your contract ,

HORIZON CORP.
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place of business), posfmarked - - rlo( later than -midnight. (53J

I (we) hereby cancel the above described contract. (each buyer must sign this
notice).

DATE

Buyer s signature
7. Before furnishing a purchaser copies of

the " Notice

of Cancel-

lation After Inspection " set forth in paragraph VI. G. 6. above

compJete both copies by entering the name of the respondent and the
address of its place of business , the conclusion date of the inspection
of the property, the name of the customer , and the date , not earlier
than the tenth business day following the conclusion of the inspection , by which the purchaser may cancel the purchase.
S. During the post- inspection cancellation period , Horizon is

forbidden to initiate any sales related contact with the purchaser.
Any such initiation of contact shall be grounds for rescission of the

purchase contract and recovery of all payments thereunder at
purchaser s option , exercisable any time before the expiration of
thirty days from the date of the conclusion of the visit , but only if the
customer notifies Horizon of the contact within ten days of its
occurrence. (54)
9. Investigate any

notification received from purchasers of con-

tact violating the provision of Paragraphs VI. G.
comply with the requirements of Section X ,

8. above , and

Paragraphs F and G

herein.
10. Honor any signed and timely Notice of Cancellation After

Inspection or its functional equipment submitted by a purchaser
and promptly after the receipt of such Notice (a) refund all payments
made under the contract , and (b) cancel and return any contract or
other legal document executed by the purchaser.
11. Where a timely Notice of Cancellation After Inspection or its
functional equivalent is received purportedly in accordance with the
requirements of this section , but where said notice is not sufficient or
proper in some manner and respondent does not intend to honor the
notice immediately noti(y the purchaser by certified mail , return
enclosing the notice , informing the purchaser of
the error and stating clearly and conspicuously that a proper notice

receipt requested ,

signed by the purchaser must be mailed by midnight of the fifth day
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following the purchaser s receipt of the mailing if the purchascr is to
obtain a refund. (55)

H. Include in all contracts for the sale of land a provision
limiting the amount of moneys to be forefeited by a purchaser in the
event of the purchaser s default under the contract to an amount not
greater than respondent' s actual damages from such forfeiture , such
provision to include the definition of " actual damages . set forth in
Section VI. I. below.
L Rt, ;ulld to ustomel'

\vho f. urchase after tLe effective date of

this order and who are deemed in default , all moneys paid under the
contract , including but not limited to principal , interest , taxes , and
assessments which in the aggregate exceed respondent' s " actual
damages , as that term is defined below , within 60 days after the
purchaser is deemed to have defaulted;
provided that this paragraph
shall not preclude respondent from offering a dcfaulting purchaser

additional alternatives which may be selected at the purchaser
option , in lieu of a refund. For purposes of this section of the Order , a

purchaser shall be deemed to have defaulted when either of the
following occurs:
1. purchaser notifies respondent of intent to default; or
2. purchaser has failed to make a payment for a period of six

months from the due date of such payment. (56)
Actual damages " upon a buyer s default shall be limited to

respondent' s actual out-of- pocket costs for commissions and over-

rides paid out to sales personnel and not recovered from them in
connection with the cancellation of an account or contract to buy

property from respondent as a result of the buyer s default provided
that the amount of the actual damages may not exceed 15 percent of
the cash price of the property, as " cash price " is defined in the TruthIn- Lendi"g Act' s

implementing Regulation Z (12 CFR 226. 2(n)).
J. FOlbear from using or enforcing in any manner , or represent-

ing that respDndent will rely upon or enforce in any manner , against
any purchaser , a contract clause which provides that the respondent
may retain all sums previously paid by the
that the purchaser

f'ai

p11

rchaser in the event

to nay any instaJiment due or otherwise to

perform any obligation. , Jer the contract.
K. Not misrepresent , nor solicit or obtain the purchaser s assent
to or otherwise impose any condition , waiver or limitation upon , the
right of a purchaser to cancel a transaction or receive a refund under
any provision of this Order or any applicable statute or regulation.
(57)
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It is further ordered That respondent shaJl establish the Horizon
Corporation Trust Fund for the benefit of past purchasers of lots
from respondent on the following basis:
1. The trust fund will be established not later than fifteen (15)

days following the date this Order is issued by the Commission in
finaJ form.
2. The trustee shall be a national bank mutually agreeabJe to
respondent and the Commission , pursuant to a trust agreement also

mutually agreeable to respondent and the Commission.

3. Not later than thirty (30) days following the date this Order is
issued in final form respondent shall issue a debenture payable to
the
Horizon
Corporation Trust Fund " and deliver it to the trustee.
4. The debenture will be a six (6) year noninterest bearing
debenture in the principal amount of $14. 5

miJion , payabJe in six
equal installments with the first such instaJlment being due on June
, 1982 , and subsequent installments being due on each June 1
thereafter to and incJuding June 1 , 1987. (58)
Payments into the trust fund shall be due and payable on the dates
specified in this paragraph. The trustee shall receive each of the
payments specified in this Order no later than seven days after it is
due and payable. Respondent shall be in violation of the terms of this

Order if it fails to make any of the payments specified in this
agreement within the period ending seven days after such payment
is due and payabJe. Interest payments required by Paragraph VII (8)
of this Order shall continue to apply to any delay in payment beyond
the date when it is due and payable. Such interest payments shalJ be
required regardless of any aJlegation of a violation of this Order as
described in this paragraph. (59)
5. The trustee shall maintain the corpus of the trust fund in
general obligations of or obligations guaranteed by the United States

Government or an agency of the United States Government. All
interest earned during the pendency of the trust fund shall be added
to the corpus of the trust fund.

trustee shall make the books and records of the trust fund
available to the Federal Trade Commission or a representative
thereof for inspection and copying during normal business hours at
any timers) until sixty (60) days following the final disposal of the
trust fund residue. The trustee and respondent shall be given
twenty- four (24) hours advance notice of any inspection of the trust
fund books and records by the Commission. The trustee shall provide
6. The

- -
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an annual report in the nature of an accounting of the trust fund to
the Commission.

7. No

costs associated with the establishment , administration or

distribution of the trust fund shall be paid out of the principal or
interest of the fund , except as provided in paragraph 18 if there is a
third distribution of funds. (60)

8. If any of the six annual payments into the trust fund shall not
be made on the date any such payment is due , Horizon shaJl pay

interest on the principal amount then due and owing at a rate which
is two percent (2%) above the prime interest rate at Citibank ,

New

York , at the close of business on the date the payment is
first business day thereafter.
9. Within thirty (30) days following the third payment into the
trust fund , the trustee shall distribute substantially aJl of the money
then in the trust fund to the persons eligible for payments from the
fund as determined herein.
du.e or the

10. Within thirty (30) days following the final payment into the
trust fund , the trustee shall distribute all of the money in the trust
fund to the persons eligible for payments from the fund as

determined herein.
11. The persons eligible for payment from the trust fund shall be
those who meet the criteria listed on Exhibit A attached hereto12. Purchasers eligible for payment from the trust fund shall be
mailed a copy of the letter attached hereto as Exhibit B within 180

days from the date this Order is issued in final form by the
Commission. (61)
13. Any person eligibJe for payment from the trust fund who
cannot be located by respondent shall forfeit his or her right

receive the notification in Exhibit B and the two payments from the
trust fund. Respondent shall exercise good faith efforts reasonably
calculated to locate all persons eligible for payments from the trust
fund. Such efforts shall include:

(a) Mailing the notification to the most current address as
disclosed in respondent' s records or on the county tax rolls , if such
tax rolls are reasonably available from the

county in which the

person s land is located.
(b) Confirming addresses with the appropriate improvement

association , if any.

(c) If necessary, mailing a second notification letter with an
address correction requested from the Post Office.

(d) TeJephoning any person whose mailing address cannot be
discovered through the above methods. Respondent shaJl , to the
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extent necessary, telephone the last kl10wn

home and business

telephone number of the person , and seek information from directory assistance at the person s last known address. (62)
If the above efforts are unavailing, the person shall be removed
provided, however that the person
from the list of eligible persons;
shall be reinsta.ted if respondent or the trustee should be informed of
his or her current mailing address not less than thirty (30) days prior
to either of the disbursements from the trust fund. If such person is

reinstated as eligibJe for a payment from the trust fund after the
initial disbursement from the fund, his or her right to a payment
shall be limited to his or her proportionate share of the second

distribution.
14. Persons eligibJe for a payment from the trust fund wiJl be
informed in the notification Jetter that they must inform respondent
of an address changes until the finaJ distribution of the fund. A form
for such notification , attached hereto as Exhibit D , will be provided
to each eligible person for this purpose. Respondent wi1 inform the

trustee of all such address changes not less than thi rty (30) days

prior to each distribution

from the trust fund. If any person

payment check is returned by the Post Office as being undeliverable

because of incorrect address ,

and if the person failed to inform

respondent of a change of address which has occurred , such person

wil forfeit any right to a share of the distribution. (63)

15. Respondent may, at its sale discretion ,

require each eligible

person to sign a waiver of claims in the form attached hereto as
Exhibit C as a condition precedent to receiving payment from the
trust fund.
16. Persons eligibJe for refunds wil not be required to reconvey
property to respondent to qualify for payment from the trust fund.

17. Each eligible person wil receive a pro rata share of the trust

fund distribution to which he or she is entitled , to be determined on

the basis of the ratio of his or her payments of principal to

respondent to the total of all such payments from June 1, 1969 to the
date of each distribution by all persons eligible for payments from
the trust fund. Payment will be made by check drawn on the trust
fund and mailed to eligible persons by first class mai1.
18. The trustee wil be instructed to make all reasonable efforts

to distribute the entire trust fund. Any residue in the fund resuJting
from interest earned after checks are mailed to eligible perSODS

or

(6) months after
distribution or other causes will be don'lted in equal shares to the
Horizon Communities Improvement Association , (64)Inc., the Horifrom checks not cashed for a period of six

zon Communities Improvement Association of New Mexico , Inc. , the
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Tierra Grande Improvement Association , Inc. , and the Waterwood
Improvement Association , Inc. Provided . however That if the residue
exceeds $250

000 the trustee may redistribute the residue to those

purchasers who cashed the second distribution check. All expenses of
such redistribution shall be paid from the residue of the trust fund

and no such distribution shall be made unless the expenses of the
distribution are not more than 25 percent of the trust fund residue.
Any residue remaining after the third distribution shall be distributed to the improvement associations as provided above. (65)

VII
It is further ordered

That respondent shaJl assure that it and

other entities will spend not Jess than $45 million for improvements
in the properties within the twenty years following the date this

Order becomes final. Such expenditures may be made for improvements in Rio Communities , Horizon City, Arizona Sunsites , Water-

wood, and/or Paradise Hills. The improvements may include roads,
utilities , hotels , residential apartments, commercial facilities, recreational facilities , churches , civic buildings , or any other improvements or facilities , except that expenditures for construction of
single family residences shall not be jncluded in the computation of
the $45 million. To quali(y under this provision ,

the improvements

must be located within the confines of the properties listed above.

The only exception to this locational requirement is that expendi-

tures to construct utility plants and transmission or pipe lines
predominantJy to serve a Horizon property shall be included
notwithstanding that the pJant and the transmission or pipe

Jines

may not be located within one of the five properties enumerated
above. (66)The expenditure of funds required by this paragraph shall

be made according to the following schedule:

$11.25 miJlion shall be spent within 7 years of the effective date of
this Order; $22.

5 million shall be spent within 10 years of the

effective date of this Order; $33. 75 million shall be spent within 15

years of the effective date of this Order; $45 million shall be spent
within 20 years ofthe effective date of this Order.

It is further ordered That not more than one officer or employee of
respondent shall at anyone time serve on the boards of directors of
each of the following: Horizon Communities Improvement Association, Inc. , the Horizon Communities Improvement Association of
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New Mexico, Inc., the Tierra Grande Improvement Association , Ine. .
and the Waterwood Improvement Association, Inc. (67)

That respondent ,

It is further ordered,

Horizon Corporation shall:

A. Deliver , by certified mail or in person , a copy of this Order to
all of its present and future sales representatives and other

employees , independent brokers, advertising agencies , and others
who sell or promote the sale of respondent' s land;
B. Provide each person so described in Paragraph A above with a
form to be returned to respondent , clearly stating each person
intention to conform his or her business practices to the require-

ments of this Order.
C. Inform each person described in Par a'graph A above that
respondent shall not use the services of any such person , unless such
person agrees to and does file a notice with respondent that he or she
will conform his or her business practices to the requirements of this
Order;
D. In the event such person will not agree to so file notice with

the respondent and to conform his or her business practices to the
requirements of this Order , respondent shall not use the services of
68)

such person; (

E. Inform the

persons described in Paragraph A above that

respondent is obligated by this Order to discontinue dealing with
those persons who engage on their own in the acts or practices

prohibited by this Order or who faiJ to adhere to the affirmative
requirements of the Order;

F. Institute a reasonable program of continuing surveillance to
reveal whether the sales practices of each of said persons described
in Paragraph A above conform to the requirements of this Order

and promptly investigate and make good faith efforts to resolve any
complaints about such persons received by respondent , and maintain
records of any such complaint , investigation and disposition for five
years from the date of the disposition of the complaint;
Discontinue deaJing with any person described in Paragraph

G.

A above revealed by the aforesaid program of surveilance, who more
than once engages on his or her own in the acts or practices
that in the event
provided, however.
prohibited by this Order;

remedial action is taken , the sole fact of such dismissal or termination shall not be admissible against respondent in any proceeding
brought to recover penalties for alleged violations of any paragraph
of this Order.

(69)
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That respondent notify the Commission at

corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment , reorganization or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or other change in the corporation which
least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the

may affect compliance obligations arising out of this Order. (70)

XII

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this Order to each of its subsidiaries. (71)

XII
It is further ordered That respondent shall within sixty (60) days
after the service upon it of this Order , and annually thereafter until

sixty (60) days after the finaJ disburscment of funds in the trust
funds established in part Vll. herein , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with this Order. (72 )

XIV

The relief set forth in this Order fully satisfies any claim for
consumer redress which the Commission may have under Sections 5
and 19 of the Federal Trade Commission Act arising out of the acts
and practiccs allcgcd in the complaint in this matter.

EXHIRIT A
To be eligible for a partial refund from Horizon Corporation, a person must meet all
of the following criteria:
1. The person must have contracted to purchase
any time from June 1 ,

a lot from Horizon Corporation at

1969 to August 31, 1974.

either:
(a) have completed paying for the lot; or
2. The purchaser must

(b) be current in making payments to Horizon when the trustee distributes the
partial refunds; or

(c) have defaulted on his or her contract after paying 75% or more of the purchase
price.
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3. The lot purchaser must

not have received prior relief of any of t.he following

types from Horizon:
(a) Relief amounting to at least 25% of the cash price of the lot from (i) a refund , (ii)

a judgment in a lawsuit , or (iii) a reduction in the price of the Jot; or
(b) an exchange of the lot initiaJly purchased for a lot developed with a road and
utilities; or
(c) an exchange of the original lot for a lot in Paradise Hills pursuant to the filing of
Neil v. Horizon Corp. No. Civ.
a claim in the settlement of the class action entitled
75- 133

(D. Ariz. 1975).

4. No refunds wil be given for any purchase prior to June 1 ,

an exchange or a subsequent purchase after , June

1,

1969. If as a result of
1969 the purchaser s contract is

increased , a refund will be given based only on the increase in t.he contract price.

EXHIRIT B
IMPORTANT: We owe you a

partial refund.

Dear Customer:

We arc sending this letter t.o you under an order issued by the Federal Trade
Commission.
In 1975 , the Federal Trade Commission filed a complaint. against Horizon

Corporation concerning it.s past sales practices. As part. of the resolution of t.his
complaint , Horizon will refund to you a portion of the purchase price of the land you
purchased from us. Horizon also will spend or cause to be spent $45 milion for

development in its properties over the next twenty (20) years ,
certain sales practices in the future.

and will refrain frorn

The following questions and answers explain how much money you are entitled t.o
receive , the options you have , and some important information about your land.
Who is entitled to a refund?

Refunds wil be made to all customers of Horizon who satisfy the following
conditions:
1. You must have purchased a lot from Horizon Corporation at any time from
June 1 , 1969 to August 31 , 1974. If your purchase during this time period was an

exchange of a lot purchased prior to June 1 , 1969 , your partial refund will be based
only on the increased contract price.

be current in your payments to
have defaulted on your contract
after paying 75% or more of the cash price. (The cash price is the price of the lot
2. You must have completed paying

Horizon when the trustee distributes the refunds

or

for your lot

or

excluding interest.

3. You will not receive a partial refund if you have already received a reduction in
the cash price of your lot of 25% or more , a refund of 25% or more of the cash price of
your lot , an exchange for a lot developed with a road and utilities , or an exchange for a
Neil v.
lot in Paradise Hills as part of the settlement of the class action suit entitled

Horizon Corporation.

Our records show that you are entitled to a refund.

,'
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How milch money will be refllnded
Horizon will pay 514. 5 milion into a trust fund over the next six years. This money,

plus the interest earned on it , will be distributed to the eligible customers in two (2)
payments. We estimate that each customer will receive about 12% of the cash price of

the lot(5) purchased. Of course, your refund may be more or less than that amount
depending on such factors as the number of customers seeking refunds.
When will I receive my refund?
You will receive part of your refund in July 1984. The rest will be paid in July 1987.
What do I ha.ve

out

to

do to receive my refund!

You must sign the attached notice and return it to Horizon in the self-addressed
envelope within ninety (90) days. IMPORTANT - by signing this notice you give up any
right you may have to sue Horizon for al1 claims of any kind arising from the
transaction for your purchase of land , that is , the manner in which the land was
marketed, the purchase contract and the circumstances in which the cC'ntract was
signed. If you have questions , we suggest you consult a lawyer before you sign this.
You must also keep us informed of any changes in youraddres8. This is important.

the refund checks, you will lose your right to a
refund. An address change form is enclosed in this letter for your convenience. You do
not have to use this form so long as you tell us either in person or by mail each time

we cannot find you when we mail

you move.

What should I do if I do not receive my checks?

If you have not received your first check by August 1 , 1984 or have not received
your second check by August 1 ,

1987 you should write t.o us as soon as possible.

Do I have togiue back my Lund?
No. You do not have to give back the land to receive this refund.

What are the plans (ordeueloping my lot?

The lot you have purchased is completely undeveloped. Unless your lot is located in
Waterwood , Horizon has no plans to develop your lot. If your lot is in Waterwood
consult your contract. In properties other than Whispering Ranch your lot is or will be
may
accessible by a road , paved in Waterwood and unpaved in the other properties. It

not be possible to develop your lot or extend utility lines to it. Your contract
may
may give you the right to exchange your lot for a fully developed lot. An exchange will
cost you more money. If you have questions , please refer to your contract or write to
Ilorizon Corporation.
or

What are Horizun

plans for devel()pment

Horizon will spend , or wiJJ assure that others spend, at least $45 million in
deveJopment over the next twenty years. This money will be spent for roads, utilities,
stores, apartment houses, recreational facilities, civic buildings, or other improve-

ments within the properties. The money will not be used to improve your lot. The
improvements mayor may not directly benefit you or your lot.
Can I reBell my lot

There is virtually no resale market at the prescnt time for lots which have not been

developed with utilities. It is unlikely that you could resell your lot at the present
time. There is no certainty that prospects for resale will improve in the future. The
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growth of nearby cities may not make res1;c of YOJ.r Iot any easier. Horizon is not
obligated to buy back your lot or help you resell it.
Whal efforts willllorizon make to reduce my proper(r taxes?

Horizon does not have direct control over the amount of your property taxes.
However , Horizon filed suit in El Paso County to reduce property taxes on land in
Horizon City. As a result of this suit , property taxes for rnany lots in Horizon City
declined from about $14. 00

per year to $8.00 per year. Similar efforts are now

underway concerning Rio Communities.

What options do I have?
You have three options with respect to your lot.
1. You may accept our refund offer and keep your land. You may also accept our
refund offer and exchange your land if your contract p rmjts an exchange. If you have
not fully paid for your property, you will have to continue making your payments in
order to keep your land or exchange it. See your contract for a full explanation of the
exchange privilege that applies to your land.
2. Vou can refuse to make any further payments that are due under your
contract.
If you refuse to make further payments
after
you have already paid 75% or more of
the cash price , you wil be eligible for the refund described above. If you stop paying
not

you have paid 75% of the cash price, you will

before

be eligible for the refund

described above. (Only payments of principal count toward the 75%.
In

either case ,

you will lose your land and all the payments you have made.

3. Instead of accepting the refund described above ,

you may seek redress for any
injury you believe Horizon has caused you. If you were a member of the class in the
Neil
suit or have previously accepted relief from Horizon , you may not be able to
choose this option. We recommend that you consult an attorney before you choose this
option.

If I have other questions , whom should I contac:?
If you have questions about this offer, please write to us at the following address:
Refund Offer
Horizon Corporation

Post Office Box 27324
Tucson , Arizona 85726
We will answer your questions promptly.

We recommend that you keep this letter for future reference.
Sincerely,

Donald C. White

President
Horizon Corporation

